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Abstract

This ICB Research Report constitutes the proceedings of the following events which were held during the Requirements Engineering: Foundation for Software Quality (REFSQ) conference 2013 in Essen, Germany.

- Creativity in Requirements Engineering (CreaRE)
- International Workshop on Requirements Prioritization and Communication (RePriCo)
- International Workshop on Software Product Management (IWSPM)
- Alive Empirical Study
- Online Questionnaires
- Empirical Research Fair
- Doctoral Symposium
- Poster Session
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Part I

REFSQ 2013 Workshop Proceedings
1 Preface

Editors

Raul Mazo Pena
Université Paris 1 Panthéon Sorbonne, France, raul.mazo-pena@univ-paris1.fr

Camille Salinesi,
Université Paris 1 Panthéon Sorbonne, France, camille.salinesi@univ-paris1.fr
Before becoming a Working Conference, REFSQ was itself a workshop. As such, it was organized as a forum of discussion for presenting ground breaking ideas, as well as exchanging on new research problems, or reporting and discussing results of more mature research. The “magic potion” that made REFSQ a successful workshop is now used for “REFSQ workshops”, i.e. workshops associated to the RESQ Working Conference: pre proceedings that allow participants to read each other’s papers and prepare their questions in advance, post-proceedings that give a possibility to revise papers in light of discussions held during workshops, mixed audience of senior researchers and industrials with young promising researchers, and promotion of interactivity between participants during the workshops as well as during the conference, e.g. by reporting workshop results at the conference, etc. It is now the third year that REFSQ organizes co-located workshops. This experience is very positive, both because it helps extending and strengthening the RE community, but also and this is very important- because it is a unique opportunity to deal with a variety of specific requirements related issues with a very large and diverse audience.

The REFSQ 2013 call for workshops proposals aimed at workshops that had the potential to significantly advance requirements engineering. Many topics were identified, but the call was open to any topic that was important for practice, new to the field, or had controversial viewpoints. 3 workshops were accepted after a thoughtful selection process:
We hope that, as we observed since years at REFSQ, the dialogue among participants will lead to interesting follow-up research collaborations, empirical investigations and industrial practices, and of course more workshops and more publications!

We hope you will enjoy these papers, and some day, live the thrill of the “I heard it first at REFSQ!” experience.

Camille Salinesi and Raul Mazo
REFSQ2013 Workshop Chairs
2 Creativity in Requirements Engineering (CreaRE)

Editors

Maya Daneva
University of Twente, Netherlands, m.daneva@utwente.nl

Andrea Herrmann
Software Engineering Trainer and Researcher, Germany, herrmann@herrmann-ehrlich.de

Anne Hoffmann
Siemens AG, Germany, anne.hoffmann@siemens.com

Kurt Schneider
Leibniz Universität Hannover, Germany, kurt.schneider@inf.uni-hannover.de

Workshop Programme

CreaRE 2013 3rd Workshop on Creativity in Requirements Engineering
Maya Daneva, Andrea Herrmann, Anne Hoffmann and Kurt Schneider

On the Sizes of Groups Using the Full and Optimized EPMcreate Creativity Enhancement Technique for Web Site Requirements Elicitation
Victoria Sakhnini, Luisa Mich and Daniel M. Berry

Requirements from the Void: Experiences with 1:10:100
Koen van Turnhout, Stijn Hoppenbrouwers, Paul Jacobs, Jasper Jeurens, Wina Smeenk and René Bakker

The Even Darker Side of Creativity Why Software Testers Should Check on Requirements
Hans Hartmann
CreaRE 2013
3rd Workshop on Creativity in Requirements Engineering

Maya Daneva¹, Andrea Herrmann², Anne Hoffmann³, Kurt Schneider⁴

¹ University of Twente, Netherlands, m.daneva@utwente.nl
² Software Engineering Trainer and Researcher, Germany, herrmann@herrmannehrlich.de
³ Siemens AG, Germany, anne.hoffmann@siemens.com
⁴ Leibniz Universität Hannover, Germany, kurt.schneider@inf.uni-hannover.de

1 Technical Program

The CreaRE workshop at REFSQ 2013 took place as a half-day workshop on April 8. The program included a keynote talk, three paper presentations, a discussion on the topic of “Experiences with Creativity Techniques in RE and Research Questions”, and an art exhibition. The following speakers were involved:

- Chris Rupp (keynote): Gyro Gearloose’s Heirs - Going Nuts for Progression?
- Victoria Sakhnini, Luisa Mich, Daniel M. Berry: On the Sizes of Groups Using the Full and Optimized EPMcreate Creativity Enhancement Technique for Web Site Requirements Elicitation
- Koen van Turnhout, Stijn Hoppenbrouwers, Paul Jacobs, Jasper Jeurens, Wina Smeenk, René Bakker: Requirements from the Void: Experiences with 1:10:100
- Hans Hartmann: The even darker side of creativity

2 Introduction

Requirements Engineering (RE) demands a systematic approach for eliciting, operationalizing, and documenting requirements and for solving their conflicts. However it also is a creative activity. It demands the stakeholders to create visions of future software systems and to imagine all their implications. Creativity-enhancing techniques, which have been developed and used in other disciplines and areas of problem-solving, have the potential to be adapted and adopted in today’s RE, and thus become the foundation for innovative RE processes, addressing both problem analysis and solution design.

The CreaRE 2013 workshop brought together requirements engineering professionals from industry and researchers who are interested in discussing the role of creativity in RE, the array of creativity techniques that can be applied to RE, and the specific ways to do so. The workshop leveraged the discussion-intensive format and style that was established in the previous two workshop editions (2010 and 2012) to exchange experiences and research results among the participants. In line with
CREARE’s mission to raise awareness in the RE community for the importance of creativity and creativity techniques, the CREARE 2013 edition of the workshop reached out and made a first step towards linking the RE community to other communities to which creativity is essential.

We invite interested readers to review the CreaRE 2013 web site for further information: http://www.se.uni-hannover.de/events/creare-2013

3 Program Committee

We are indebted to our program committee members for their continual support:

- Dan Berry  University of Waterloo, Canada
- David Callele  University of Saskatchewan, Canada
- Joerg Doerr  Fraunhofer Institut IESE, Germany
- Leticia Duboc  State University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
- Cathy Ennis  University of Utrecht, The Netherlands
- Abdelkader Gouaich  University of Montpellier, France
- Thomas Herrmann  Ruhr-University of Bochum, Germany
- Heather Niven  Science City York, UK
- Klaus Schmid  University of Hildesheim, Germany
- Roel Wieringa  University of Twente, The Netherlands
- Konstantinos Zachos  City University London, United Kingdom

Each of the submitted papers was reviewed by three program committee members. The acceptance of any contribution was based on these reviews. Before the workshop, the authors of accepted papers revised their papers, taking into consideration their reviewers’ comments. After the workshop, they had the opportunity to take into account the feedback that they received during the workshop’s discussions.

4 Art Exhibition

A new feature of CreaRE 2013 was the art exhibition. This year, for the first time, CreaRE invited the paper authors and program committee members to present results of their creative activities in an art exhibition. We were able to enjoy the following exhibits:

- Several really professional photos by Chris Rupp (see also on: http://www.chrisrupp.net/)
- A specification and sample of a perfect bagel satisfying all requirements, by Daniel Berry (see also: https://cs.uwaterloo.ca/~dberry/#RiseAndShine)
- Some short lyrics by Andrea Herrmann

Unfortunately, the hotel could not provide us with a piano. Otherwise, Hans Hartmann would have given a concert during the coffee break!
5 Keynote Presentation: “Gyro Gearloose’s Heirs - Going Nuts for Progression?” by Chris Rupp

Chris Rupp started her keynote talk with shocking news: Practitioners do not use creativity techniques. So, no field report about creativity techniques in practice is possible. It is not techniques that create new ideas and innovative products, but it’s people! Chris Rupp discussed the following questions: Where do ideas come from? How do people form ideas and concepts?

The speaker presented theories and perspectives on innovation and creativity from multiple disciplines. The CreaRE 2013 participants learned about the creative process used in fields as civil architecture design, photography, art artifact design. This process includes four phases: In the preparation phase, information is gathered. The development phase is a phase of seeming inactivity where ideas are allowed to form. Then, suddenly, the enlightenment happens: The idea is here! In the verification and execution phase, the idea’s usefulness is evaluated and if it is good, it is applied. New ideas do not only arise at the workplace, but ‘happen’ everywhere and anytime.

Below, we present examples of some perspectives included in the presentation:

- According to Lewin’s psychological equation, behavior is a function of both person and environment. The same person might behave differently in another environment and different persons might behave differently in the same environment.
- Andy Hunt (“Pragmatic Thinking and Learning”) says that we have two different brain modes: The linear and slow one, and the non-linear, fast one. The latter creates the ideas, the former makes them come true. For being creative, formal methods must be avoided. Instead, ideas are intuitively created by unusual perspectives.
- Bruce Barnbaum (“Die Kunst der Fotografie”) on the contrary thinks that creativity arises from intelligence. For him, creativity is a conscious process based on thinking and re-thinking. Good ideas are what is left after all useless ideas have been rejected.
- Rob Austin and Lee Devon (“Artful Making: What Managers need to know about how artists work”) have published a list of 10 beliefs about creativity. These beliefs, they compare with reality and show that they contain (only) a grain of truth. The first one is that creative ideas emerge mysteriously from the unconscious. Furthermore, it is not generally true that creativity is higher when conventions are rejected, from outsiders, when people are alone, that creativity is a personal trait and that creativity and mental illness are related.
- Gunther Dueck (“Das Neue und seine Feinde: Wie Ideen verhindert werden und wie sie sich trotzdem durchsetzen”) discusses the problems that ideas have when they meet reality.
- DeMarco and Lister (“Peopleware”) claim that creativity in an organization is promoted by team work and communication, aside from daily work.

The keynote ended up with a number of open questions to the CREARE 2013 participants on what they think the creative process in their organizations was.
6 Discussion on Experiences with Creativity techniques in RE and Research questions

The topic of the discussion was chosen to leverage the expertise by the expected high number of senior specialists, both practitioners and researchers attending the workshop. CreaRE 2013 benefited from their participation and perspectives shared.

The discussion included two central questions: what research questions are industry-relevant and what academic researchers can do to help industry find good answers? The first part of the discussion brought an interesting and a surprising result: in the view of our CreaRE 2013 practitioners, the research questions should not come from them but should be defined from the academic researchers. Practitioners perceived themselves as the ‘customers’ using creativity techniques in RE. They thought of themselves as users of application software who are supposed to use the system but who more often than not are unable to precisely state their user requirements. In light of this view, how could these practitioners possibly know the truly critical research questions? (This is similar to the question: Do customers know the requirements which the software must satisfy?)

This finding has an important implication to RE researchers. To them, the finding means that they should actively keep in touch with industry at all times, follow trends, understand hot issues, major problems and get to know the ‘stakeholders’ or ‘the customers’ of the creative techniques much better, than this is happening right now. The regular discussion of researchers and practitioners will jointly generate ideas.

At CreaRE 2013, this finding helped us reframe the discussion and posing the questions of what types of activities are necessary on researchers’ side so that the output is meaningful to practitioners. The audience found the following themes worthwhile taking actions upon:

- Comparison of creativity techniques: Do different creativity techniques create different types of ideas? Do various techniques differ in getting more or less useful ideas?
- How to measure quality and appropriateness of a creativity technique in RE? Where to point creativity at? The absolute number of ideas created definitively is not the main measure for the quality of a creativity session. Important is that there were many good and useful ideas. However, the usefulness of ideas can only be judged after some time. So far, no metrics and no way of measuring ideas’ quality are known, especially with respect to requirements created. Which creativity technique is most appropriate in which situation? This depends on the people involved in the session, the topic, the expert moderating the session and probably more factors. Which of these factors determines which creativity technique is most appropriate? How can creativity techniques be customized for a specific situation?
- How many ideas do we need? How do we know that we can stop the creativity phase?
- How can the really creative, innovative ideas be identified? This question was especially asked with respect to the complex undertaking of system-of-systems development.
- In a creativity session, one works with constraints and real people. Not all factors of success can be controlled. Therefore, in practice people start with
methods that work. Knowledge about “what works” is implicit and there are no studies about this implicit experience knowledge.

- What RE specialists can learn from software architects and creativity? When involved in systems-of-systems projects, software architects tacitly apply some creativity-based approaches to come up with a suitable architecture, the solution design to the problems identified in the early requirements stage. What do software architects do and how do they use their creative energy? And can parts of what they do be applied to RE? There is a difference between brand new ideas and incremental improvements. Do some techniques create more new ideas? How to measure the newness of an idea with respect to the problem and with respect to the state of the art?

- Creativity is a function of time a professional has spent in a professional field. The keynote speaker indicated that in other fields, innovative ideas most of the time are a result of hard work, superior skills and mastering all levels in a professional field. Would this apply to RE?

- New ideas versus new ‘push-through ideas’: how to distinguish between a truly new and original idea that would work, from ideas that will not work.

- ‘Evil creativity’: There are no studies about the usefulness and the mechanisms of creativity geared towards generating destructive ideas about what can possibly go wrong. Such ideas would be very useful to security requirements engineering and testing in order to improve a system’s quality (e.g. resilience, sustainability). Systems-of-systems, for which disaster recovery, crisis management, and safety are of prime importance, will greatly benefit from channeling the creative energy of testers in uncovering critical scenarios in which things could go wrong. The research on creativity in RE has so far focused on the phenomenon of generating and evaluating constructive ideas.
On the Sizes of Groups Using the Full and Optimized EPMcreate Creativity Enhancement Technique for Web Site Requirements Elicitation

Victoria Sakhnini¹, Luisa Mich², and Daniel M. Berry¹

¹ Cheriton School of Computer Science, University of Waterloo
Waterloo, ON, N2L 3G1 Canada
vsakhnini@gmail.com, dberry@uwaterloo.ca

² Department of Industrial Engineering, University of Trento
I-38122 Trento, Italy
luisa.mich@unitn.it

Abstract. [Context] Creativity is often needed in requirements elicitation, i.e., generating ideas for requirements, and techniques to enhance creativity are believed to be useful. [Objective] How does the size of a group using POEPMcreate, an optimization of EPMcreate, affect the group’s and each member of the group’s effectiveness in generating requirement ideas? [Method] This paper describes an experiment in which groups of sizes one and two used POEPMcreate to generate ideas for requirements for enhancing a high school’s public Web site. [Results] The data of this experiment combined with the data of two previous experiments involving groups of sizes two and four indicate that the size of a group using POEPMcreate does affect the number of raw and new requirement ideas generated by the group and by each member of the group. [Conclusion] The conclusion from the data is that the larger a group is the more raw and new requirement ideas it generates. However, there is some support for the conclusion that a group member generates more raw and new requirement ideas in a smaller group than in a larger group. This conclusion is supported by qualitative data gathered from a survey of professional business or requirements analysts.

1 Introduction

Many have observed the importance of creativity in requirements engineering, particularly for discovering and inventing requirements during elicitation of requirements for computer-based systems (CBSs) [e.g., 1–7], for those solving wicked problems, for those in highly competitive contexts, for those addressing critical business challenges, and for Web sites with requirements for high quality [e.g., 8–10].

Creativity is difficult to define, because it plays a role in technical innovation, teaching, business, the arts and sciences, and many other fields, and each field has its own definition. Creativity, in general, is the ability of an individual or a group to think of new and useful ideas [11]. Many techniques, e.g., brainstorming [12], Six Thinking Hats [13], and the Creative Pause Technique [14], have been developed to help people
be more creative. Some of these techniques have been applied to requirements engineering [15, 3], and some have also been subjected to experimental validation of their effectiveness [15–17]. A fuller discussion of creativity and of applying these techniques to requirements elicitation can be found elsewhere [18, 19, 17].

This paper investigates the use of an optimized and the full EPMcreate (EPM Creative Requirements Engineering [A] Technique) [19, 10] creativity enhancement techniques (CET) to help in generating ideas for requirements for Web sites. The optimization is called the Power-Only EPMcreate (POEPMcreate).

The feasibility of applying POEPMcreate and the full EPMcreate to help idea generation in requirements elicitation was established by earlier experiments [19, 10, 17]. The results of these experiments confirmed that:

1. EPMcreate helps generate more ideas and more new ideas for requirements than does brainstorming.
2. POEPMcreate helps generate more ideas and more new ideas for requirements than do EPMcreate and brainstorming.

These experiments exposed a number of issues to be explored in the future. These include the question that is taken as the research question of this paper:

In each of EPMcreate and POEPMcreate, how does the number of members of an elicitation group affect the number of requirement ideas generated by the group and by each member?

The purpose of this paper is to begin to answer this question by conducting experiments in the context of eliciting requirements for a high school’s Web site. In the rest of this paper, Section 2 describes the EPMcreate technique, including the POEPMcreate optimization. Section 3 describes the experiment, including its hypotheses and its steps. Section 4 gives the results of the experiment, analyzes them, and determines whether the hypotheses are supported. Section 5 discusses limitations of the results. Section 6 speculates about optimal group sizes, and describes the preliminary results of a survey conducted to obtain qualitative support for the results and speculation. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 The Full and Optimized EPMcreate Techniques

Because EPMcreate is described fully elsewhere [19, 17] and space here is limited, the explanation of EPMcreate given here is abbreviated to that absolutely necessary to understand this paper.

2.1 Basic, Full EPMcreate

EPMcreate can be applied whenever ideas need to be generated, e.g., at any time that one might apply a CET, such as brainstorming. EPMcreate is by no means the only technique for identifying requirements; it is but one of many that can be used.
EPMcreate supports idea generation by focusing the search for ideas on only one logical combination of two stakeholders’ viewpoints at a time. Sixteen such combinations are possible, each corresponding to one of the Boolean functions, $f_i$ for $0 \leq i \leq 15$, of two variables. If “$V_i$” means “Stakeholder $SH_i$’s Viewpoint”, then these functions are $f_0 = 0$, $f_1 = V_1 \land V_2$, $f_2 = V_1 \land \neg V_2$, $f_3 = V_1$, $f_4 = \neg V_1 \land V_2$, $f_5 = V_2$, …, $f_8 = \neg V_1 \land \neg V_2$, …, and $f_{15} = 1$. These sixteen functions are used to specify how the viewpoints of stakeholders $SH_1$ and $SH_2$ are combined in the sixteen steps of the EPMcreate procedure described in the next subsection, i.e., Step $i$ combines the viewpoints of $SH_1$ and $SH_2$ according to the function $f_i$.

### 2.2 EPMcreate in Practice

When a lead requirements analyst (leader) adopts EPMcreate as the CET for eliciting requirements for a CBS under consideration, she first chooses two kinds of stakeholders, $SH_1$ and $SH_2$, usually users of the CBS with different roles, as those whose viewpoints will be used to drive the application of EPMcreate. She may ask the CBS’s analysts for assistance in this choice. She then convenes a group of these analysts. She shows the group only the Venn diagram of Figure 1 without the shading and the $f_i$s. In this diagram, the two ellipses represent two different stakeholders’ viewpoints. Thus, for example, the intersection region represents the stakeholders’ shared viewpoints.

The leader tells all convened analysts,

*Today, we are going to generate requirement ideas for the CBS $S$ in 16 idea generation steps. In all the steps, you will be pretending to think from the viewpoints of two particular stakeholders of $S$, $SH_1$ and $SH_2$.*

- In Step 0, you will blank out your minds ($f_0 = 0$).
- In Step 1, you will try to come up with ideas for problem solutions that are needed by both $SH_1$ and $SH_2$ ($f_1 = V_1 \land V_2$).
- In Step 2, you will try to come up with ideas for problem solutions that are needed by $SH_1$ but not by $SH_2$ ($f_2 = V_1 \land \neg V_2$).
- In Step 3, you will try to come up with ideas for problem solutions that are needed by $SH_1$ without concern as to whether they are needed by $SH_2$ ($f_3 = V_1$).
- In Step 4, you will try to come up with ideas for problem solutions that are needed by $SH_2$ but not by $SH_1$ ($f_4 = \neg V_1 \land V_2$).
- In Step 5, you will try to come up with ideas for problem solutions that are needed by $SH_2$ without concern as to whether they are needed by $SH_1$ ($f_5 = V_2$).
- ...
- In Step 8, you will try to come up with ideas for problem solutions that are needed neither by $SH_1$ nor by $SH_2$, but are needed by other stakeholders ($f_8 = \neg V_1 \land \neg V_2$).
- ...
- In Step 15, you will try to come up with ideas for problem solutions without concern as to whether they are needed by either $SH_1$ or $SH_2$ ($f_{15} = 1$).
In the event that the leader believes that more than two stakeholders’ viewpoints should be considered, she will convene more EPMcreate sessions, one for each pair of stakeholder viewpoints she believes to be useful.

2.3 Power Only EPMcreate

The optimization of EPMcreate that the research described in this paper studied is called the “Power-Only EPMcreate (POEPMcreate)”, because it does only the four steps, described above, whose names include the powers of two, namely Step 1, Step 2, Step 4, and Step 8.

This optimization, which does only four of the sixteen original steps, was theorized, and later demonstrated [17], to be at least as effective as the full EPMcreate, because as illustrated by Figure 1, the Boolean function of each of the power-of-two steps corresponds to exactly one of the four regions of the Venn Diagram. Thus, the four power-of-two steps are sufficient to cover the entire space of potential ideas, and the other twelve steps just repeat the coverage.

3 Experimental Design and Planning

3.1 Background, Research Question, and Hypotheses

As mentioned, the feasibility of applying the full EPMcreate as a CET was established by previous experiments conducted by us [19, 17]. The effectiveness of POEPMcreate as a CET and as an improvement over EPMcreate was established by two previous experiments conducted by us [17]. The full description of the design, the conduct, and the results of these two experiments can be found elsewhere [17].

This paper describes a new, third experiment and a subsequent meta-analysis of the data of all three experiments combined. The purpose of this meta-analysis was specifically to address the question of whether the number of members of an elicitation group...
using EPMcreate or POEPMcraet as a CET, affects the number of requirement ideas generated by the group and by each member. In fact, the sizes of the groups in the third experiment were chosen specifically to try, with the available subjects, to get data about group sizes not covered well or at all in the first two experiments.

When designing the third experiment and the meta-analysis, we could not predict with confidence any answer. It did seem reasonable that the number of ideas per group would be smaller with fewer members, but we really had no idea how the number of ideas per member would be affected by the number of members in a group. There were arguments supporting each choice of how the effect would go [12], but none of them seemed more compelling than the other. Therefore, we thought it is best to test only null hypotheses that address the research question:

**H1** In each of EPMcreate and POEPMcraet, the number of members of an elicitation group has no effect on the quantity and quality of the requirement ideas generated by the group.

**H2** In each of EPMcreate and POEPMcraet, the number of members of an elicitation group has no effect on the quantity and quality of the requirement ideas generated on average by each member of the group.

The new experiment’s design and conduct were essentially identical to those of the previous experiments [17], including the choice of the CBS for which requirement ideas were to be generated. The sole differences between experiments were in the number of subjects, the number of groups, and the number of subjects per group. Since each of these differing numbers is an independent variable of the hypotheses, we are able to include the data of the previous experiments to address and test these two null hypotheses. The present experiment compared the requirement ideas generated for one CBS by four two-person groups and five individuals. We had no data points for individuals from the other experiments, and forming two-person groups got the maximum number of groups out of the remaining subjects. To simplify the rest of the paper, an individual is called “a one-person group”. All groups used POEPMcraet and participated in the experiment for the same amount of time. Each group was to generate, using POEPMcraet, ideas for requirements for an improved version of one existing Web site, that of a Canadian high school with information directed to students, parents, teachers, and administrators [20].

### 3.2 Measuring the Effectiveness of a CET

The effectiveness of a POEPMcraet is measured by two numbers about the requirement ideas generated when using the CET,

1. the quantity of the generated requirement ideas, i.e., the raw number of requirement ideas generated, and
2. the quality of the generated requirement ideas, i.e., the number of high quality requirement ideas generated.

Counting raw requirement ideas is straightforward. The subjects wrote each idea on one line in Microsoft Word. About 90% of these ideas are in the form of one complete
sentence or a bullet item phrase describing a feature. Of the remaining 10% of these ideas, about 95% are at most two sentences.

The basis for evaluating the quality of a requirement idea is the notion that a creative requirement idea is both new and useful [16]. Therefore, as suggested by Mich et al. [19], the quality of each requirement idea was evaluated by classifying it into one of four categories:

1. new and realizable,
2. new and not realizable,
3. not new and not realizable, and
4. not new and realizable.

A requirement idea is considered new if it is not already implemented in the current Web site. "Realizable" includes several notions: (1) useful for at least one stakeholder, (2) technically implementable, and (3) socially and legally implementable, thus excluding privacy invading ideas.

To evaluate the quality of the requirement ideas in the experiment, each of two domain experts, namely the first and third authors of this paper, independently classified each idea into one of the four categories. The idea classifiers for this experiment are the ones who classified the ideas in the two previous experiments whose data are combined with those of the new experiment. As in the previous experiments, in order to reduce the chances that the authors’ desired results might affect the quality evaluation, we merged the requirement ideas generated by all the groups into one file. We then sorted the ideas alphabetically to produce the list of ideas to be evaluated, making it impossible for any evaluator to see which group or individual, with its known CET, generated any idea being evaluated.

As with the previous experiments, we considered requirement ideas in Categories 1 and 2, i.e., the new ideas, to be the high quality requirement ideas.

The two hypotheses H1 and H2 may be refined into eight different hypotheses, each one about the CET applied by a group, taking the number of requirement ideas produced either by the whole group or on average by a member of the group, an counting either raw or new requirement ideas, Each of the eight hypotheses is obtained by supplying one of two values for each of the three parameters in the sentence skeleton:

$$H_{CET \ measure \ kind}: \text{The number of members of an elicitation group using } \text{[CET]} \text{ has no effect on the } \text{[measure]} \text{ of } \text{[kind]} \text{ requirement ideas generated.}$$

Here,
$$CET = \text{“EPMcreate (E)” or “POEPMcreate (P)”;}$$
$$\text{measure} = \text{“total number of ideas per group (T)” or “average number of ideas per group member (A)”;}$$
$$\text{kind} = \text{“raw (R)” or “new (N)”;}$$

The eight hypotheses are, therefore:

**HETR:** The number of members of an elicitation group using EPMcreate has no effect on the total number of ideas per group of raw requirement ideas generated.
HETN: The number of members of an elicitation group using EPMcreate has no effect on the total number of ideas per group of new requirement ideas generated.

HPTR: The number of members of an elicitation group using POEPMcreate has no effect on the total number of ideas per group of raw requirement ideas generated.

HPTN: The number of members of an elicitation group using POEPMcreate has no effect on the total number of ideas per group of new requirement ideas generated.

HEAR: The number of members of an elicitation group using EPMcreate has no effect on the average number of ideas per group member of raw requirement ideas generated.

HEAN: The number of members of an elicitation group using EPMcreate has no effect on the average number of ideas per group member of new requirement ideas generated.

HPAR: The number of members of an elicitation group using POEPMcreate has no effect on the average number of ideas per group member of raw requirement ideas generated.

HPAN: The number of members of an elicitation group using POEPMcreate has no effect on the average number of ideas per group member of new requirement ideas generated.

Thus, each hypothesis whose name is of the form “H?T?” is a refinement of H1, and each hypothesis whose name is of the form “H?A?” is a refinement of H2.

3.3 Steps of the Experiment

Each experiment consisted of four steps. Steps 1 and 2 were done in one 50-minute meeting for each subject, and Steps 3 and 4 were done in one session with all groups, both two-person and one-person, in attendance.

The steps and their approximate times were:

Step 1: 20 minutes for each subject to fill out a general information form, to allow us to know his or her background: The form included questions about his or her age, gender, native language, computer science (CS) courses, qualifications related to CS, employment history in CS, and knowledge of the CETs: brainstorming, EPMcreate, and POEPMcreate.

Step 2: 30 minutes for each subject to take an adult version of Frank Williams’s Creativity Assessment Packet [21], hereinafter called the Williams test to measure the subject’s individual\(^3\) creativity.

Step 3: 10 minutes for us to deliver to all groups an explanation about the experiment and POEPMcreate, the CET that they were to use. The explanation about POEPMcreate was basically the last two paragraphs of Section 2.2 of this paper, using only Function Steps 1, 2, 4, and 8.

\(^3\) The phrase “individual creativity” is a technical term from the creativity assessment field that means natural, unassisted, original creativity of the individual and not just individual as opposed to group creativity.
Step 4: 120 minutes for each group to carry out its requirements elicitation session using POEPMccreate. Each group was provided with two computers: one with which to access the Web site that the group was to improve, and the other with which to write the requirement ideas generated by the group. The typical one-person group used only one of the computers to which it had access.

3.4 Assigning Subjects into Balanced Groups

To find subjects, we personally asked the University of Waterloo graduate students that were enrolled in a graduate-level advanced-topics in RE course to participate in the experiment for an honorarium of $20.00 (Canadian). Fifteen students replied, and of these, 13 ended up being subjects in the experiment.

These 13 subjects were distributed into 9 groups of sizes 2 and 1, as shown in Table 1, which shows also the demographic data gleaned from Steps 1 and 2. As in the previous experiments, we used these data about each subject from Steps 1 and 2 in order to create homogeneous groups with nearly equivalent spreads of CS knowledge, English fluency, work experience, and individual creativity. To make it even possible to form groups, we ignored gender and age as probably not relevant. As expected, none of the subjects had heard about any form of EPMcreate, even though all had heard about brainstorming. For these details about the groups in the other experiments, please consult the papers describing them [19, 17].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th># of subjects per group</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>native in English</th>
<th>not native in English</th>
<th>taken ≥ 10 CS courses</th>
<th>taken 3–5 CS courses</th>
<th>worked professionally</th>
<th>not worked professionally</th>
<th>Average age</th>
<th>Average Williams test score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>60.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>76.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>86.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Experimental Results and Analysis

The new experiment was conducted in one session on 9 June 2010. The quantity and quality of the requirement ideas that were generated by the groups and individuals were
evaluated, as described in Section 3.2. This section reports the analysis of the combined data from all three experiments. Nevertheless, the tables and graphs make it clear from which experiment each datum comes.

Combining the data of multiple experiments, even ones essentially identical to each other, requires finding a data value about the subjects that is neither an independent nor a dependent variable of the experiments that establishes the similarity of the subjects and thus the comparability of the results. We use the Williams test score of each subject as this data value. The average Williams test score, out of 100, for the subjects in Experiment 1 was 70.81, in Experiment 2 was 73.44, and in Experiment 3 was 75.38. A single-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) test shows that there is no significant difference between these averages. Consider also the one case of using data from two experiments for one independent variable, i.e., two-person groups doing POEPMcreate from Experiments 2 and 3. The Williams test scores of the members of the two-person groups in Experiment 2 ranged over 63 to 80.5 with an average of 72.9, while those of the members of the two-person groups in Experiment 3 ranged over 60.5 to 86.5 with an average of 75.2. Another ANOVA test shows that the difference between these averages is not significant. Therefore, it is legitimate to combine the data from the three experiments.

4.1 Results of the Evaluation of the Quantity of the Generated Requirement Ideas

As in previous experiments, the quantity of the requirement ideas generated by a group is simply the raw number of requirement ideas generated by the group. Table 2 shows for each group that participated in any of the three experiments: its experiment, identified by the experiment number 1 [17], 2 [17], or 3 [this paper]; its assigned CET; the number of persons in it; the number of raw requirement ideas it generated; and its average number of raw requirement ideas per person.

In the following results:

- Each correlation between an independent variable (IV) and a dependent variable (DV) was tested with a Pearson test. The result is described by an item of the form “Correlation (IV, DV) $r$-value, assessment-of-the-strength-of-the-correlation”.
- Each difference between some dependent variable’s value for two different group sizes was tested with a two-sample T-test for unequal variances. The result is described by an item of the form “(phrase-describing-a-difference) assessment-of-the-significance-of-the-difference, $\alpha$-value, $P$-value”.

For EPMcreate:

1. Correlation (a group’s size, the number of requirement ideas generated by the group) $r = 0.79$, extra strongly positive
2. Correlation (a group’s size, the average number of requirement ideas generated per person in the group) $r = 0.59$, strongly positive
3. (a member of a two-person group generates more requirement ideas on average than a member of a four-person group) significant, $\alpha = 0.055$, $P = 0.054$. 
Table 2. Generated Ideas Per Group and Per Member in Three Experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp</th>
<th>Assigned CET</th>
<th>Group Size</th>
<th># Ideas Generated by Group</th>
<th>Average # Ideas per Member</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>EPMcreate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>15.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>EPMcreate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>EPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>EPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>EPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>EPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>31.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Generated New Ideas Per Group and Per Member in Three Experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp</th>
<th>Assigned CET</th>
<th>Group Size</th>
<th># New Ideas Generated by Group</th>
<th>Average # New Ideas per Member</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>EPMcreate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>EPMcreate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>EPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>EPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>13.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>EPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>EPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>31.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>POEPMcreate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For POEPMcreate:

4. Correlation (a group’s size, the number of requirement ideas generated by the group) $r = 0.73$, very strongly positive

5. Correlation (a group’s size, the average number of requirement ideas generated per person in the group) $r = 0.18$, weakly positive

6. (a member of a two-person group generates more requirement ideas on average than a member of a four-person group) significant, $\alpha = 0.05$, $P = 0.018$.

7. (difference between the number of requirement ideas generated on average by a member of a 2-person group and the number of requirement ideas generated on average by a member of a 1-person group) insignificant, $\alpha = 0.05$, $P = 0.2$.

4.2 Results of the Evaluation of the Quality of the Generated Requirement Ideas

As in previous experiments, the quality of the requirement ideas generated by a group is simply the number of new requirement ideas generated by the group. The classification
of the generated requirement ideas into the four ranks described in Section 3.2 was carried out as described in that section by the same two domain experts that did the classification in the two previous experiments [17]. The Pearson test shows that the correlation between the two experts’ classifications was \( r = 0.761 \), a strongly positive correlation that is significant at the \( \alpha = 0.01 \) level. Therefore, it is reasonable to use each expert’s and the average of the two experts’ classifications and rankings of the quality of the generated requirement ideas.

In order to answer the research question with respect to the quality of the generated requirement ideas, we analyzed the combined data from all three experiments. Table 3 shows for each group that participated in any of the three experiments: its experiment, identified by the experiment number 1, 2, or 3; its assigned CET; the number of persons in it; the number of new requirement ideas it generated; and its average number of new requirement ideas per person.

For EPMcreate:

8. **Correlation** (a group’s size, the number of new requirement ideas generated by the group) \( r = 0.98 \), super strongly positive
9. **Correlation** (a group’s size, the average number of new requirement ideas generated per person in the group) \( r = 0.57 \), strongly positive
10. **(difference between)** the number of new requirement ideas generated on average by a member of a 2-person group and the number of new requirement ideas generated on average by a member of a 4-person group) insignificant, \( \alpha = 0.05 \), \( P = 0.082 \).

For POEPMcreate:

11. **Correlation** (a group’s size, the number of new requirement ideas generated by the group) \( r = 0.81 \), extra strongly positive
12. **Correlation** (a group’s size, the average number of new requirement ideas generated per person in the group) \( r = 0.1 \), barely positive
13. (a member of a two-person group generates more new requirement ideas on average than a member of a four-person group) insignificant, \( \alpha = 0.05 \), \( P = 0.1 \), but significant, \( \alpha = 0.11 \), \( P = 0.1 \).
14. **(difference between)** the number of new requirement ideas generated on average by a member of a 2-person group and the number of new requirement ideas generated on average by a member of a 1-person group) insignificant, \( \alpha = 0.05 \), \( P = 0.32 \).

4.3 Summary of Analysis

At the highest level, the results indicate that each refinement of the null hypothesis \( H1 \) should be rejected, albeit each with a different certainty. The reason for rejecting \( H1 \) is that, indeed, the number of members in a group does affect the number of raw and new ideas generated by the whole group: the larger of two groups generates more ideas. The results indicate also that each refinement of the null hypothesis \( H2 \) can be only barely rejected if at all. In fact, a few refinements cannot be rejected at all. Preventing a rejection is either that the numbers of raw or new ideas generated per member of two different sized groups are essentially the same or that the number of raw or new ideas generated per member of the larger of two groups is smaller than the number of raw or
new ideas generated per member of the smaller of the two groups. Now let’s consider these hypotheses in detail.

The evaluation results 1, 8, 4, and 11 indicate that for each of EPMcreate (1, 8) and POEPMcreate (4, 11), the number of members in an elicitation group has a large effect on the numbers of raw (1, 4) and new (8, 11) requirement ideas generated by the group. The strength of the positive correlations between group size and the number of raw or new ideas ranges from .73 through .98 (4, 1, 11, 8). Thus, in order of increasing certainty, these results support the rejection of null hypotheses HPTR, HETR, HPTN, and HETN, each being a refinement of H1.

The evaluation results 2 and 9 indicate that for EPMcreate, the number of members in an elicitation group has a medium effect on the average numbers of raw (2) and new (9) requirement ideas generated by each member of the group. The strength of the positive correlations between group size and the average number of raw or new ideas generated per member ranges from .57 through .59 (9, 2). Thus, in order of slightly increasing, but almost identical certainty, these results support the rejection of null hypotheses HEAN and HEAR, each being a refinement of H2 to EPMcreate.

The evaluation results 5 and 12 indicate that for POEPMcreate, the number of members in an elicitation group hardly has an effect, if at all, on the average numbers of raw (5) and new (12) requirement ideas generated by each member of the group. The strength of the hardly positive correlations between group size and the average number of raw or new ideas generated per member ranges from .01 through .18 (12, 5). Thus, in order of increasing certainty, these results can only barely support the rejection of null hypotheses HPAN and HPAR, each being a refinement of H2 to POEPMcreate. When broken down by the sizes of the groups compared, 4 & 2 and 2 & 1, these weaker correlations in the evaluation results 5 and 12 project out to more certain conclusions.

Specifically, for the comparison of groups of sizes 4 and 2, the evaluation result 6 says that it is significant at the $\alpha = 0.05$ or 0.055 level, that a member of a two-person group generates more raw requirement ideas on average than a member of a four-person group. Evaluation result 13 says that it is only with less significance, at the $\alpha = 0.11$ level, that a member of a two-person group generates more new requirement ideas on average than a member of a four-person group. Thus, there is some support for rejecting the null hypothesis HPAR and even less support for rejecting the null hypothesis HPAN when comparing members of groups of sizes 4 and 2.

For the comparison of groups of sizes 2 and 1, however, the evaluation result 7 says that the difference between the number of raw requirement ideas generated on average by a member of a one-person group and the number of raw requirement ideas generated on average by a member of a two-person group is insignificant at the $\alpha = 0.05$ level, and the evaluation result 14 says that the difference between the number of new requirement ideas generated on average by a member of a one-person group and the number of new requirement ideas generated on average by a member of a two-person group is insignificant at the $\alpha = 0.05$ level. Thus, the null hypotheses HPAR and HPAN cannot be rejected when comparing members of groups of sizes 2 and 1.

Ignoring temporarily the different strengths of the various null hypotheses that were rejected, let us consider the directions of these rejections. For each H1 null hypothesis, which compares, for each CET, the numbers of raw or new requirement ideas generated
by *entire* groups, the positive correlation between a group’s size and the number of raw or new requirement ideas it generated says that for each CET, the larger a group’s size, the more raw or new ideas it generates. This correlation is not surprising. For each H2 null hypothesis, which compares, for each CET, the numbers of of raw or new requirement ideas generated on average by each member of groups, the way that the null hypothesis is reject is, perhaps, surprising. A member of a two-person group generates on average more new or raw requirement ideas than a member of a four-person group does, and A member of a one-person group generates on average approximately the same number of new or raw requirement ideas that a member of a two-person group does. Thus, the power of a member seems to shrink with increasing group size, but the shrinkage in going from a one-person group to a two-person group is minimal. We say only “seems to” because the evaluation results leading to this conclusion are not very significant, if at all. This low significance is probably because there are only two data points for four-person groups while there are at least five data points for each of the one two-person and the one-person groups, and the spread of values for four-person groups is well within the spread of the same values for two-person and one-person groups. This shrinkage of a member’s requirement idea generation power with increasing group size is evidence that group communication overhead, which grows quadratically with group size, detracts from its members’ generating requirement ideas.

### 5 Threats to Validity and Future Work

Many of the possible threats to the validity of the conclusions to this experiment threatened the earlier experiments whose data have been combined with the data of this experiment. These threats were described and discussed thoroughly in the two papers about one of the previous experiments [17], and the reader is referred to there. These previously discussed threats include those of

- **Construct validity of**
  - the ways to measure the quantity and quality of the generated ideas, and
  - the way to measure the individual creativity of each subject;
- **External validity, including**
  - the use of students as subjects instead of requirements elicitation or software development professionals,
  - the particular choice of the types of stakeholders whose viewpoints were used by EPMcreate and POEPMcreate sessions,
  - the single Web site as the CBS for which to generate requirement ideas, and
  - the small number of data points that, even in the presence of statistical significance, increases the probability that the positive observations were random false positives.

Internal validity, the new threat, is whether one can conclude the causal relationship that is being tested by the experiment, that the differences in groups size caused the observed differences in the quantity and quality of the requirement ideas generated. From the careful balancing of the groups and from what we have observed over several
experiments, we believe that the only factor that can account for the differences in the number of requirement ideas per CET is the sizes of the groups.

To address these threats to validity, we plan future experiments to get more data points and to do other experiments with different kinds of subjects, different sized groups, different stakeholder viewpoints, and different CBSs.

6 Postanalysis Speculation and Qualitative Triangulation

The definitive results indicate that when EPMcreate or POEPMcreate is used to help generate ideas for requirements elicitation, per group, a four-person group is more effective on average than a two-person group. However, per group member, a two-person group is more effective on average than a four-person group, and there is no significant difference between a one-person and a two-person group. Groups are traditionally thought to have synergy, by which the effect of a group is greater than the sum of the effects of its members [12]. These data suggest that synergy, if indeed it is present, is not very helpful. Perhaps, synergy is getting drowned out in a multi-person group by group communication, which grows quadratically with the number of persons.

To interpret the combined results of the three experiments, we designed and deployed in late August 2012 an online questionnaire that can be found at: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dFI2UWx0MWJuRUdvQ1JNZnh1NFN0SGc6MQ

The questionnaire’s main goal was to learn what industrial practitioners knew about individual versus group requirements elicitation. Another goal was to learn the extent of the use of CETs in industrial requirements elicitation. This section gives a preliminary analysis of the data about individual versus group requirements elicitation from the 35 responses received by 22 October 2012. The answer to most questions involved choosing between “all”, “most”, “some”, or “none” as an indication of the fraction of projects in which the statement of the question is true.

The answers to the question about the roles the respondent plays in his or her organization shows that many respondents are involved in more than one role, each of 34% of the respondents is a business or requirements analyst (BoRA) in all or most of his or her organization’s projects, each of 14% is a software engineer (SWE), and each of 40% is a project manager (PM).

Requirements elicitation is described as an individual activity by a single BoRA working alone in all or most projects by 24% of the respondents, an individual activity by several BoRAs working separately in all or most projects by 9%, and a group activity in some or no projects by 44%. So, requirements elicitation is done by individuals in what appears to be a significant, non-majority, number of cases.

The usual number of BoRAs in a requirements elicitation group for all or most projects that use groups is given as 2 by 47% of the respondents, 3 by 37%, 4 by 15%, 5 by 0%, and greater than 5 by 11%. Thus, the smaller groups are favored.

When asked how to distribute an available 4 BoRAs to do a requirements elicitation task, 20% said that they would have the BoRAs work individually, 43% said that they would have the BoRAs work in 2 groups of 2, and 37% said that they would have the BoRAs work in 1 group of 4. Therefore, smaller groups seem to be chosen even when
more BoRAs are available for a task, and if more BoRAs are available, the extra ones would be used to make other groups rather than to beef up any one group.

It seems that BoRAs, PMs, and SWE in industry have noticed that smaller is better in forming groups for requirements elicitation, even without the benefit of controlled experiments. This observation suggests that the conclusions about EPMcreate and POEPMCreate that the experimental results weakly support may be correct and that more work needs to be done to strengthen the results.

7 Conclusions

The data from three experiments with essentially identical design and conduct are combined to draw conclusions that among EPMcreate or POEPMcreate elicitation groups,

1. increasing a group’s size increases its overall effectiveness,
2. per group member, a two-person group is more effective on average than a four-person group, and
3. per group member, there is no significant difference between a one-person and a two-person group.

The lack of significance in Conclusion 3 together with the surprising Conclusion 2 leads us to speculate about optimal group size and the possibility that dividing the available EPMcreate or POEPMcreate practitioners into groups of two may be the best strategy. More work is needed to resolve this speculation.

For example, the data of Table 2 say that for POEPMcreate, a four-person group generates on average 75 raw requirement ideas, 18.75 per member, but a two-person group generates on average 55.38 raw requirement ideas, 27.69 per member. Thus, 2 two-person groups are expected to generate on average 110.76 raw requirement ideas, more than the 75, on average, generated by one four-person group. The question that needs to be answered is “how much of the average gain of 35.76 raw ideas is loss to duplication arising from the fact that the different two-person groups work independently?”

We are already conducting more experiments, primarily with four-person and two-person groups in order to equalize the number of groups of each size. We are letting the survey run longer in the hopes of collecting more responses, and we are analyzing the answers to all the questions and analyzing them more thoroughly to learn whatever we can from the questionnaires.
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Abstract. In this paper we discuss our experiences with the 1:10:100 approach for organizing requirements elicitation in open innovation projects. 1:10:100 was originally developed to tackle the complexity of 'wicked' design problems, but also turns out to be a helpful means to organize requirements oriented project conversations with heterogeneous groups of innovation partners. We use the 1:10:100 approach to shape project phasing. We discuss the approach, report on our experiences using 1:10:100 for requirements elicitation in two service design projects in the context of health care, and based on this present some practitioner's guidelines for using 1:10:100.
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1 Introduction

Requirements Engineering (RE) comes in many different flavors, fitting as many different situations. The work presented here is rooted in the context of highly open design efforts, where both problem space and solution space are relatively unconstrained. In such situations, it is often problematic to get stakeholders to think ‘out of the box’ and explore novel opportunities rather than following familiar lines of thought, leading to (or even tracing back from) known solutions.

Maiden et al. distinguish between three veins in requirements engineering as a creative process: \textit{Inspirationalist, Structuralist, and Situationalist} [1] (p62). Our current setting is very much Inspirationalist: “Focus[ing] on the interplay between consciousness and [sub]consciousness, opportunistic insight and associated breakthrough, leading to unexpected discoveries of new knowledge”.
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The 1:10:100 approach stems from design practice, not requirements engineering as such. According to Dorst [2] (p85) the approach was conceived at Stanford University as an educational device to bring ‘hindsight’ into design projects and to align ‘research’ activities with ‘design’ activities. Variants of the approach are in use as an educational device at Eindhoven University of Technology [3,4] and our own university [5,6]. Moreover, 1:10:100 is increasingly recognized as an effective approach for professional design projects [2,7]. Unfortunately, despite its growing momentum, the approach has so far remained rather badly documented (which we hope to remedy to a certain degree with this paper).

1:10:100 actively encourages ‘discovery’ in a design project; it is very flexible and open to growing insight. These characteristics make it useful for projects which are (1) opportunity rather than problem oriented, (2) that are open ended design projects and (3) where there is no clear idea of the preferable solution upfront [6]. In this paper we focus on describing the approach and illustrating its utility for organizing stakeholder discussions about requirements for innovative ideas in open innovation projects [8] where problem owners and innovation partners try to cooperate to find new avenues for innovation. We critically reflect on our use of the approach and we derive some guidelines for using 1:10:100 in the future.

2 The 1:10:100 Approach

The 1:10:100 approach is more a principle, with some best practices than a formal method. The core idea is to go through a complete design cycle three times within a project, with varying time spans [2]. Each design cycle consists of all phases of a traditional design project, including: research, specification, ideation, prototyping and evaluation. In each cycle, a new type of solution is pursued and a new concept is developed. The numbers in the name 1:10:100 refer to the length of each cycle. The first cycle (also called the pressure cooker) is done in a single day, the second in 10 days and the third in 100 days. In practice the actual number and length of iterations differs from project to project; the 1:10:100 ratio indicates planned upscaling of time and effort in three or more stages. At the end of each cycle an evaluation session is organized with all stakeholders to evaluate and to set focus for the next session. Various formal and informal design methods can be used within each cycle of the 1:10:100 approach. Over time we experimented with service design [11], community centered development [5,12] and integrative innovation [6].

The seven most important objectives of the 1:10:100 approach as we use it in open innovation projects are:

1. To create innovative concepts in open ended, opportunity oriented projects.
2. To facilitate a reflective design conversation with the innovation partners
3. To allow for early mistakes and discovery during the project
4. To align research and design activities in the project
5. To uncover, validate and balance a wide range of requirements
6. To jointly and gradually bring focus to the project with innovation partners
7. To create a common understanding with stakeholders for innovative solutions
In the remainder of this section we will discuss these goals in turn.

1. To create innovative concepts in open ended, opportunity oriented design projects

It is not easy to run a project that focusses on opportunity creation. Typically there is no straightforward problem that can be analyzed and solved. There are no existing users (in the narrow sense of the word) that can be studied and interviewed. It may be unclear what the product family of the solution will be, so it is hard to create a benchmark for the design. And finally, it is hard to plan the ‘right’ research and design activities, because it is unclear what the appropriate research and design questions are. This is why we speak of ‘the void’ in these projects. The difficulties mentioned can never be completely avoided but 1:10:100 is at least a partial remedy because of its strongly iterative nature and its focus on embracing early mistakes.

2. To facilitate a reflective design conversation with the innovation partners

In 1:10:100 the designers come up with new solution proposals in each design cycle, which are supported with tangible prototypes as illustration of the proposals. The idea is to fail gracefully in the first two stages (1 and 10) of the project. With the help of the tangible idea or concept directions from 1 and 10, discussions with stakeholders on the opportunities for change are more concrete and can guide discussions about underlying desires, needs and requirements. Since all partners are aware that solution directions are likely not to be pursued, there is ample room for a critical assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of a proposed solution. We refer to these meetings as quality review boards (QRB’s). This iterative practice implements a joint form of ‘reflective practice’ as Schön defined it [9,10]. In his terminology, each cycle can be considered a design move, during the quality review board we evaluate the outcomes, we name the new priorities and issues and we frame the next cycle (Fig 1)

![Fig. 1. The 1:10:100 as an organized reflective conversations consisting of a set of moves, evaluations, names and frames. Insights, requirements, validation of requirements and opportunities are harvested both in evaluation sessions (QRB’s) and in the design cycles between those sessions.](image-url)
3. To allow for early mistakes and discovery during the project

In 1:10:100 projects, designers are encouraged to make mistakes and to turn these failures into something valuable. By coming up with solutions which we plan to throw away, we act as problem seekers rather than problem avoiders. This gives freedom to the designers and the flexibility to try out multiple solution directions and to discover where the unanticipated opportunities are.

4. To align research and design activities in the project

In contrast to design projects which start with a formal analysis phase (a typically structuralist approach), the analysis in the ‘1’ and ‘10’ stages of 1:10:100 projects can be considered ‘thin’. The outcome of the analysis does not give a complete picture and is certainly insufficient to be the backbone of a long project. However, the analysis is highly relevant to the design because it is done in close conjunction with the design activities. In a traditional project much of the rigorous research turns out to be irrelevant to the design in a later stage. In 1:10:100 the design focuses the research and vice versa, tackling the interdependency of the problem and solution domain that is characteristic of ‘wicked problems’ [13,14].

5. To uncover, validate and balance a wide range of (possibly conflicting) requirements

As designers explore new solution directions in each cycle, a wide range of solution proposals gets discussed during the project as a whole. So the challenge of the open innovation consortium is discussed from several angles, leading to a broad exploration of the problem space. As all proposed solutions address the original design brief there is also overlap between the requirements that have come up in the quality review boards. The requirements that are not tied to a particular solution get validated in the second (10) and third (100) cycle. However, we do not claim 1:10:100 is a silver bullet for balancing breadth and certainty in design projects: it takes considerable skill to uncover the ‘right’ requirements in a ‘reliable way’ within the three iterations of 1:10:100.

6. To jointly and gradually bring focus to the project

While goals 1-5 address the benefits of 1:10:100 as a design approach, in this paper we focus on its benefits for organizing conversations about requirements with a wide range of stakeholders in open innovation projects. Some of our partners are skeptical about putting effort in designing solution proposals that are thrown away later on, but in practice discussing how and why an early proposal is off the mark turns out to be an insightful exercise for everyone involved.

Problem owners can discuss their problem and think of requirements more easily when they discuss a concrete solution proposal (that they had not thought about before). Moreover, problem owners, who tend to be the more conservative partners in these projects, may open up during the early iterations as they see that their initial
concerns can be addressed in new ways. At the same time, partners (often the designers involved) that tend to be overly optimistic about the possible solutions in the beginning, may come to take the core requirements more seriously, become less naïve, and move more ‘inside the box’, during the project.

7. To create a common understanding with stakeholders for innovative solutions

A last important goal to use the 1:10:100 approach is to perform the reflective conversation mentioned under point (2) jointly, because choosing focus (framing) the design cycle builds involvement with, and acceptance of, the final solution direction with the partners. A ‘cold’ presentation of the innovative ideas that we develop during these projects would not work for many of the partners because the solution is too far away from the way they initially conceived it. Involving them in the reflective design conversations helps us to bring them along.

3 Lessons Learned in open innovation projects

3.1 Two case studies: family net and labor communication

In this section we discuss two bachelor graduation projects, focusing on opportunity finding for social media integration [5] and service design for health care institutions in the context of a transition to health care 2.0. Based on these projects, we perform a comparative case study [15]. In both projects the bachelor graduate acted as the chief designer, and a heterogeneous group of partners, including representatives from health institutions and our university, took part in an ‘open innovation consortium’. The first case, referred to as family net, concerned collaboration between staff, seniors in care institutions and family and friends. The second case, labor market, focused on solving future staff shortage in care through novel approaches to the labor market. In the start of the projects, we visited the five care and nursing institutions which took part in the consortia for a discussion on the projects in considerable depth, to get an initial understanding of their expectations, explain the approach and secure their collaboration.

The first design cycle (1)

In both projects the goal of the first design cycle was to improve understanding of stakeholders, current working processes and user contexts, and to manage expectations. Interviews and literature scanning were used as a start. Techniques like mood boards, customer journey and application of existing design patterns were used to develop first designs. As design results, some scenarios were developed for different stakeholders. In family net, scenarios focused on a central information pillar in a care center. The pillar had a big red activity button that could be pushed to participate in activities. The scenarios in labor market were focused on using Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn for announcing vacancies. In labour market, feedback on these designs was collected in separate meetings with all stakeholders. In family net this was done using a Quality Review Board (QRB) with all stakeholders.
The first design cycle in *family net* offered a sharp focus for users of the novel application: focus on family and friends, ignoring the difficulties of professional working processes and medical information sharing for the time being. Results of the first evaluation of the labor market project were disappointing. The problem owners mostly recognized the immediate usefulness of tools for distributing vacancies and could only comment on the perceived utility of the channels: they doubted whether LinkedIn would be appropriate. Other innovation partners criticized the straightforward design, but had little to go on to set or improve focus for the project.

**The second design cycle (10)**

In *family net*, the goal of the second design cycle was to gain an understanding of the role of family and friends in care and welfare processes, and in challenges and solutions offered by current services. This deeper understanding was obtained by means of participation in care centers, user surveys, an interview with a successful local community initiative and by joining a patient board meeting. Building on work concerning awareness systems [16] a mood app and shared experience and participation site was developed.

In *labor market*, the goal of the second design cycle was to elaborate on the role of staff as ambassadors for their care organization, to deepen the understanding of the role of HR in a novel situation and to explore the role of potential new staff members in this process. Basic techniques used were interviews with nursing staff, HR and potential employees. The designer used the costumer journey canvas to express his ideas [11].

Feedback was collected using a QRB in both projects. The most important resulting insight for *family net* was that the last design cycle should be directed at initiating participation by family and friends who are not a primary contact person (the large second ring of family and friends of a nursing home client). The most important result for *labor market* was that services should be developed for binding potential to a care institute, and services should be developed for immediate and future use of social media in staff recruitment.

**The final design cycle (100)**

In *family net*, the goal of the last design cycle was to identify triggers that would stimulate interest and participation of family and friends. An expert interview, cultural probes, co-creation and the application of psychological theory on remorse and guilt were used to gain contextual understanding. The result of this stage was a dynamic family portrait. The dynamic family portrait informs family and friends of events in daily life, shows a photo collage of people involved with a focus on people who visit the client. In addition, the application gently invites family and friends to participate by sending a new photo.

In *labor market*, two service blueprints were developed. In both blueprints, design principles were used that were derived from the first two cycles: transparency, authentic acquaintance building and staff ambassadors. The first design is a modest extension of current recruitment services: videos are used to show nursing staff activities
and the deep satisfaction of staff helping clients and working in teams. Some staff fulfill a role as ambassador of their institute. As an add-on on this concept, future services are directed at selecting and binding potential employees to the institution using a mix of services. The ambassador staff role is central in a mix of authentic experiences and regular interaction with the institution. In the future, vacancies are fulfilled by pooling a select group of potential staff, which has already had frequent contact with the institution through the services offered in an early stage of interest.

The resulting conceptual designs from 1:10:100 have led to prototypes that were welcomed by stakeholders involved. They showed both ideas for and a technical feasibility of novel concepts. Requirements engineering at the start of these projects would probably have resulted in quite abstract demands. 1:10:100 allows us to discuss much more concrete requirements rooted in scenarios, the importance of which is agreed on with the various partners. Thus, the prototypes are an invitation to do requirements engineering based on a sufficiently mature idea and on a common understanding of the novel application and its importance and relation to the original design brief.

3.2 Practitioners Guidelines

Against the background of our experiences with 1:10:100 in educational contexts, we compared the two open innovation projects described in section 3.1. We studied the actual proceedings of the projects, and their results, and set these against the goals described in section 2.1. The two cases were similar in terms of challenges, but different in the way 1:10:100 was used as an approach for organizing the requirements engineering process in the consortium. This allowed for a reasonably clean comparison between the two projects. In this section we will present 5 practitioner’s guidelines that we obtained from these evaluations.

1. Inform partners and build trust around the process

At first, stakeholders who are not used to innovative design projects find it hard to see the value of 1:10:100 as an innovation approach. This plays out at two levels. First, stakeholders may not immediately see the value of the 1 and the 10 as joint discovery phases and consider it a weird idea to develop throw-away solutions. This can be remedied somewhat by a clear briefing and possibly by presenting inspiring examples from other projects. We used an initial client briefing to achieve this (see 3.1). In addition, it can help if the quality review boards are filled with a mixed group of people, some with experience in 1:10:100 and some with fresh minds. The second issue using 1:10:100 with inexperienced partners is that not all parties are immediately comfortable with critically assessing proposed solutions. The facilitator of the QRB needs to play an active role in provoking clients to express both negative and positive comments, and has to seriously address these by asking for underlying beliefs, values, problems and requirements. In the two cases we described, we intervened at points where the student designers did not know how to move on.
2. *Start as a provocateur*

Earlier on we described how in an ‘ideal’ 1:10:100 project, more conservative partners gradually open up across multiple QRB’s, while more innovation oriented partners start to take requirements more seriously during the project, moving more ‘into the box’. This process benefits from the designer taking risks in the 1 and 10 phases. For example, in *labor market* we experienced that the designer wanted to create an acceptable solution for the problem owners right away. This led to very conservative solution proposals, in turn resulting in a lack of feedback from the innovation partners. They were not challenged to consider the problem from novel angles, and the designer did not learn enough to come up with more fitting concepts later on. With this modest approach, the utility of 1:10:100 to take partners along in the exploration diminished; so the 1:10:100 goals of a joint reflective design conversation, joint focus finding and balanced requirements gathering suffered.

3. *Create Common Ground and a Sense of Direction Together*

It is not always possible or desirable to bring all partners together at a QRB and QRBs may not always be conclusive about the new directions to take. This can be problematic. In particular, a joint reflective conversation, joint focus and common understanding suffer if the innovation partners miss out on the perspectives of other partners. In *labor market* we avoided joint meetings because of difficulties with schedules. This led to email briefings, but they did not turn out to be effective in achieving joint focus. In the end the designer split his final design into two parts, one primarily for the innovation oriented partners and another primarily for the problem owners. We believe this is bad practice, therefore we stress the importance of organizing joint QRB’s.

4. *Design skill on the QRB*

Not all QRB meetings proceed equally well. Usually we manage to involve experts and innovation partners in critiquing a proposed solution; in Schön’s terminology [9,10] we manage to evaluate, but we do not always manage to set priorities (*name*) and focus the design (*frame*) adequately. It turns out that these are typical designer skills [2] and in those QRBs in which these aspects remain uncovered, we have to make up for them in the intervals that we leave between design cycles. This hinders the innovative concepts, reflective conversation and common understanding goals of 1:10:100.
5. Play the game for real

In a way 1:10:100 may feel as a game: there is something uncomfortable and silly about making and evaluating throw-away solutions. This can easily lead to an attitude in which early iterations are not taken seriously and evaluations are done sloppily. Some see the approach as ‘the 100 is where it really happens –the rest is play’. The two projects we described in this paper hardly suffered from this attitude, but we often see it in student projects using 1:10:100. In some senses of the word 1:10:100 is indeed a game, but in other respects this is a counterproductive perception. If the early phases of 1:10:100 are ‘just’ play, then they are very serious play. For a designer in a 1:10:100 project, it is important to push herself to come up with a solution proposal which one believes in. For an innovation consortium too, it is important to go about the evaluations seriously. The lessons of the early stages are needed in order to be able to do things right in the 100 phase.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we described the 1:10:100 approach. We discussed how the approach can be beneficial for requirements engineering in open ended innovation projects with a heterogeneous group of partners. Also we shared our experiences in two open innovation projects with students acting as the service designers using 1:10:100 in various different ways. Based on our experiences we derived additional practitioner guidelines for using 1:10:100 in open innovation consortia.

We were surprised to learn that open innovation problems can be successfully addressed by students in bachelor programs of information systems and media design curricula of our university. The 1:10:100 approach supports us in developing an understanding by stakeholders of novel approaches to future opportunities. An unexpected benefit is that it facilitates our stakeholders, encouraging them to go along with us along the innovation path. The approach results in an understanding of future needs, by us and our stakeholders. Moreover, the 1:10:100 approaches allows us to bring a quick focus to the requirements engineering process for future applications, without compromising the innovation space of the designers.

In future research we plan to contrast the 1:10:100 approach to other requirements engineering approaches for radical innovation, to get a better understanding of the trade-off between costs and benefits of 1:10:100.
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The Even Darker Side of Creativity
Why Software Testers Should Check on Requirements
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Abstract. Why employ testers to check on requirements? Are requirements not written and reviewed by business domain specialists? Testers approach their task with a special mindset, so a good tester will want to break the software—or to use destructive creativity—to find errors that others miss. This makes it advisable to begin testing before the software is even written. Supported by typical examples, this practitioner’s report examines the basic reasoning behind the need for destructive creativity.

1 Introduction

In this paper we will try to show that it would be a good practice to include professional testers in the role of reviewers of software requirements. It is well understood that the importance of good requirements is essential for the success of any software project. However, when it comes to assuring the quality of the requirements, the industry as a whole generally does not utilize the capabilities of professional testers. This is what our (OBJENTIS) experience in performing integration, system and performance testing for diverse customers has revealed, for we have often found errors which could—or, indeed, should—have already been found during an earlier stage in the development process. Specifically, these were errors that could have been eliminated if the specifications had been addressed directly. In some cases, the specifications had been reviewed by business domain specialists, but their review did not find the type of errors that a professional tester surely would have found. We will trace this back to the unique way of thinking of testers—or what we more aptly refer to as the destructive creativity of testers. We will also address some of the economic implications of excluding testers, as we have encountered only three clients who actually do employ testers in the requirements review process. Importantly, this paper makes no attempt to describe how to write good requirements, as the emphasis is rather on how to detect insufficient requirements.

2 Insufficient Requirements

Two examples are used to show distinct types of failed requirements. The first type of insufficient requirement might typically be found in a contract and is based on a false assumption. The second is of the type commonly found in
software projects where a legacy software is replaced by a more modern version. The requirements are grouped in two categories: “all functionalities as they had been available in the previous version” and “additional requirements.”

2.1 A Wrong Requirement Causes Air Conditioning Breakdown

In 2010, several German ICE trains experienced delays due to exceedingly high temperatures in the carriages\(^1\). Measuring up to 50 °C the temperatures caused people to collapse and thus presented a serious health hazard. While Deutsche Bahn and the train manufacturer debated about who bore responsibility, it came to light that the trains’ air conditioning systems were only designed to work if the outside temperature did not exceed 32 °C. We will therefore focus our attention on this specific requirement.

Although we do not know the exact wording, the requirement surely read something like this: Operation of the air conditioning system shall be guaranteed within the temperature range of minus something to plus something degrees. We know now, that the plus something was stated as 32 °C in the requirements. Another source reported that the air conditioning was designed to shut off completely if the outside temperature reached 38 °C. Be it as it may, we can say for certain that no requirement specified how the air conditioning should operate between 32 °C and 38 °C. Furthermore, nowhere was it defined how sufficient ventilation could be provided for the passengers under the given circumstances. Is it perhaps necessary to include such scenarios among the potential risks of traveling in summer? We think not, but this is indeed a valid example for our purposes, since it requires no specific knowledge of air conditioning systems or weather conditions in Germany apart from the ability to detect a false assumption\(^2\).

2.2 Simple Requirement Deteriorates as Years Pass By

Legacy systems are modernized by porting code to another platform and changing the user handling. Frequently, the requirements are stated “as has always worked in the past.” However, specifications that were sufficient in content and wording in 1980 are likely no longer complete in 2013. In other words, could a business domain specialist in the year 1980 write a specification that accounts for potential problems occurring today?

3 The Software Development Process

Programs of reasonable size need an organized approach in building them, especially if several people are involved in the building process. The paradigm change

\(^1\) [http://www.zeit.de/reisen/2010-07/deutsche-bahn-hitze-klimaanlage]

\(^2\) namely, “Since Germany is not a tropical country, temperatures will not exceed 32 °C.”
from the 1980s until today has touched almost everything within the development process, but it has not really been able to improve the way requirements are defined except for the agile development processes. Today, we have powerful requirements management tools available; and, in some cases, they are even connected to test management tools. Nevertheless, we still have to answer two key questions:

1. Do we know our wishes?
2. Can we describe our wishes?

3.1 Lastenheft and Pflichtenheft

These two German terms - both closely related to “specification” - are used here to make a clear distinction in their meaning. Lastenheft (Engl.: product concept catalogue, product requirement document) is the specification book by which the contracting entity (the customer who orders the software to be made) has described its wishes. The producer of the software typically condenses the information in the specification book into a Pflichtenheft (Engl.: function specifications document).

We shall assume that there exists a customer who orders a specific software product to be built by a contractor. The customer will describe his wishes in a specification book, and will condense the information of the specification book in a functional specifications document. The producer of the software will extract the information of the specification book into a functional specifications document. The German distinction between “Lastenheft” and “Pflichtenheft” ensures that the two different documents cannot be mixed up by mistake. In the case study, we will show the differences between a Lastenheft” and “Pflichtenheft”, and the possible problems that arise from those differences.

4 Software Requirements

Our wishes and a description of our wishes are not the same. To describe wishes and transform them into unambiguous requirements, there exist books and guides e.g. [ALEX2002]. Knowing our wishes, on the other hand, has to do with psychology or esoterical guidelines.

3 The waterfall model and V-model, both heavily relied on in the past, considered requirements as a fixed set of programming tasks. The requirements were checked as thoroughly as possible, since it was known that many errors already occur at this early stage. Nowadays, the prevailing opinion is that requirements will always change, and the new development processes (agile processes) favor the paradigm “embrace change”.

4 Since 2010, a new tool category is offered by the big players. It is called Application Life Cycle Management.

5 The term functional specifications document is erroneous in itself, as it should contain not only functional specifications but also non-functional specifications.

7 The example is derived from a real software project.
4.1 Knowing Our Wishes

Even expressing our wishes in informal terms requires knowing what we really want. Many fairy tales include a friendly character that is able to grant three wishes, yet the protagonist often fails to properly utilize this opportunity! Indeed, expressing a wish in a way that reflects one’s true intentions can be difficult, and concessions must usually be made to meet the underlying goal—i.e., a successful career meant jeopardizing a happy marriage or an adventurous lifestyle meant neglecting one’s children, etc. Thus, with any wish that we express, we also need to state what we want to avoid as part of achieving the goal. But even if we do so, most of us still neglect one key aspect. We may be able to define what we want and want to avoid in the future, but we usually do not consider special situations since most of us prefer not to think about them until they arise. As far as our personal wishes can be said to mirror software requirements, there are three important points to keep in mind:

1. What do we want? For software requirements, this is expressed by the business domain specialists.
2. What do we want to avoid? This is rarely mentioned in the requirements of the business domain specialists.
3. What could possibly happen that will render our original wish useless? This requires the unique way of thinking normally found among professional testers.

4.2 Describing Our Wishes

Describing our wish formally is the even more difficult task. In many books about requirement engineering, e.g., [ALEX2002], you will find rules about writing good requirements. Ian Alexander even states that it is necessary to create misuse cases [ALEX2003].

4.3 Working with Our Wishes

After carefully turning our wishes into requirements, we seek to implement the requirements in a software product that makes all of our wishes come true. We turn our focus to implementation, economic impact and risk management, but we do not speak about testing the requirements—thereby introducing a blind spot. Reviews and inspections are done by business domain specialists, and often everyone else other than testers. The latter become involved only at a much later time, during the software’s development. In the following section, we will show why avoiding the use of testers early on means missing out on a great opportunity. In fact, only recently did we finally speak to a company that employs testers during the requirements phase\(^8\).

\(^8\) However, the quality manager conceded that it is done only for one specific line of the business.
4.4 Software Development Processes - A Closer Look

Software development processes have a great influence on the handling of requirements. They also treat testing in a very different way. In the waterfall model and in the V-model it is assumed that the actual testing is done at the end, while the Rational Unified Process RUP [KRU2004] calls for a much earlier starting date for testing. For their part, the currently favored agile processes place one form of testing, unit tests, even prior to development.

According to Crispin et al. [CRI2009], every team faces the requirements quandary and this also holds true for agile processes. Agile processes use their own method to formulate requirements—user stories which differ from fully fledged requirements. User stories are produced on the spot, quickly and they are definitely not complete.

In the same source we find the equation:

\[ \text{Requirement} = \text{User Story} + \text{Example/Coaching Test} + \text{Conversation} \]

The term “test” in the above equation means a tester will be part of the development team; and this tester will ask the sort of questions that others normally neglect or simply do not think of.

The most important question coming from the tester is, “What’s the worst thing that could happen?” Generally, every tester will ask this question, for it is a call to our destructive creativity. A tester has to think about the very worst scenarios, and must even invent them, because these scenarios never appear obvious. Bad scenarios that are imaginable can be contemplated by the developers, and they will program compensation for them. But how should we proceed if the worst case scenario has to be invented first? We have to look for people that are used to thinking in terms of worst case scenarios.

When using agile processes, testers are included in scrutinizing the user stories. At least two weeks after the user story has been defined, we will know if it has been implemented correctly and is sufficiently robust to stand the test once the application is running. We have brought testers very close to the requirements definition process. Indeed, not one requirement is worded without the contribution of a tester’s thoughts.

However, many large projects seem to reject the agile development process.

4.5 Costs

To calculate the costs of an error, we can use the data estimation by Barry Boehm [BOEH1981] and the error distribution measured by Capers Jones [JONP2000] and combine these data. Barry Boehm [BOEH1981] states cost increases quite moderately with a factor of 75 in table 1. Using a common denominator of function points to make results comparable, Capers Jones [JONP2000] lists the distribution of errors depending on the development phase. (See Table 2.)
Table 1. Cost of Fixing Requirement Errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Cost (Person–Hours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance Test</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation and Maintenance</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. U.S. Averages in Terms of Defects per Function Point

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defect Origins</th>
<th>Defects per Function Point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad Fixes</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Taking Requirements and Analysis & Design together we end up with 45% of all errors in a program introduced in the initial phases of a program development. These errors can be found thereby saving a large amount of money in the entire course of program development. This fact has given reason for developing the development process \textit{V-model}.

This paper would not have been written if it were generally accepted that professional testers are able to find some of the 45% of the requirement errors already in the requirement phase as opposed to only later during the validation phase in a system integration or acceptance test.

5 Testing

\textit{Testing computer software} has been misinterpreted for a long time. Let us be clear about what it is not:

1. It is \textbf{not} proving that something works or does not work.
2. It is \textbf{not} checking if a program is error free.
3. It is \textbf{not} a job that everyone can do.
4. It is \textbf{not} something that can only be done in ultra-reliable environments.

Above all, software testing means finding errors and getting them fixed. Testing budgets are tight, which means we do not test for error-free programs. We test as long as our remaining testing costs are lower than the assumed risks if testing were halted. To test economically, we have to be organized and know the various ways of finding errors in the easiest and most efficient manner; and we must develop a feeling for potential weaknesses in the software.

There are two primary ways to do testing: formalized ways and exploring ways. Using formalized ways, we describe test scenarios, based on use cases, and
follow them. In exploring ways, we try to think of the software quality properties that we expect and head directly for them. The common expectation for finding them is the necessity of a foregoing search. A good tester’s mindset has a built-in automated search function derived from experience and knowledge, as well as special skills that are taught to professional testers. Through 1999, only a few practical books had been written about software testing, e.g., the first, 1979, edition of [MYER2004] and the first, 1993, edition of [KAN1999].

In the last fourteen years, several helpful books have been published. We consider [KAN1999], [CRI2009] and [SPI2007] to be very good starting choices. In [KAN1999] at Page 363ff one finds an appendix of common software errors. In it, over 400 possible bugs are listed and described. A number of typical bugs should be added, as the complexity of software has since increased. Errors have even a bigger playground to smuggle themselves into. The mentioned appendix, or comparable lists of commonly expected errors, is a good starting point for comprehensive testing. However, we cannot rely entirely on such checklists. Imagine testing a new airplane. Each new plane is controlled against a checklist prior to takeoff. Nevertheless, the test pilot must invent and feel certain flight maneuvers in the air that he considers relevant for actual operation. We have our own checklist for testing requirements, and it can be found in Section 6. But we still keep our eyes open for errors that need to be categorized as Other.

What else do we do as testers?

1. We break software.
2. We organize disaster.
3. We test for quality.

5.1 Breaking Software

In the 1970s, we were a bit surprised to hear about techniques for injecting faults into hardware, where an electronic device would be probed at some internal spot. But instead of measuring voltage, current or a signal form, a special input would be forced in at this location, thus overriding the internal source of the original signal. We considered it quite harmful, for it could destroy some electronic components or even the entire board9. Today, we also use this technique in testing software. There is SWIFI (Software Implemented Fault Injection) which we can categorize in compile time injection or runtime injection. We mention it here for completeness10. (It is not relevant for checking requirements.) However, we use it to test the robustness of a software and that is a vital criterion as listed in the ISO9126 norm. ISO9126 describes the quality aspects of software.

---

9 The linked page describes a related instrument. Signature analysis was not meant to destroy the tested unit. See http://www.hpmemory.org/an/pdf/an\_222.pdf.
5.2 Organizing Disaster

As testers, we try to produce disasters, whilst ensuring that we carry them out in environments that avoids harming production\(^\text{11}\). For example, in 1998 the development of a complex system of systems had to be tested for stability and recoverability. One of the tests included unplugging the power supply. Whilst today our programs have autosave functions and a sudden blackout would cause the loss of not more than the last five minutes' work, in 1998 a blackout meant the possible crash of several interconnected software systems, inconsistency of data bases and a long time to restart the whole system and get it running smoothly again. (The system was based on 31 semi-independent servers.) Testers account for these business production implications in the planning and enactment of disaster tests.

This example can easily be followed, but we must also consider other types of disasters—those that are not clearly visible before they occur. A key job of the tester is to anticipate them, or to use destructive creativity to invent such disasters. This ability of testers is also very useful when checking requirements. It will expand to think of voluntary and involuntary misuse of the program by the user\(^\text{12}\).

5.3 Testing for Quality

A professional tester knows about the ISO/IEC 9126 standard\(^\text{13}\) which discusses the six main quality aspects of software: functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency, maintainability and portability, with each property including further sub properties.

While these quality aspects can fill books of how to guarantee and test the compliance of a software, a strange phenomenon occurs when we consider requirements. In the transformation from Lastenheft to Pflichtenheft, the English translation states only functional requirements. This conceptual formulation suggests that business domain specialists are generally not expected to check on more than functionality. A tester, however, would check for usability, reliability and other topics of the ISO/IEC 9126 catalogue.

To merely request that a program functions well and then to leave the interpretation to the developer will not ensure that the requirements are complete. Rather, the provisions for the quality of a software program should already be prepared in the requirements phase. This is a function testers provide.

\(^\text{11}\) There are cases where the production environment and the test environment are not separated completely. A tester wants to test accidental deletion of files and actually deletes data from the production environment.

\(^\text{12}\) We know of a case where the accidental touch of the Ctrl-key together with a normal letter corrupted a database in such a way that it had to be reset completely. Although there exist very basic methods to avoid that the failure was caused by an error in the deployment process, where an old module of the early test times was accidentally exchanged for the actual module.

\(^\text{13}\) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO/IEC\_9126 (Wikipedia used here, as the standard itself is not free of charge)
6 A Case Study

In 2011, our company was entrusted to check on two documents, a Lastenheft and a Pflichtenheft, in order to determine potential conflicts that could be detected before the actual software was programmed\(^\text{14}\). The review was based on the guiding rules of IEEE-1028 and IEEE-830, using two teams of testers. We used the guidelines for technical inspection. Several categories were monitored and the violations were counted. We targeted several categories:

1. Category Type 1: Understanding, Ambiguity, Implementation. Defects of these categories could have been avoided by observing guidelines for writing good specifications.

2. Category Type 2: Contradiction, Missing, Completeness, Testability, Integration, Other (for special wordings in the documents). Defects of these categories need an overall assessment and special imagination. Which difficulties would we encounter during actual testing of the application?

Finding violations of the Category Type 2 requires the imagination of running real test cases. Test cases (or test scenarios) are designed in order to find errors. They try to describe situations that were not anticipated.

The statistical distribution of the findings is provided in Table 3. The case study shows that the number of errors that could be found by testers was greater than the number of errors that business domain specialists were able to avoid in the first place.

The customer confirmed to us that eight of ten vital findings of the highest severity range actually turned out to be the source of project delay and increased resource usage. We do not claim that the data of this single investigation are representative of other requirements settings. However, we believe that the large percentage of violations in the Missing category is meaningful. It indicates that several important scenarios had not been considered in the requirements phase of the development process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Error Distribution [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contradiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^\text{14}\) The software was the customization of a real estate administration program in a SAP environment. Because of non-disclosure agreements, we cannot disclose any more detailed information about the case.
7 Summary

From the foregoing it can be concluded that professional testers, with their special way of thinking destructively, create advantages.

One can reasonably expect that some of the errors found by testers during the process of validation (e.g. during system test) could indeed be detected earlier. In turn, eliminating these errors in an earlier stage of development will reduce the cost of fixing them, as well as costs associated with additional deployment of the software.

Furthermore, by envisioning scenarios that could turn out to be bad, we may additionally detect scenarios that enable better maintenance of a product, or that reduce downtimes in cases of inevitable system failure. Importantly, asking what happens if something goes wrong will eventually develop into a standard routine procedure of checking for possible disasters.

Testers can improve neither the quality of the software (developers do that, after errors are reported) nor the requirements by themselves. Testers can, however, support a scrutinizing review of requirements in a very efficient manner, thus enabling the improvement of requirements.

Optimization of the various development processes has led to new agile processes and test driven development. As a result, starting with testing before a piece of software is written is nowadays a standard development method in the agile community. Undoubtedly, in non-agile development processes, too, performing professional testing while requirements are being written would encourage more efficient product and software development.
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Abstract. Constant change in their regulatory, economic and technical environment forces organizations in many industries to adapt their software products to shifting demands. Many organizations have responded to this challenge by introducing the function of software product management. Setting up a successful software product management depends on the organizational and technological conditions a company is confronted with. Consequently, one can assume that different types of software product managers exist in practice. Aim of our research is to identify these types and the situational factors that determine the emergence of the types and the development of software product management in an organization. To this end, we conducted a literature survey as well as an explorative empirical survey. Based upon these, we used a well established model from organization theory to postulate five types of software product managers. Additionally, we identified preliminary situational factors potentially influencing the embodiment of software product manager types.

Keywords: software product management, IT product management, functions, tasks, types of software product manager, typification, situational factors.

1 Introduction and methodological approach

Not only software companies or companies developing software-intensive systems, but virtually any company or organization providing services to customers using long-lived software infrastructures depend on the fit between their needs and the software product(s) fulfilling these needs.¹ To ensure this fit, many organizations have responded by introducing the position of the software product manager. Software product management guides and manages software products from inception to phase-out in order to maximize business value. This paper follows a functional perspective on software product management; i.e., the focus lies on the tasks assigned to software product management, not on the institutional naming of the position(s) performing these tasks.

¹ We define a software product as the result of a software development process, or the process itself, whose economic and technical potential allows targeted commercialization. [1]
Successful software product management needs to take into account the individual situation of an organization, e.g. its organizational, regulatory and technological conditions. A number of publications in the last years have examined the tasks assigned to software product management within an organization. [1, 3-6] All of these tasks cannot be fulfilled by one single position. Therefore, the fundamental hypothesis of this paper is that different types of software product managers exist in different organizations. We define a type as a group of people or things with similar qualities or functions that make them different from other groups. [1] However, up to today, there is only little support for the identification of types of software product managers and the underlying situational factors. Our paper wants to fill this gap.

We chose to proceed twofold. First, we conducted a preliminary, exploratory empirical study with over 230 participants working in the field of software product management (cf. section 2.1). This study reflects the real-life experience of practitioners in the field and demonstrates that software product managers in practice perform many diverse functions and tasks. We carried on with a systematic literature review on software product management, focusing on the tasks assigned to this functional area (cf. section 2.2). To set the results of the literature study on a solid basis, we searched for principles of organization theory to structure the findings in a theoretically founded way. [7-9] Together with Mintzberg’s organizational configurations model [10] this serves as a basis for the identification of software product manager types (cf. section 3) and the description of their tasks (cf. section 4). Section 5 describes some first potential situational influence factors on software product management. Finally, in section 6, we provide an outlook on further research in the field of types of software product managers.

By drawing upon principles from organization theory and integrating a literature survey and an empirical study, this paper provides an important step towards the identification of different types of software product managers and the situational factors influencing the embodiment of these types in a real-world context. By this, the paper provides guidance for organizations dealing with software product management and expands the software product management body of knowledge. An overview of the procedure is given by figure 1.

![Fig. 1. Overview of the methodological procedure](image-url)
2 Organizational functions and tasks of software product management

In order to increase the body of knowledge of software product management and to substantiate the previously presented hypothesis that there exist different types of software product managers in various organizations that perform different tasks in different functional areas, in the following the functions and related tasks of software product management will be examined more closely. On the one hand from a practical point of view, on the other hand based upon theory and literature.

2.1 Software product management tasks in practice

In the following, we present an empirical study on software product management tasks with over 230 participants working in the field of software product management. The participants come from software organizations that develop software systems as well as organizations that use software infrastructure in German-speaking countries and work for private companies or in public administration. They each participated in one of 28 software product management seminars in the years 2004 to 2012. Following the definition of the functional view of software product management (cf. section 1), the job titles of the participants play a minor role. Relevant is the competence to specify the main functions of software product management in their organization.

The study is mainly comprised of open questions about the major tasks of software product management. The answers were not expected to go into depth but focused on the most important aspects. The results are therefore exploratory and do not allow us to draw any conclusions on the individual situation of the organization that the participants come from. Therefore the study cannot give any hints on the participating organizations, e.g. differentiating in software vendors, vendors of software-intensive products, or internal IT organizations in non-IT industries. In addition, as a certain degree of saturation could be made out, it seems unlikely that a deeper survey, based on the tasks themselves as well as their order and distribution in terms of frequency of mention, would have resulted in further insights. Although some bias due to the pre-selection of the persons asked is possible (the participation in the seminars was charged), their distinct commitment to the topic ensures a good insight into the practice of software product management.

The training seminars were held on behalf of the Management Circle AG, which is one of the most prestigious education agencies in Germany. Participants included knowledge holders from industry and government with several years of professional experience in software product management. The survey was regularly carried out.

Even in an organization where no explicit position with job title “software product manager” exists, product management tasks can be performed, e.g. by a marketing manager or the managing director himself. On the other hand, a position owner carrying the job title “software product manager” can perform tasks that are not attributed to the functional area of software product management. In this case, however, he has a different role, which is not considered in this paper.
The survey provided a total of 28 tasks, which represent software product management in its current business practice. Figure 2 shows the responses of the seminar participants in percent to the open kept question about the main tasks of the software product management in their organizations, sorted by frequency of mention.

![Figure 2](image)

**Fig. 2.** Results of the explorative survey on the tasks of the software product management of seminars in the range of software product management

Software product managers in practice deal in first place with coordination tasks like product policy, and service resp. support actions at the interface between customers and developers. Together with the classical sales and marketing tasks this highlights the role of a software product manager as a multifunctional generalist, responsible for the optimal coordination of all product related tasks, both internally and externally. The software product manager takes care of the permanent flow of all product and market related information throughout the organization and deals with the market participants. Strategy decisions in combination with the management of the entire life cycle as well as the management of the requirements, both from the customers’ and the developers’ point of view, are also of particular concern.

The survey shows that software product managers in practice deal with very different tasks and occupy very different roles in their organizations. The priority of these functions and tasks varies greatly among the participants. It gives a first impression about software product management in practice as a discipline with established structures that shows very different characteristics. Because of the uncontrolled growth of tasks, a large degree of uncertainty and disorientation regarding the function exists. As a result, no consistent picture of the software product manager can be identified. Instead, the study suggests a situational outcome. The embracing hypothesis of this paper that there exist different types of software product managers in various organizations that perform different tasks in different functional areas can therefore be strengthened by this survey.
2.2 Software product management functions and related tasks in literature

Several publications on the tasks of software product management exist, but the authors do not define the various tasks in more detail nor do they provide a complete list of tasks (see e.g. [11-13]). However, the software product management body of knowledge (SPMBoK) of the International Software Product Management Association (ISPMA) structures 38 practices along functional areas and designates the core tasks of software product management as well as participation and orchestration tasks.[6] To supplement the SPMBoK and to obtain a comprehensive listing of functions and related tasks from scientific literature as well as the more practitioner-oriented literature, we conducted a systematic literature review on the topic.⁴ In order to capture the entire subject area of software product management, the following search strings were used:

- (IT OR Software) AND (Produktmanagement OR Produktmanager)
- (IT OR software) AND (“product management” OR “product manager”)

The analysis is based on a search in nine electronic, open access literature databases in economics and computer science/information technology. A special search in conference publications was abandoned because generally the conference proceedings are included in the databases (e.g. ICSOB in ELSEVIER, IEEE in IEEE Xplore, ECIS in Cite Seerx library, IWSPM in ACM DL etc.). A total of 984 German and English publications in the range of software product management were identified (see table 1), while table 2 lists the inclusion criteria for the systematic literature review.

After the identification of these publications a quantitative data analysis was conducted with the aim to weed out duplicates. In accordance with this, 781 publications remained. Based on the quantitative analysis, a qualitative analysis was executed: after critical reading of title, keywords and abstracts 57 sources were identified that deal with functions and tasks (exclusion criteria) of software product management. The list of these references can be found in the appendix. It demonstrates the current state of the art regarding the functions and tasks of software product management and provides a sound basis for further scientific and practical work.

---

⁴ A systematic literature review is for the purpose of collection, selection, evaluation, interpretation and presentation of available publications to differentiate a subject area from others, and to ensure the transparency of an analysis. Our analysis was based on guidelines for conducting systematic literature reviews. [18 20] These approaches were integrated and adapted to the purpose of this analysis: Definition of the subject area, expiration of the analysis, literature search and search strategies, selection of relevant publications (inclusion criteria), quantitative and qualitative data analysis (exclusion criteria), data extraction, synthesis of publications and documentation. To ensure validity of the results as widely as possible, our review includes only peer reviewed publications, which we ascribe the necessary claim. Furthermore, we proceeded in a structural way by using the principles from organization theory described below. The literature review took place between April 2012 and January 2013.
We analyzed the 57 sources from our systematic literature survey and extracted the functions and tasks of software product management. The examination of these references resulted in a very wide range of tasks of software product management. Subsequently, we matched the content of the functions and tasks and compared them qualitatively. In order to arrange the tasks more clearly, the tasks have been assigned to functions based on the organization theory principles of specialization and division of labor [7-9]: Functions within an organization can be defined as complexes of similar tasks. They can be divided into basic or core functions and cross divisional or service functions. The basic/core functions are directly necessary to fulfill the objective of an organization and can be further divided into planning or strategically-oriented functions and execution functions that belong to the process execution in the operational transformation system. With regard to contents, the tasks were structured and grouped using affinity diagrams. [14] The internal homogeneity of a region (in this case functional areas and tasks) requires elements within a group to be as similar as possible. External heterogeneity aims to achieve the strongest possible distinction of the regions (i.e. groups of functional areas and tasks) from each other. [15-17]

The analysis leads to 12 function areas with altogether 56 different tasks (see figure 3). In addition, the tasks are kept general, as they can be implemented individually by different organizations and can take different priorities depending on the situation as well as the organizational and technical structure. For further validation, we strive to conduct interviews on the topic with software product management experts (cf. section 6, further research).
Software product management is still a relatively young scientific discipline. Only a small number of scientific publications exist, job descriptions and process models are missing. Since not all of the product management functions deduced from practice and literature can be performed by a single position holder, we are convinced that different types exist in practice. Division of labor and specialization are important organizational design principles. Thus, various types support the necessary allocation of tasks within an organization. Therefore, we derived different types of software product managers based on Mintzberg’s organizational configuration model. [10]

A position (such as “software product manager”) is the smallest, independently acting organizational unit that is equipped with responsibilities to perform a defined...
complex of tasks. [2, 21] Thus, software product management as an organizational unit within the organizational structure describes an area of capabilities for an imaginary position holder. Mintzberg’s organizational configuration model suggests a position arrangement using the following classification of positions: instance, middle instance, execution, staff and service position. A (middle) instance position is located in the strategic apex or middle line and consists of top managers or managers arranged in a direct line of formal authority between people of strategic apex and operating core. It is equipped with professional performance powers, i.e. with decision-making and instruction powers. These are often planning, organization and control tasks in the organizations context. An execution position is situated in the operating core and instructed with the operational fulfillment of tasks. A staff position is located within the support staff that provides indirect support to the rest of the organization. Therefore, the staff position assumes a supportive function for an instance position, and is in a suggestion role without instruction competencies. A service position is arranged in the techno structure that consists of those analysts, outside of the formal "line" structure, who apply analytic techniques to the design and maintenance of the structure and to the adaptation of the organization to its environment.

Following this approach and based on Mintzberg’s model, we developed a theoretically founded typification of software product managers (illustrated in Figure 4).

Fig. 4. Suggestion for a theoretically founded typification of the software product manager

The software product manager in an instance position aligns a variety of tasks with each other, acts as an information hub, brings together all the participating actors, matches them, delegates tasks and ensures that the responsible authorities have all

---

5 Mintzberg’s standard model is considered to be a “classic of organization theory” and still serves as the basis for numerous research approaches. [22]
important information at any time. He has a long term view and knows (or even decides) about strategic issues. Entrusted with an execution position the software product manager inheres both, the capability and the responsibility for the task with which he is entrusted. The fulfillment of the task is difficult when the software product manager is responsible for the result, but does not have the necessary influence, in the sense of decision-making power, to push through decisions. Therefore, it is important that competence and responsibility fall together (principle of congruence). [23-24] In the staff position the responsibility is not with the software product manager. He provides a basis for decision-making of higher authorities, supports one or more instance positions, and takes an advising part. The software product manager in a service position assists other positions in providing services and fulfills supportive tasks.

4 Types of software product managers and related functional areas

Practical experience and literature review reflect that no consensus on software product management tasks exists and that a general task description is not possible. Tasks depend on the organization and the environmental conditions. In the previous section we derived five types of software product managers that will now be assigned to the organizational functions of software product management (cf. section 2.2). In practice there may be overlaps of the types and tasks, as well as one type of product manager must not necessarily perform all the tasks that are assigned to him. However, the presented types constitute a basis typification. Figure 5 shows the derived types in relation to the functional areas.

![Organizational functions of software product management](image)

**Fig. 5.** Types of software product managers and related functional areas
The *Maker* as a line position in the operating core within the value structure of an organization has execution and implementation competencies. He predominantly performs tasks in the execution function areas of procurement/sourcing, development and design, production and maintenance, marketing and sales. Consequently the focus of the Maker is not the product itself, but the actual fulfillment of tasks. He has no long-term view on things. He performs tasks that are assigned to him by the other types of software product managers or other position holders within the organization. Ideally he has the responsibility for the task with which he is entrusted. Because of this lack of authority he is sometimes not even perceived as a software product manager.

The *Service Provider* holds the service position in the techno structure within the cross divisional/service function areas professional services, finance, organization and information. Thus he is fixed to the product itself and has a medium-term view on all transactions that have to do with the product. He knows about the direction of strategic management, product strategy and product planning and therefore is informed about planning issues. Above all, he supports the related instances with his expertise, professional skills and specialized knowledge. He assists the other positions in providing services and adapts the product to the organization’s environment.

The *Coordinator* is assigned to one or more instances of the strategic apex or middle line. Hence, he is settled in the functional area “planning”. He is located in the support staff, where controlling and coordinating tasks are ascribed to him. The Coordinator is acting as a product-oriented interface and can be seen as a control center. This solves a lot of problems, e.g. interface problems due to lack of agreement between different stakeholders and even competition between the involved departments or problems with communication between the different stakeholders in general. If there is a position within the organization that is explicitly responsible for coordination, problems of unclear or unspecified coordination processes can be addressed. Some product managers even describe their job profile with quite unusual phrases like caretaker, all-rounder, handy man or jack of all trades. They perceive themselves as troubleshooters or rapid deployment unit in the sense of a fire service. The Coordinator can therefore be regarded as a multifunctional generalist and central communication platform that coordinates and controls product related decisions. He acts supportive and provides a basis for decision-making for an instance position.

The *Strategist* and *Delegator* are both instance positions in the strategic apex respectively in the middle line within the functional area “planning”. They fulfill decision-making tasks. The Strategist acts in the function area “strategic management”, whereas the Delegator deals with the areas of product strategy and product planning. The focus of these instance positions is on business development. This implies a long-term view on things. The Strategist performs almost exclusively strategic tasks, has budgetary control and aligns the product to the context of the organization so that the goals of the organization correlate with the product strategy. The Delegator deals with software product management itself. Both of these instance positions can be supported by a Coordinator.
5  **Situational influence factors on software product management**

In order to provide concrete design recommendations, knowing the action alternatives in form of possible software product manager types is not sufficient. So far, the types of software product managers connect their tasks and responsibilities. However, the hypothesis introduced in section 1 states that the implementation of a software product manager also depends on other situational factors. It is likely that the different types are not only deduced from their tasks, but also from other conditions. The performance of the task execution is at least dependent upon the goals an organization is heading for and the environmental conditions it is confronted with. Moreover, company-specific factors like company size, organizational form and product characteristics have to be considered. Groundwork in this field has already been accomplished by the study of Bekkers et.al. [25] They emphasize the influence of situational factors on software product management practice but complain that research done so far has mainly focused on singular tasks. Furthermore, Clarke and O’Connor have developed a framework that demonstrates situational factors influencing the software product management and divide them into categories. [26]

On this basis, we try to derive situational factors which determine the types of software product managers. Josten takes the basic components of organizational situational factors and adapts them to product management. [27] We aim to adapt these basic components (organizational structure, dimensions of the internal and external situation and the actual and cognitive behavior of the organization’s members and their effects) to possible components of software product management. An outlook on potential situational factors and their effects on typification is shown in Figure 6. Some potential effects of situational influence factors include:

- The smaller the organization, the more likely it is that the business director/CEO assumes many (strategic) tasks by himself, while he delegates execution tasks to a Maker.
- The higher the level of decision delegation in an organization, the more likely the software product manager is incorporated as a decision-making authority in the business organization (Strategist or Delegator).
- The greater the department of software product management itself, the more likely a Strategist or Delegator is needed that heads over other positions such as Coordinator, Service Provider or/and Maker.
- The higher the standardization in the software product management, the more extensive is the specification of tasks. Tasks may be performed by an execution position such as Maker.
- The more heterogeneous the product/service portfolio is set up, the more likely a Coordinator or even Delegator/Strategist is necessary. Otherwise, to get a single, clearly defined product developed sustainably it is under certain circumstances sufficient if the requirements management is done properly by a Maker.
- The more (various) internal or external customers or suppliers exist, the more coordination is necessary by Service Provider/Coordinator.
6 Conclusion and outlook on further research

The hypothesis introduced in section 1, that there exist different types of software product managers in various organizations that perform different tasks in different functional areas, could be substantiated by empirical and theoretical evidence. The explorative empirical study showed a great variety of software product management practices. By dividing the tasks of software product management into functions, a foundation for the typification could be created. Based on Mintzberg’s organizational configurations model, types of software product managers could be derived and assigned to functional organization areas. Furthermore, a first proposal for situational factors influencing software product management could be made. Further research is necessary to elaborate the relevant design parameters and to align them to coherent software product management configurations.

The organizational functions, related tasks and types of software product managers add value to the software product management body of knowledge by presenting the range of possible tasks systematically. Software organizations can profit by better defined job descriptions and guidelines for the segmentation of tasks and responsibilities. Education institutions can benefit because software product management curricula can be better adjusted to the requirements of practice. In a next step we intend to adapt knowledge from current industry standards in the range of software product management as well as carry out an analysis of job offerings for software product managers. To further validate and expand our results we strive for in-depth expert interviews. The goal is a well-founded, situational model of software product man-
agement types including design recommendations for setting up software product management in practice.
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Abstract. Software product managers are missing guidelines on how to incorporate different dimensions of sustainability in software product management and requirements selection decision-making. This is a challenge because considering sustainability perspective while selecting requirements has become a major objective for software product development companies; however, it is unclear how to support it during complex product management decision-making. In this paper, we identify the value aspects related to sustainability for software requirements selection. An exemplary dialogue between a consultant and a product manager illustrates how the proposed approach can be used while taking product management and requirements selection decisions. Our contribution provides software product managers with guidance on how to incorporate value aspects related to sustainability while taking software product management and requirements selection decisions.
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1 Introduction

In today's world, software has become the main competitive advantage, enabling faster and cheaper innovation as well as product differentiation, and at the same time hardware is becoming standardized [10,35]. Simultaneously, the size and complexity of software in products are increasing, and so is the impact of software development decisions on the overall product offering [15]. That is, any decision taken regarding software, e.g. what features to realize, what quality to offer, or what technology to choose, will impact the entire product’s life cycle and value, not to mention that it limits future possibilities and direction of the product and business (economic sustainability) [1,19]. Along with this, due to increased awareness about environmental, social and human sustainability, a challenging question is how a company can build innovative products that not only meet the needs of its customers, but are also built in a socially responsible and sustainable way? While it is required to build special software for the
customers to measure, monitor and act on various sustainability indices, it is equally important that the products are developed and managed in an adequate way with an in-depth understanding of the environment they are applied in. This situation gives rise to many decision-making challenges for industry practitioners, for example, which value aspects with respect to sustainability need to be considered while taking software management decisions? How does the realization of one functional or quality feature influence the sustainability value of the product offering, where short-term potential sales and revenues are almost always premiered over sustainability aspects? Answering these questions can help to innovate and develop products that do not only deliver value to the customers, but also enable development of products keeping in view the sustainability perspective. This perspective spans all levels of decision making: on the project, the product, and the portfolio level. Our research question is: How can we incorporate sustainability as a primary objective with the conventional goals in software product management decisions?

Value-based software engineering (VBSE) can help answering these questions as it emphasizes that every decision and/or feature of a product does not have an equal value like in a value-neutral setting [2]. This requires making decisions that are better for overall value creation, according to Kontio et al. [21] and Rönkkö et al. [29], and balancing short-term and long-term value creation.

Contribution The primary contribution of this paper is a list of value aspects that need to be considered from the perspective of sustainability while taking product management and development decisions. The Software Value Map is used as the basis for identification of these value aspects. The Software Value Map [20] provides a consolidated view on value aspects relevant for taking software product management and development decisions based on the Balanced Score Card approach. In addition to its application for sustainability concerns, a set of value aspects not yet covered by the Software Value Map has also been included, where each aspect is described and given a rationale. The identified value aspects can be used as criteria for taking requirements selection decisions. The application of the approach is illustrated in a fictitious dialogue between a product manager and a consultant.

2 Foundations and Related Work

The following sub-sections give a brief introduction to the concepts of sustainability and the Software Value Map as well as an overview of related work.

What is Sustainability? The four main dimensions of sustainability that we consider important are human, social, economic, and environmental, see Goodland [9]. The three latter ones are the dimensions known from the most cited definition of sustainable development by Brundtland et al. [4]: “...meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to satisfy their own needs.” The first dimension, human, is not present in the public discussion, but we argue that it should be included because it is the basis for the others.
**Human sustainability:** Human sustainability refers to the maintenance of the private good of individual human capital. The health, education, skills, knowledge, leadership and access to services constitute human capital. [9]

**Social sustainability:** Social sustainability means maintaining social capital and preserving the societal communities in their solidarity. Social capital is investments and services that create the basic framework for society. [9]

**Economic sustainability:** Economic capital should be maintained. The definition of income as the amount one can consume during a period and still be as well off at the end of the period can define economic sustainability, as it devolves on consuming value-added (interest), rather than capital. [9]

**Environmental sustainability:** Although environmental sustainability is needed by humans, it itself seeks to improve human welfare by protecting natural resources. These are water, land, air, minerals and ecosystem services; hence much is converted to manufactured or economic capital. Environment includes the sources of raw materials used for human needs, and ensuring that sink capacities recycling human wastes are not exceeded. [9]

Our analysis of how to incorporate sustainability into software product management decisions is based on these definitions as our understanding of sustainability. The foundation we use for guidance in taking software product management decisions is the Software Value Map, described in the following section.

**The Software Value Map.** The Software Value Map [20] provides a consolidated view of the software value concept utilizing four major perspectives: the financial, the customer, the internal business process, and the innovation and learning. The value aspects and value components contained in the map are collected through extensive review of economics, management and value-based software engineering literature.

The value map offers a unified view of value, which can be used by professionals to develop a common understanding of value, as well as acting as decision support to assure no value perspective is unintentionally overlooked when taking product management decisions. For example, during requirements selection in addition to short term increases in customer value and company revenue, a company’s and product’s long-term sustainability view can also be considered. While evaluating the effects of a requirement on the maintainability value of the product’s architecture, human capital value of the company and innovation value would enable a comprehensive (long-term) impact analysis of a certain decision. Thus, by having a value focus, the overall trade-off between positive and negative impact on the present product offering can be estimated. This is central from many perspectives. For example, from a business perspective, the selection and realization of a feature might be good idea, but simultaneously the long-term effects pertaining to, e.g., sustainability of system architecture, might be very negative.

The taxonomy used to categorize the perspectives for measuring value was inspired by the balanced scorecard (BSC) approach, see Kaplan et al. [16,17]. BSC can be defined as a set of measures that gives managers a fast but comprehensive view of the business using four main perspectives, namely the financial,
customer, internal business process, and innovation and learning [16,17], each described below.

The **financial perspective** contains aspects that address the company’s implementation and execution of its strategy which are contributing to the bottom-line improvement of the company. It represents the long-term strategic objectives of the organization and thus incorporates the tangible outcomes of the strategy in traditional financial terms [32,29]. Some of the most common financial measures that are incorporated in the financial perspective are earned value analysis and profit margins.

The **customer perspective** defines the value proposition that the company will apply to satisfy customers and thus generate more sales to the most desired (i.e. the most profitable) customer groups, see, e.g., Steven [32]. Measures that are selected for the customer perspective should measure both the value that is delivered to the customer (value proposition) with respect to the perceived value, which may involve time, quality, performance and service, and cost, and the outcomes that come as a result of this value proposition (e.g., customer satisfaction and market share).

The **internal process perspective** is concerned with the processes that create and deliver the customer value proposition. It focuses on all the activities and key processes required in order for the company to excel at providing the value expected by the customers both productively and efficiently. Quality, cycle time, productivity and cost are some aspects where performance value can be measured [16].

The **innovation and learning perspective** is the basis of any strategy and focuses on the intangible assets of an organization, mainly on the internal skills and capabilities. The innovation and learning perspective is the intellectual capital categorized as human capital, structural capital, and the organization capital of a company [16,23].

**Related Work.** The ISPMA provides a first body of knowledge, which does not explicitly consider sustainability yet [15]. Penzenstadler et al. [27] conducted a systematic literature review on sustainability in software engineering. The review revealed no work specifically related to sustainability in the context of software product management decision making. Cabot et al. [7] performed a case study for sustainability as goal for the ICSE organization with i* goal models to support decision making for future conference chairs, but don’t discuss decision support for potential measures and do not provide methodical guidance or decision support. Naumann et al. [26] investigate how web pages can be developed with little environmental impact, i.e., energy-efficiently, but do not discuss implications on product management. Mahaux et al. [24] performed a case study on a business information system for an event management agency that advertises environment-friendly events but do not address the decision making challenge. While all of these works refer to sustainability goals, none of them discusses values related to sustainability and how to consider them while taking product management and requirements selection decisions. Moreover, within research on value-based software engineering, to the best of our knowledge, no
work yet explicitly discusses sustainability as one of the major consideration in software product management decision-making.

3 Identification of Value Aspects for Sustainability

The software value map can be used as a basis for identification of value aspects to be considered from different sustainability perspectives, while taking product management and requirements selection decisions. We discuss four sustainability dimensions and value aspects relevant to each of the dimensions are given with the rationale for their relevance to the discussed sustainability dimension along with the references for further readings. Tables 1-4 list the values (column Value Name) related to the sustainability dimensions, identify the balanced score card perspective they belong to (column Perspective), describe the value itself (column Value Description), why it matters for sustainability (column Rationale), and what can be done in order to improve it with references to further reading (column Actions & Further Reading). Please note that the list of identified value aspects is not complete rather it is the first attempt towards theoretical foundations for incorporating sustainability perspective while taking requirements selection decisions.

**Human Sustainability.** Software is developed and managed by people. Therefore, it is fundamental to consider value aspects related to human capital while taking product management decisions. The human capital value is described in Table 1. Although value aspects related to human sustainability are not necessarily related to all product management decisions, they actually influence the effects of other value aspects related to sustainability. For example, satisfied developers will be more focused to build high quality products with efficient use of resources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Name</th>
<th>Perspective</th>
<th>Value Description</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
<th>Actions &amp; Further Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human capital value</td>
<td>Innovation and learning</td>
<td>Human capital value refers to the stock of skills and knowledge embodied in the ability to perform labor so as to produce economic value. It is the value of skills and knowledge gained by a worker through experience.</td>
<td>For human sustainability, human capital value should be increased by enhancing the skills and knowledge of the developers since they are the work force that develops the system.</td>
<td>Offering training and continued education improves skills and knowledge of an employee. Fitz-enz [8] provides measures for the economic value of employee performance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Social Sustainability.** For supporting social sustainability, a software development company may want to consider customer capital value while taking product management decisions. Furthermore, network externalities play a role in binding the customer. In addition to the values in Table 2 that are identified from the Software Value Map, there are other values that can be discussed in this context. The reason for not listing them is that they are related less directly to the software product under development, rather to the surrounding environment,
Table 2. Value aspects for social sustainability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Name</th>
<th>Perspective</th>
<th>Value Description</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
<th>Actions &amp; Further Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer capital value</td>
<td>Internal Business perspective</td>
<td>Value of relationships that a firm builds with its customers, and which is reflected in their loyalty to the firm and/or its products. It is not reflected in a balance sheet in monetary terms.</td>
<td>Loyalty of customers is a stable basis for continuous bonding and customer retention [14].</td>
<td>Hennig-Thurau et al. [14] suggests improving bonding with customer with the use of motivation theory. Storbacka et al. [33] links service quality with customer satisfaction and profitability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network externalities</td>
<td>Customer perspective</td>
<td>The amount of other users of the software product that are relevant to the focal user, e.g., who might be motivated to use a service due to incentives for the user</td>
<td>If there are incentives for a user to motivate other people to use a service, the user might keep using it for two reasons: the incentive (e.g. lower costs), and the network of users that share the service [18].</td>
<td>Katz et al. [18] provide an analysis of the options to improve availability of complementary goods and services.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, values related to labor practices, human rights, society, and ethical behavior (see Silvius and Schipper [31]). Activities for good labor practices are to ensure employment, to work on labor-management relations, to provide training and education as well as organizational learning, and to offer diversity and equal opportunity. Human rights support is, e.g., to prevent discrimination. For society, potential measures are to improve community support, to perform adequate market communication, and to guard customer privacy [31]. Ethical behavior includes checking investment and procurement practices [31].

**Economic Sustainability** Within a software development context, value aspects related to economic sustainability need to be considered while taking product management decisions. The values detailed in Table 3 are maintainability value, innovation value, differential value, and physical value w.r.t cost. Economic sustainability is the aspect that is already most present in today’s software business. One sub aspect of this is software sustainability, a term used interchangeably with software maintenance, and an innovation infrastructure are fundamental inputs to continuously maintain and evolve software products such that they sustain economically throughout their entire planned lifecycle. Moreover, competitive advantage has to be maintained to ensure economic sustainability of the company.

**Environmental Sustainability** Environmental sustainability may be improved by improving the market requirements value, the physical value w.r.t. cost, the sustainability value of technology, and the product’s intrinsic value. Each of the values is detailed in Table 4. Selling software as services enables a higher rate of innovation and also reduces the number of expensive hardware upgrades that needs to be done. This, in turn, means an increased environmental sustainability. While it can go hand in hand with economic efficiency, this can also have cost-increasing effects, e.g., through additional activities.

**Interrelationships** Interrelationships in the value aspects identified from different sustainability dimensions are possible. The interrelationships can exist as the following effects:
### Table 3. Value aspects for economic sustainability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Name</th>
<th>Perspective</th>
<th>Value Description</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
<th>Actions &amp; Further Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maintainability value</td>
<td>Internal business perspective</td>
<td>The capability of the software product to be modified. Modifications include improvements or adaptation of the software to changes in environment and in requirements and specifications.</td>
<td>Maintainability of a software product is a foundation for sustainability [30] in a broader understanding, as evolution balances the factors to be accounted for when aiming at sustainability.</td>
<td>An approach for achieving software sustainability and how to measure it is given by Seacord [30].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation value</td>
<td>Innovation and learning</td>
<td>The practical value of subject technology that is materialized in market (as a product or service) or in business process (as process innovation).</td>
<td>According to Hansen et al. [13], sustainability is a key driver of innovation. If they go hand in hand, innovation has to be supported.</td>
<td>Hansen et al.’s framework [13] allows also for conclusions with respect to the market.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential value</td>
<td>Internal business perspective</td>
<td>Differentiation is the process of distinguishing the differences of a product or offering from others, to make it more attractive to a particular target market. This involves differentiating it from competitors’ products as well as one’s own product offerings.</td>
<td>In order to have sustainable competitive advantage, it is fundamental to strive product features/capabilities that enable economies of development and/or lower profit margins (see Lado et al. [22]).</td>
<td>Hall [11] gives a framework for linking capabilities to sustainable competitive advantage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical value w.r.t. cost (PVc)</td>
<td>Internal business perspective</td>
<td>A product being developed and marketed with lower development cost will have higher Physical value w.r.t. cost. [20]</td>
<td>For economic sustainability, it is fundamental to keep the development costs as low as possible [6].</td>
<td>Byggeth [6] proposes a procedure for sustainability-driven design optimization illustrated with a case study.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- A positive impact on one value aspect might have positive impact on one or more sustainability dimension
- A negative impact on one value aspect might have negative impact on one or more sustainability dimension
- A positive impact on one value aspect might have a negative impact on one or more sustainability dimension and vice versa

For example, if quality features, not even demanded by the customers, are provided; the intrinsic value of the product might be very high, however, this will negatively impact the environmental sustainability perspective as Physical value w.r.t. cost would decrease due to extra features produced (a waste). On the other hand, if generic products (which are demanded by majority of the customers) are developed and sold, Market requirements value would be high and Physical value w.r.t. cost would be high which doubles the positive impact on the environmental sustainability. Moreover, by developing maintainable products, while Maintainability value is increased which positively impacts the economic sustainability; however, this could have a negative impact on Human capital value because the developers feel that by maintaining the existing code no new skills are being learnt. Consequently, human sustainability is negatively impacted. Resolving trade-offs between conflicting dimensions (often between economic and environmental, as environmentally sustainable involves adequate supplies) can only be solved by goal prioritisation—the economic side or the environment.
### Table 4. Value aspects for environmental sustainability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Name</th>
<th>Perspective</th>
<th>Value Description</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
<th>Actions &amp; Further Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market requirement value</td>
<td>Internal business perspective</td>
<td>Represents the production value with respect to a given market requirement (Time &amp; effort to implement a feature vs requirement’s market demand &amp; value)</td>
<td>Producing generic products can save resources (such as computers, electricity), as customized solutions may require additional environmental resources [12].</td>
<td>Murugesan [25] proposes principles and practices for green IT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical value w.r.t. cost (PVc)</td>
<td>Internal business perspective</td>
<td>Represents the production value w.r.t. cost. A product being developed and marketed with lower development cost will have higher PVc.</td>
<td>From environmental sustainability perspective, it should be ensured the resources are not wasted (adding to cost) during product development. However, efficiency can only contribute to, but not achieve sustainability by itself, see, e.g., Tomlinson et al. [34].</td>
<td>Silvius [31] takes transport, energy, waste, and materials into the resource balance. Poppendeick [28] proposes to eliminate “waste” in terms of partially done work, relearning, task switching, delays, defects etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability value of technology</td>
<td>Innovation and learning</td>
<td>The sustainability value of technology means how good or bad a technology is rated with respect to environmental impact due to its own production as well as usage during lifetime and later on for disposal.</td>
<td>If a new technology is being implemented, what is the environmental sustainability value of technology? Can it, e.g., increase interoperability possibilities to design more generic products/solutions?</td>
<td>Brown [3] provides insights and rationale to evaluate sustainability in technology for environmentally sound innovation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product intrinsic value</td>
<td>Customer perspective</td>
<td>This includes functionality and quality attributes e.g. usability, reliability etc. of the product.</td>
<td>From environmental sustainability perspective, features and quality provided in the product has to be balanced w.r.t. resources used.</td>
<td>Byggeth [5] proposes a set of guiding questions for sustainable product development.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4 Illustrative Usage Scenario

The following dialogue is a fictitious discussion between Daniel and Mick. It illustrates the first steps of a usage scenario for a sustainability-driven application as depicted in Fig. 1. Mick is a product manager in a big car manufacturing company that wants to develop a car-sharing platform. Daniel is a method consultant from a well-established IT consulting company. They have already worked together in the past and generally get along well. The rich picture in Fig. 2 shows the most important elements of the car sharing platform. There is a community of users who can rent and share cars, there is a backend data base and there is a business infrastructure with maintenance, administration, and management. The speech bubbles indicate first starting points for the different aspects of sustainability. They first name the sustainability aspect and then, in parentheses, an exemplary respective value that can be considered for the car sharing platform.

**Sustainability as Objective** “The vice-president tells me that we need to focus on sustainability for the development project of that new platform—so, how do I do that?” Mick opens the discussion. “Well, that depends on the goals you want to achieve with respect to sustainability.” Daniel is a consultant well trained in first analyzing the problem and then developing a solution step by step with his customers, Fig. 1 Step 1. Mick sighs internally: “That’s not much...”
Daniel jumps up again to make more sketches on the whiteboard: “We can look still skeptical: “any abstract business goal your vice-president might come up with. From here on, we can refine the goal like quite abstract, but it is the most general goal you can start with for that particular dimension of sustainability. From here on, we can refine the goal like any abstract business goal your vice-president might come up with.” Mick is still skeptical: “I’m curious how you want to turn that into goals applicable to software-intensive systems development, but go ahead, we’ll give it a try.” Daniel jumps up again to make more sketches on the whiteboard: “We can look
at that from the four different dimensions of sustainability.” He starts questioning: “What are current issues that need improvement? What are the values that are important here? What do your users want?” Mick is a little surprised by that question: “I guess they would want a good car sharing solution.” “That’s a start. However, think about what values lie behind the need for a car sharing solution, for example, the wish to save the costs for a car and the wish to do something for the environment by saving energy?” “Good point”, says Mick. “How can I structure my thoughts when trying to tackle the sustainability aspects for my product decisions and requirements elicitation?”

“I have that Software Value Map that gives a consolidated overview of common values for software-intensive product development. I have used it with a number of customers and it has proven sufficiently encompassing to be particularly helpful during analysis.” And he hands him a one-page introduction to the SVM as provided in Sec. 2.

Mick scans it quickly but then returns to the discussion at hand: “Such a map is definitely useful for a start, but I need applicable guidance.”

**Human Sustainability** “Let’s first take a look at the human sustainability dimension”, Daniel continues (Fig. 1, Step 3). “According to the value map, the most important value that is relevant to be considered for human sustainability is human capital value. Some of the metrics we can use to measure human capital are the general satisfaction of people and their impression of how their skills and knowledge develop over time. That would preserve human capital and therefore support human sustainability. So, how can we improve these two?” “Okay, I see. Let me think”, Mick picks up the thought, “User satisfaction depends on various factors, for example, the service costs and a good feeling when using the service. That’s an issue for both our interface designers, who optimize the user interaction with the system and its services, and our economics guys, who calculate the service prices.” “And service level agreements like a high availability of cars et cetera.”

“Sure, and if we want to support the improvement of their set of skills and knowledge, we could offer, for example, an education program at the time of registration. Could that be a start?” Mick asks. “Of course!” Daniel replies, “Most of your users will be aware of the basics but you can still provide them with more information on the specifics of your service and the impact on the environment.” “Continuing that line of thought with knowledge and transparency,” Mick extends the idea, “we can perform an online evaluation of statistics and how much energy was saved in total, plus questionnaires that track even more, for example, which other means of transport they use apart from car sharing, and every user can optionally take part in that and gain knowledge on their individual statistics.” “...and, thereby, offer to provide them with additional information, yes, good idea.” Daniel agrees.

Mick starts taking notes on his To-Do template and scribbles facts here and there frowning at the piece of paper that is turning quite illegible. Daniel watches for a while and then proposes: “We have developed a template for this purpose that we call Impact Evaluation Pattern—maybe you would like to make use of it?” “Does that cost me extra?” grumbles Mick. “No”, shrugs Daniel, “it’s part of
the service.”

“Simply put the concept of Impact evaluation patterns was inspired by software design patterns. In software engineering, a design pattern is a general reusable solution to a commonly occurring problem software design. The same philosophy can be used to identify Impact Evaluation Patterns in different decision-making scenarios. An Impact evaluation pattern can be described as a generally reusable solution for a commonly occurring decision-making challenge in a particular scenario. For example, a product manager can use an Impact Evaluation Pattern for initial screening from sustainability perspective to decide if a set of new requirements should be selected for implementation in the product or not.”

On the second whiteboard in the room, Daniel sketches the template (Table 5, Fig. 1 Step 4): “Here you can see the basic structure for documenting the impact evaluation pattern—which is part of what we are discussing right now. I’ll keep explaining it while we continue.”

Social Sustainability Mick settles for that for the moment: “Okay, let’s continue with the social dimension. What have you got on your value map for that?” “There are CUSTOMER CAPITAL VALUES and NETWORK EXTERNALITIES. How is the relationship that you build with your customers? Are they loyal?” “They like our cars, and once they had one their likelihood to buy the same brand again is about 80%. I’m not sure though whether that applies to car sharing as well. We could establish a bonus system for frequent users.” “Good! How about NETWORK EXTERNALITIES?” “What is that supposed to be?” “It means the amount of other users of the software product that are relevant to the focal user. Applied to a car sharing service platform, we have to think about incentives we can offer a user for spreading the word about our service and making other people use it.” “Pheu, you mean like family discount and stuff? The problem is that we diminish our revenue, so the business analysts are always reluctant to give such bonuses. However, we will find something.” “Alright, I’ll put it on the list.”

Economic Sustainability “Then let’s talk about the economic dimension”, says Daniel, “That’s the one you might already have sorted out the most. The values are MAINTAINABILITY, INNOVATION VALUE OF TECHNOLOGY and INNOVATION VALUE FOR MARKET, DIFFERENTIAL ADVANTAGE, and BUSINESS AGILITY.” “Yes, I guess we have elaborated on that for many hours.” “Just what I thought, then why don’t we directly move on to the environmental dimension? That was one selling point of your campaign draft, right?” “Yes, of course”, agrees Mick.

Environmental Sustainability “Let’s see what your value list says”, Mick continues, “MARKET REQUIREMENTS VALUE, PHYSICAL VALUE WITH W.R.T. COST, and so on. These first two are about resource saving, right? That would increase the respective values.”

“Yes”, Daniel agrees, “one of your market requirements would be to have an environmentally sustainable service, and you can consider various aspects for that—transport, i.e., local procurement, digital communication, traveling, and transport; then energy, i.e., energy used, and emission / CO2 from energy used;
waste, i.e., recycling and disposal; and materials, i.e., reusability, incorporated energy, and resources. The other part of resources and potential ‘waste’ to be considered are the working hours—on one hand spent in design and development and on the other hand as ‘waste’ in terms of partially done work, extra features, relearning, handoffs, task switching, delays, defects, etc."

“That list is even longer than the one we calculated from—I will double check that with our business analysts. For a start, the transport in our service refers mainly to the vehicle availability. If there aren’t enough vehicles in a hot spot area, the service personnel have to move the vehicles accordingly. We definitely want to avoid that because it is costly in terms of emission and money. What is it with the sustainability value of technology?” Mick inquires.

Daniel replies: “You are potentially decreasing emissions by decreasing traffic—and I’m sure you will be able to find a lot more within an analysis of environmental optimization potential. You also have to evaluate how the desired system quality might affect the environment in a negative way, for example, by putting a lot of cars out there to ensure availability, you make a considerable impact again on the environment.” “True, we’ll have to perform an analysis on how they contradict.”

### Table 5. Impact evaluation pattern for sustainability aspects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern Name</th>
<th>Impact eval. on sustainability aspects pattern for a product manager</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intent and motivation</td>
<td>To perform a detailed value analysis with respect to sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicability</td>
<td>Analyze features to include in a product w.r.t. sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value aspects</td>
<td>Value aspects listed in Table 1-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consequences</td>
<td>//to be added when the pattern is put into actual use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involved stakeholders</td>
<td>Product manager, domain expert, sustainability expert, process engineer, project manager</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Impact Evaluation Pattern “Now we have a lot of scribbled notes on the whiteboard—what you called Impact Evaluation Pattern earlier on.” Mick gets back to the sketch on the whiteboard. “Yes.” Daniel emphasizes, “With the help of such impact evaluation patterns, the company can have tremendous benefits. An impact evaluation pattern presents a consolidated view of value aspects to be considered while deciding with respect to sustainability. Furthermore, it provides a common understanding and vocabulary, as well as acting as decision support to assure no value aspect is unintentionally overlooked. And finally, it enables a conscious impact evaluation (positive and/or negative) of relevant value aspects.” Mick likes decision support: “That’s good. And I can teach my staff to use the guideline instead of trying to mentally infuse my experience into them, as genuine experience cannot really be passed on.” “True”, Daniel adds, “and, furthermore, we can define corresponding rubrics that help to evaluate that selected measures, so you and your VP can see the direct impact.” “Rubrics? What would be an example for that?” “For example, for HUMAN CAPITAL VALUE, you can assess general satisfaction, time per year spent on continued education, and employee fluctuation.” “Okay, that makes it assessable for management—for these metrics, we already have some kind of reporting, so I know where to get the data from.” Daniel wraps up the discussion. “Alright, I
hope I could show you how you can use the value map to identify optimization
potential with respect to the different dimensions of sustainability.” “Yes, thanks,
I feel quite prepared now for the next meeting with the vice president.”

In the meeting with the vice president, Mick will realize Step 5 of the process
in Fig. 1: the vice president will take the decisions and Mick is responsible for
their implementation. The Impact Evaluation Patterns will be reused for the
assessment of Step 6.

5 Discussion: Transfer to Practice

The presented usage scenario is the first attempt to illustrate the approach and
can by no means substitute the evaluation in a sufficiently sized industrial case
study. The preparation of such a case study is under way, but as we are looking
for academic feedback in parallel we offer our concepts for early discussion.
We believe the approach is promising since its is based on a theoretically solid
and empirically evaluated Software Value Map. The Software Value Map and impact
evaluation pattern have been used in a case study at Ericsson for identifying
value aspects to be considered for requirements selection from different stake-
holders’ and they have been proven usable and useful. The industry practitioners
did not only verify the benefits of having a consolidated view of value compo-
nents, relevant for a particular Impact evaluation pattern, for decision-making;
they also found the Software Value Map a step towards common definitions and
understanding of value components enabling effective communication [20].
We expect to implement a similar case study for a sustainability analysis with
equally positive results.

One important issue for consideration are conflicts that arise between different
dimensions, as already mentioned in “Interrelationships” on p. 6. The explicit
catalogue of values provides means to identifying such conflicts. However, the
question of how such trade-offs can be solved while planning requires the prior-
itisation of goals. Which dimension will be considered most important in our
future requires solutions in much broader terms than the approach at hand.

6 Summary and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented an approach to incorporate sustainability re-
lated value aspects while taking software product management decisions on the
project, product, or portfolio level. Its usage is illustrated in a scenario where
there is a dialogue between a consultant and a software product manager.
As a first effort to factor sustainability as primary aspect in value-based software
engineering, the approach still needs to evolve and be explored. The proposed
list of sustainability related value aspects is ready to use but not necessarily
comprehensive; value aspects and perspectives can be complemented as needed.
Our next step is to evaluate the approach in an industrial setting with adequate
complexity to gain resilient feedback on its application in practice.
Future work is to improve upon how the identified sustainability aspects should
be measured in industry.
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1 Introduction

Commercial software developer interest in the smartphone application market is significant. The availability of application stores (a.k.a. app stores) for product distribution has bypassed much of the traditional retail channel (with the associated negative effects upon the viability of the retail channel). This alternative market access has removed many barriers to new product entry and has quickly been exploited by mobile game developers – it is widely reported that games are the most commonly downloaded smartphone apps. Some games require the payment of a fee before the customer can download the game. Other games adopt a “try before you buy” format; the customer can start playing for free but after an initial demo they have to buy the game to continue to play. To generate revenue, the game producer must convert the customer during the critical free-play period. Some games adopt the “freemium” model where continued gameplay is free but is greatly facilitated (e.g. progress is accelerated) if the customer makes in-game purchases of gameplay related items.

The transactional price of a typical mobile game is now ingrained at $0.99, some fraction of the price of a single cup of coffee in North America – in the same way as a cup of coffee is a discretionary purchase of a mass-market consumable item, so is the purchase of a game. While some games have reportedly generated more than $1M in revenue, the average revenue is closer to approximately $1,000 per app (as reported by Vision Mobile, Mobile Developer Economics, available at http://developereconomics.com) – far less than the amount necessary for commercial viability. Mobile game development is, therefore, a significant financial gamble and attempts to mitigate the financial
risk posed by low revenues are likely to put pressure upon development budgets and development timelines. Software product management [5] will be under pressure to minimize investments in process, potentially promoting process evolution in an ever more lightweight direction which could place significant challenges upon the process of defining and scoping mobile games. One way to mitigate this risk could be to adopt an SPL approach to development efforts.

We report herein upon the results of a case study directed toward gathering and reporting empirical observations of mobile game software development (with a modest emphasis on requirements issues) to more clearly identify directions for future work. The author, a RE practitioner and software developer, was embedded within the development team and the reported observations have an action research bias.

2 Related Work

Investigations into the role of requirements in general videogame development [3] have noted that the traditional output of the preproduction process in game development (the Game Design Document (GDD)) was often misused as a (weak) requirements specification. Furtado et al. [7] apply Domain Analysis to digital game Software Product Line (SPL) development, advocating the creation of a “game design vision” that guides the Domain Analysis. They explicitly identify the elements that will, and will not, be part of the SPL, drawing these elements from the Game Design Document or its equivalent – noting that traditional Requirements Engineering cannot be applied as is to game development [7]. Finally, Furtado et al. [7] recognize, as we did [4], that software product management must consider the experience aspects of game requirements.

In complementary work, Blow noted that game development [2], requires an unusually large breadth of engineering knowledge to define functional requirements. However, the technical difficulties stressed by Blow in 2004 were later addressed by experience gained in the development of very-large scale games. On a smaller scale, mobile game development requires meeting the challenges identified by Blow plus meeting the market constraints identified in the introduction to this work.

Folmer [6] investigated and reported on the potential for component based game development (e.g. rendering engines) as a means of addressing rising development costs. Folmer derived a reference architecture for the game domain, but this work was left behind by market forces with the advent of multi-platform game engine middleware (although they do make note of game engines in their concluding statements, stating that they could be potential “domain frameworks”). Finally, agile development methodologies are often suggested when faced with tight time-to-market constraints. Kanode and Haddad [8] advocate the use of agile methods during preproduction to help ensure that the resulting gameplay experience is as intended. However, they report that a thorough preproduction process (the game development analog to a more-than-cursory requirements process) appears to negate the expected benefits from the use of agile development methodologies.

In The Elements of Software Product Management [1] we note that Chapter 3 (Software as a Business) does not address games as a unique category, only touching upon freeware as an alternative business model. Chapter 4 (The Elements of Software Prod-
uct Management) describes computer games as low-priced products that enjoy a burst of popularity then fade away reducing the need for longer-term planning, development is further characterized as narrative-driven and following a movie production paradigm rather than a feature-oriented development process. Chapter 5 (The Elements of Software Pricing) investigates only console games (typically priced around $50 or more), considering them consumer commodity products that are not priced by their value but rather by customer willingness to pay. Mobile games at the low price points mentioned herein are not considered in this work.

3 Case Scenario and Observations

This work is based upon practical experience gained and observations made [9] during a mobile game Software Product Management development effort. The development team had five members in addition to the author, three of which had significant game production and development experience gained by participation in more than 10 commercial game developments, typically with budgets in the two to five person year range. The long-term business goal for the SPM development effort studied herein targets the following relative expenditures for elements of the game development effort: (1) increase the budget for gameplay design from 10% to 20%, (2) reduce the software development budget from approximately 50% to approximately 10% by utilizing SPL techniques for the Core, (3) increase the maximum budget for scripting of media assets from 10% to 40%, and (4) increase the budget for media asset development from 50% to 70%. The team began by identifying the set of business and technology requirements for their effort. Note that all of these goals are stated in financial terms in recognition of the market risks identified earlier.

The development team modeled the business requirements and stakeholders as shown in Figure 1. The different stakeholder groups have distinct goals and widely divergent planning timelines. In the short-term, the focus is upon the delivery of a particular game instance while in the long-term, the focus is on maintaining and enhancing the SPL assets for the organization: both the software assets (the Core) and the media assets. The role of the SPL product manager follows the model established by the role of a producer in the movie industry, a market-aware role that spans all three stakeholder groups with executive authority over all aspects of the development effort. We note that the end customer is buying an entertainment experience, not a software product, and the software exists only to enable the entertainment experience.

Preproduction management is focused upon the requirements for the specific instance of the game currently under development. They are concerned with defining the game experience (without concern for implementation details) and tend to concentrate upon requirements for the media assets and how they contribute to the look and feel of the game.

Production management is concerned with the current game (the short-term tactics of delivery) and with the contribution the game can make to the SPL asset base (maintaining the long-term strategy of media and Core contributions to the SPL assets). Their focus on the need to deliver means that these stakeholders are most likely to address the
traditional domain of requirements engineering: the specification of the functional and non-functional requirements for the software development effort.

Corporate management is focused upon the business requirements. In the specific instance of a game development project they are concerned with financing the current project (development and marketing) and maintaining budget control. This implies a set of market requirements (such as game genre and style guidelines) that are not often reported upon in the requirements engineering literature; requirements such as understanding the market for the game are critical precursors to preproduction. Given the market constraints upon these enterprises, understanding which requirements are mandatory and maintaining focus upon addressing only those requirements is an important contributor to long-term success given the low probability of success in this market.

In the general instance of the game SPL assets, these assets reflect the need to be commercially viable. The higher the proportion of the asset base that has been used (rather than built but not used in the release version of the game) or reused, the better the return on investment. Further, these assets may also represent a significant portion of the value of the business entity.

The aforementioned market pressures have lead sector participants to investigate any means available to get to market as inexpensively and as quickly as possible. The team considered restricting the Core to the target market (e.g. iOS or Android) and building upon the native libraries. They also considered implementing a completely proprietary Core for each of the target markets, perhaps building upon third-party libraries. Faced with the noted market pressures, they finally committed to a third-party multi-platform middleware game engine as the basis for the Core (http://www.unity3d.com).

4 Observations

The alignment between the expected implementation of the requirements for the greenfield SPL were sufficiently close to that of a particular third-party middleware game engine that the decision was made that it was “close enough”. While the middleware does reduce the time to market, it also induces a dependency upon the middleware provider that may be a substantial business risk. Careful management is indicated.
As the capabilities of middleware offerings continue to grow, offering more features (depth) and more supported platforms (breadth), they have become the basis for many mobile game SPLs. They represent the accumulation of significant domain experience and evolve just as the core of any SPL is expected to evolve. Their abstractions define the architecture for any game implemented upon them and their APIs represent the core functional requirements for the software artifact.

Development efforts based upon such middleware must depend more heavily upon the playing experience than technological capabilities to achieve market differentiation. The middleware can also impose constraints upon game designs: If a game concept requires a feature not available in the middleware, it may be cut due to budget and/or time constraints.

Once the middleware platform was adopted, it was our experience that game SPL assets evolved, as shown in Figure 2, to become: (1) extensions to the middleware (build upon the middleware to increase the depth of possibilities), (2) additions to the middleware (build beside the middleware to increase the breadth of possibilities), and (3) proprietary SPL Assets including reusable software and media assets of all types.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Effective software product management is a key success factor in mobile game development. We have observed the process of introducing SPL planning into a game development effort and note the following for further consideration in future work.

- The adoption of a game engine as the core of the SPL creates a need for a software product management model for middleware based mobile game software product lines. While there are analogs in the adoption of enterprise platforms like SAP, the addition of media assets to the production effort creates unique challenges.
- The ROI for adopting middleware as the core of a SPL should be extensively evaluated as there may exist special considerations due to the relative size of investments for middleware vs. extensions, additions, and other SPL assets.
- Management decision support (beyond ROI) is needed for evaluating the effect of extensions vs. additions to middleware based SPL when meeting market pressures.
- Mechanisms to identify and control product differentiation in middleware based SPLs are needed as the scope for technology-based product differentiation is reduced by this dependency.
A risk management approach that is aware of the market characteristics and constraints discussed herein would likely lead to directing requirements engineering and software product management efforts in mobile game development to focus upon "what is possible within the budget" rather than on "things that we would like to have" – especially in the absence of evidence that the inclusion of a new feature or media asset will lead to greater probability of market success. There is little margin for error and there is no guarantee that, even if the requirements are correct, the game will be a market success. Moreover, adopting third-party middleware and executing on third-party hardware gives a scant opportunity for technology-based product differentiation. New software features will remain exclusive for only a single product cycle – competing on this basis is very difficult and places developers in a constant state of technological warfare with their competition.

If the requirements engineering effort is only about determining the functional and non-functional requirements for the software artifact then it appears that our contributions to this domain are destined to shrink, perhaps even to the point of near irrelevancy as software development consumes an ever smaller portion of the development budget. However, if we understand that the customer experience is the differentiator, and we adapt and extend requirements engineering to support this *modus operandi* with techniques such as experience requirements [4], our ability to contribute remains strong.
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Abstract. Strategic release planning is applied to decide which features to implement in which release to ensure competitive advantage. Therefore, continuously arriving changes to requirements at different levels of abstraction have to be aligned with business strategies. Especially, incrementally developed software systems have to cope with a flow of incoming delta requirements that specify enhancements to existing functionality. It is challenging for product managers to relate delta requirements to business strategies and to assess whether a delta requirement is relevant to business strategies scheduled for a specific release.

The major idea of the proposed bottom-up feature generation approach is to handle these delta requirements at feature level to relate them more effectively to business strategies. The contribution of this paper is two-fold. First, a more detailed description of the already introduced Requirement Abstraction and Solution Model (RASM) to address requirements and solution abstraction. Second, a bottom-up feature generation approach that maintains RASM and which helps to assess the business strategy relevance of continuously arriving delta requirements.
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1 Introduction

The development of software systems is characterized by continuous change to requirements at different levels of abstraction, 'responding to evolving requirements, platforms, and other environmental pressures' [2]. Passos et al. [7] postulated a vision that feature orientation of software design and of the software development process is able to handle change more effectively than previous methods. They stated the controlling and executing of change as the major challenge for most software projects. To align these changes with business strategies, strategic release planning (SRP), also called roadmapping, is applied to decide how features are scheduled for different releases to ensure competitive advantage. Therefore, SRP translates business strategies top-down into business features (BF), linking the business view with requirements engineering [6].

In an industrial case study [8], we explored that SRP in practice generates features also bottom-up by bundling continuously arriving delta requirements into software features (SF). These software features represent 'cohesive bundles of requirements ad-
dressing important capabilities of the system’ [1]. Delta requirements specify enhancements to existing system functionality at a low level and require a relation to the existing system to provide an understanding of the delta [4]. Without knowing the relation between delta requirements and the existing system, it is difficult for release planning teams or product managers to understand the impact of delta requirements on existing BF structures and further release plans. Additionally, for a software product that is used globally, customers from different countries raise delta requirements that are motivated by their country-specific business strategies and processes. Another challenging task is to recognize delta requirements duplicates in large-scale projects.

This paper provides two contributions. First, a more detailed description of the already introduced Requirement Abstraction and Solution Model (RASM) [8] to handle requirements and solution abstraction during SRP. Second, a bottom-up feature generation approach that maintains RASM and which helps to assess the business strategy relevance of continuously arriving delta requirements.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a detailed description of the RASM using an application example. In Section 3, the bottom-up feature generation approach steps are introduced. Section 4 provides a discussion of RASM application and open issues. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and provides an outlook to future work.

2 RASM

In [8], we reported on an industrial case study to analyze the SRP process of a company in the health care domain, whereby we gathered four major requirements for feature generation support: (FG1) support top-down and bottom-up feature generation, (FG2) support the aggregation of relevant changes into existing release plans, (FG3) support delta requirements handling, and (FG4) support feature classification and variability.

The RASM has already been introduced briefly in [8] as a preliminary solution proposal to address these requirements. It extends the Requirement Abstraction Model (RAM) [3] by distinguishing explicitly between BF and SF to support top-down and bottom-up requirement and solution abstraction. In this section, we describe a RASM application example using real data from the company.

Business Strategies such as Deal Compliance & Monitoring and Pricing Tool Enhancements, shown in Figure 1 (a), represent business case initiatives with the different priorities 9 and 7, in a range from 1 (extremely low) to 9 (extremely high). In most cases, companies pursue several strategies at the same time and SRP aims at selecting features that optimally support highly ranked business strategies. Therefore, each priority change has an impact on existing release plans, which makes it necessary to keep business strategy priorities up-to-date.

Business Features (BF) represent business strategies at product level. The example provided in Figure 1 (a) illustrates two BFs derived in a top-down manner: Instrument Freight Handling and Bloodgas Business. They are related to a business strategy and describe business requirements at a high-level independently of the existing software system. In a globally operating company, there are several company sites in different countries (Ci) that have varying priorities (Pi) for BF based on, for example different markets. To successfully apply SRP for a globally used software system, these BFs
have to be implemented and provided first that guarantee the largest common overlap with respect to highly prioritized BF by the different countries. Therefore, the country priorities of BFs have to be kept up-to-date and BFs must have a relation to one or more business strategies. The bottom-up generation of BFs is described in Section 3.

Software Features (SF) represent the high-level abstraction of an existing software system describing functional behavior or capabilities of an existing system. The different SFs are related to one another based on three different SF dependencies decomposition, specialization, according to [5], or related to. Figure 1 (b) illustrates a SF model excerpt of the software system developed by the company. In this example, the SF System & Instruments represents a decomposition of Price Finding, which means that System & Instruments refines the functional behavior of Price Finding. The specialization dependencies between Negotiation and SFs Per Kit, Per Test and Per Reportable indicate alternative functionalities of the SF Negotiation. The dependency related to indicates that the SF Per Kit and Material List are related to each other and a change to Material List has an impact on SF Per Kit.

Software Feature Deltas, as shown in Figure 1 (a), are those SFs that bundle one or more delta requirements, as for example System & Instruments.

Delta Requirements describe an enhancement to a specific SF [4]. We classify delta requirements using the delta requirement classification labels, described in Table 1. For example, in Figure 1 (a), delta requirement instrument age in months is linked with the SF delta System & Instruments. Since this delta comprises a specialization of an existing functionality, with the age of instruments managed in months instead of only years, the delta requirement is labeled with S for specialization delta.
Table 1. Delta requirement classification labels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Configuration delta</td>
<td>requires a configuration of the system that does not require an implementation of functionality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality delta</td>
<td>addresses quality improvements, e.g. usability or performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialization delta</td>
<td>requires a specialization of existing functionality, with which the new and the existing functionality can be used optionally, e.g. filtering deals per day, week or also per month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancement delta</td>
<td>requires an enhancement of existing functionality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive delta</td>
<td>requires a functionality that is conflicting with an existing functionality when behaving simultaneously.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitution delta</td>
<td>replaces existing functionality, where the old functionality is no longer available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applying RASM to structure SRP relevant information addresses the feature generation requirements FG1-FG4 and provides the following additional benefits. An incremental documentation of a specific release is provided, where business goals are related to solution specifications. Furthermore, a business-oriented software feature-based representation of the whole system is provided, which enables the comparison of different release versions based on any RASM meta-model element. For example, the following question can be answered: What is the difference between release version X and Y with respect to SFs and corresponding delta requirements? This can be a good basis to give a first estimation of the resulting end user training effort. Moreover, SFs can be more appropriate to ask end users about SF usage or satisfaction, because a SF model can be directly related to user manuals. Furthermore, the identification of countries with similar markets, based on their high priorities for the same BFs, can be easily supported. Additionally, a measure for business strategy coverage can be provided after feature selection is made, because the selected feature sets can be assessed concerning their strategy coverage. Finally, the prioritization effort is reduced, because the prioritization of low-level delta requirements is not necessary.

3 Bottom-up Feature Generation Approach

The major idea of the proposed approach is to handle continuously incoming low-level delta requirements at feature level to relate them more effectively to business strategies, where bug requests are not considered by the approach. These delta requirements are raised by the different company sites countries during support, test phases or roll-out projects and are bundled based on their SF belonging. Therefore, the approach includes the maintenance of RASM-relevant information in a bottom-up manner and assumes that an instance of the RASM exists. A RASM instance represents a specific increment (release) with respect to selected BFs and a SF model of the whole system. In the following the five steps of this approach are explained by describing goal and support of every step.

**STEP1** Goal: The delta requirement is classified using delta requirement classification labels. Support: The classification of delta requirements is supported by the
given requirement classification catalogue in Table 1.

**STEP2 Goal:** The delta requirement is unambiguously related to one SF. The SF model-based representation of the existing system comprises "decompose" and "specialize" dependencies. If there are several potential SFs identified for a specific delta at the same level, the delta requirement is related to the parent SF. This indicates that a delta requirement potentially has an impact on all decomposed SFs below and the parent SF would be raised as a newly generated software feature delta in the model. For example, if the delta requirement instrument age in months, illustrated in Figure 1 (b), was identified as relevant to the SF System & Instruments and KPI Calculation the delta is related to Price Finding. Support: To support the identification of related SFs the requirement clustering approach according to [1] can be used to identify a relationship between the delta requirement under consideration and already bundled delta requirements.

**STEP3 Goal:** Delta requirement duplicates or conflicts are identified and removed. Support: Through the bundling of related delta requirements into the same SF group, duplicates are easier to detect. Additionally, the classification of delta requirements supports the recognition of conflicts between delta requirements.

**STEP4 Goal:** Software feature deltas (existing features that have to be changed) are identified, where these are the basis for release planning. Support: All SFs that were related to one or more delta requirements represent software feature deltas. Based on the classification of delta requirements, SF deltas can also be classified based on the deltas they bundle. For example, a SF delta comprising only delta requirements classified as configuration delta can be classified as a configuration SF delta, too.

**STEP5 Goal A:** The relation to the identified SF delta and a BF is assessed. Goal B: The relation to the identified SF delta and a business strategy is assessed and a new BF is generated. Support A and B: To identify a relation to a BF, already existing links between the SF, to which the delta requirement is related to, and BFs can be considered. Regarding the application example in Figure 1, the delta requirement instrument age in months is related to System & Instruments. We can see that there are already relations to two different BFs and it can be assessed whether the delta requirement is related to one of them or not. In the case of the application example, non of the existing BFs is sufficient, but a relation to the business strategy Deal Compliance & Monitoring is recognized. Therefore, a new BF Deal Analysis is generated that can be used for SRP purposes, e.g. gathering country priorities in order to assess the common priority.

4 Discussion

We have made some first experiences on generating a RASM instance at the company. The most challenging task was the generation of the SF model, representing the software system functionality at a high-level that enables to relate and further to understand delta requirements. Since, system solution specifications are only available incrementally from one release to another, user manuals and release notes are a good source to identify existing SFs and their relations. Once, a SF-based representation of the system exists, the proposed bottom-up feature generation approach maintains RASM by relating continuously arriving delta requirements to SFs and identifies SF deltas for release planning purposes. Furthermore, if SF deltas are recognized as business strategy
relevant, but cannot be related to existing BFs, a new BF is generated in a bottom-up manner. However, the top-down maintenance of the RASM, deriving BFs or SF deltas from business strategies, is an open issue.

Moreover, there are additional open issues that have to be discussed. It is not clear whether the SF-based representation of the system is detailed enough to understand delta requirements and to bundle them effectively. So far, the handling of delta requirements is not sufficiently addressed in requirements engineering research as stated by Herrmann et al. [4]. Further, it is not clear whether it is realistic that a suitable specification of the whole system is available in practice that can be used to sufficiently identify the belonging of delta requirements. Furthermore, we have not validated the suitability of the proposed delta requirement classifications to classify SF deltas. This requires, that SF deltas bundle a homogenous type of delta requirements, which is not always the case.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we provided two contributions. First, we gave a more detailed explanation of the RASM, which copes with requirements and solution abstraction during SRP. Second, we provided a bottom-up feature generation approach to maintain the RASM and that helps to assess the business strategy relevance of continuously arriving delta requirements. Future work will include a case study in a large-scale industrial setting to evaluate the scaleability of RASM and the proposed bottom-up feature generation approach.
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1 Conception and workshop content

RePriCo’13 served as a platform for the presentation and discussion of new and innovative approaches to prioritization issues for requirements engineering with a focus on requirements communication. It represents the 4\textsuperscript{th} International Workshop on Requirements Prioritization and Communication and has formerly been named International Workshop on Requirements Prioritization for customer oriented Software Development.

In order to address a broader audience we decided to slightly change the focus of RePriCo: the abbreviation kept the same but instead of customer oriented software development we want to further emphasize the communicational aspects in requirements engineering as a vital prerequisite for customer orientation. Coordination and negotiation of requirements between all stakeholders become more and more essentially for successful software development projects.

It is generally accepted that every software development project has to fulfill (at least some) customer needs to be successful. But unless you have unlimited resources like time and budget you have to decide which customer needs to fulfill (first) and which not (or later). Hence, requirements prioritization should be in most software development projects an inevitable activity.

The RePriCo workshops held at all previous REFSQ conferences each showed that prioritization is recognized as an important task within the requirements engineering process in order to cope with complexity and to establish focus properly. From a formal point of view it is merely a matter of choice of the right evaluation method and granularity of analysis. From a practical perspective it is also a matter of communication: consensus must be achieved about the appropriateness of requirements from the view of the customers and fed back into the process.

However, it is also an underestimated activity with little methodical guidance. Often only rough guidelines like “establish an absolute ordering”, “take account of business value” or “discuss between all participants” are given.

In particular, the communication processes are negotiation processes dealing with the various requirements of all stakeholders and aiming at reaching an agreement. Customers and developers have a shared motivation in that they need each other to achieve the goal of reaching an agreement about the system to be developed.
Both need to communicate to exchange information – they strive for a consensus to reach a compromise decision ideally representing a win-win situation for all stakeholders.

We are glad about holding RePriCo’13 for the fourth time at REFSQ in Essen: in 2010 ambitious participants from research as well as industrial practice discussed two full research papers and four position papers in an open-minded and pleasant atmosphere; in 2011 four submissions were accepted as full research papers and one submission as short paper for the discussion during the workshop; in 2012 three full and two short papers had been discussed.

RePriCo’13 attracted six submissions. Each submission was reviewed by three experts of the program committee (chairs and/or members). The members of the organizing committee assigned reviewers to each submission depending on the research and practical background of each reviewer matching to the title and abstract of each submission. To avoid any conflict of interest the organizing committee took care of not to assign more than one reviewer to a submission who might know one of the authors of a submission personally. To identify excellent papers first the rating scale within the conference system EasyChair was used: an overall rating by each of the three reviewers weighted by the reviewer’s confidence led to a ranking of all submissions. Secondly, subject to time and slots available for a half-day workshop depending on the length of a submission, the chairs of the program committee turned the balance to accept or to reject a submission. Therefore especially the matching of a submission to the workshop topics was taken into account. Finally, two submissions were accepted as full research papers and two submissions as short respectively position papers.

The submissions comprise current research findings and previews from various fields: requirements dependencies and their effect on complexity of requirements prioritization (Andrea Herrmann, Maya Daneva); development of a 10-dimensional model for structuring of requirements (Sandra Klute, Robert Refflinghaus); discussion of natural language requirements during requirements elicitation (Daniel Ott, Eric Knauss); usage of a business-process-driven software development framework (Norman Riegel).

Results of our workshop evaluation (questionnaires filled out by all attendees) showed, apart from a positive overall evaluation of the workshop, that the variety of research findings and the following discussions pleased all participants.

We are convinced that the workshop was rewarding like in previous years and findings in these proceedings encourage researchers as well as software developers, requirements engineers or consultants to absorb new ideas and carry them out into their daily work and research projects.

Our special thanks go to all speakers and participants for their contributions to the workshop. Additionally, we would like to thank Camille Salinesi and Raúl Mazo as REFSQ2013 workshops chairs and Tobias Kaufmann and Stella Roxana Klippert as REFSQ2013 organizing team for their professional support. Last but not least we thank Benedikt Krams and Sixten Schockert for their effort in organizing RePriCo’13.

We are confident in hosting RePriCo in 2014 once more and are looking forward to welcoming many participants again.
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Abstract. [Context and motivation] Requirements prioritization in practice is still a challenge. [Question/problem] This task takes a lot of time, and the resulting priorities are not always optimal. [Principal ideas/results] This position paper discusses the complexity of the requirements prioritization task. [Contribution] New light is shed on requirements prioritization methods, by taking a complexity perspective on them.
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1 Introduction and Motivation

Prioritizing requirements is a complex activity, not only due to high volumes of requirements, but also due to the trade-offs among several criteria, like requirements’ cost and benefit. This task is complex also due to dependencies among requirements, respectively among their cost and benefits. The usefulness of some requirements may well be contingent on others, and some requirements may be implementable only if others are realized first. Another dimension of the problem is that the prioritization criteria depend on the perspective of each stakeholder or on subjective perceptions. E.g., cost can mean the implementation cost experienced by the development team, but can also include development cost caused in the environment (e.g. preparation of a technical landscape for the new system, including technical interfaces), roll-out cost (e.g. training or cost of downtime of the system) or maintenance cost provided by the administrator. Usually, not all of them are included in the prioritization phase. Other criteria like benefits depend even more on the perspective chosen, as not all stakeholders profit equally of each requirement.

Requirements prioritization methods reduce the complexity of the prioritization task by focusing on the most important criteria and breaking down the complex activity into simpler steps. These simplifications mean to focus on some aspects and disregard others. In what follows, Sect. 2 discusses four factors making requirements prioritization complex and Sect. 3 – how prioritization methods reduce the complexity of this task. Sect. 4 summarizes the paper.
2 Complexity of Requirements Prioritization

According to Brooks [4], complexity in software engineering is the sum of the essential complexity of the problem plus accidental complexity. Only the accidental complexity is caused by the way in which the problem is presented and solved; the essential complexity is inherent to the problem. The essential complexity is caused by both a high number of elements and dependencies among them. Essential complexity is also caused by external requirements and external interfaces, and by change. This view is shared by researchers in social sciences (e.g. in organizational behavior) who study human activities. For example, Wood [23] defines an objective measure of task complexity as the weighted sum of the number of components (component complexity), the degree of interaction between the components (coordinative complexity) and the degree of temporal change of the relation between task-related input and output (dynamic complexity). These four factors of (essential) task complexity are at play in the process of prioritizing requirements:

a) Assuming, there are hundreds or thousands of requirements in one project, the number of requirements to be prioritized can be reduced by means of a pre-selection. Requirements triage [5], in analogy to the treatment of a disaster's victims by medical personnel, distinguishes among three types of requirements, and only one of these needs more detailed prioritization. For the other two, it is clear that they either will be implemented in the next release or will not.

b) The requirements and their priorities depend on each other. If two requirements are only useful when implemented together, postponing one of them to a later release, reduces the other requirement's priority. Or if the stakeholders need at least one out of two requirements, postponing the one raises the other requirement’s priority. If the priority depends on cost, then technical dependencies between requirements play a role. If implementing a requirement makes it easier, and consequently cheaper, to implement another, the priority of the second requirement will raise once there is a decision to implement the first. Also, requirements specifications from different perspectives depend on each other, e.g. customer requirements and technical requirements. Requirements dependencies are discussed further below.

c) There are external requirements, e.g. a fixed budget, and external constraints of the requirements prioritization task. E.g. the perspectives of the diverse stakeholders to be considered. Each stakeholder group might have their own prioritization criteria (e.g. one may want to get benefit out of the system, another – business value or market value, while a third one may want to reduce risk). If the objective is to calculate one priority value for each requirement, these criteria must somehow be balanced against each other. E.g., risk can be expressed as cost [24] or subtracted from the benefit [1],[6].

d) Dynamics: Requirements priorities change over time, just like requirements do [7], [16].
Dependencies among requirements: The benefits realized by individual requirements depend on each other. This is even true when all requirements are described from the same perspective (e.g. customer versus technical). An example of such dependencies is the following: Assuming a project to implement an email application, requirement A is “writing outgoing emails” and requirement C is “reading incoming emails”. An email user left with only one of these two functionalities will consider the application of low value, because for an email exchange, both are necessary together.

For discussing requirements dependencies and their effect on benefits and on benefit estimation, we use the following generic model borrowed from Utility Theory [15], [8], Decision Theory and Mathematical Economics [22]. We assume that the following process of reasoning is analogous for cost, risk, and any prioritization criterion.

Let a Benefit Function $B(S)$ model the benefit provided by an IT system S in which a certain number out of N candidate requirements is realized, while others are not [10]. We assume $B(S)$ describes the system’s benefit completely. It can be quantified in a financial unit like € but also in relative values, e.g. on a point scale. One of the challenges during requirements prioritization is that the benefit is not known and cannot be measured in early development phases because the benefit will be only realized after the implementation, during the system’s usage. However, requirements prioritization usually means to make decisions before the implementation. Therefore, one needs an estimation predicting the future benefit as well as possible.

Assuming there is a set of $N$ candidate requirements on S. S is then defined by those of the $N$ requirements that will be realized or not (or partially). $B(S)$ depends on S only, not on its history. We note these are general assumptions without unnecessary restrictions.

We can visualize this Benefit Function like this: In a two-dimensional space, the x-axis means the implementation degree $x$ of requirement A. $x$ can take values of 0 or 1. The y-axis shows the implementation degree of requirement C. If only these two ($N = 2$) requirements exist and are either implemented or not, then the system S has four possible configurations: (I) Both requirements are not implemented (in S). (II) Requirement A is implemented, but not requirement C ($S_A$). (III) Vice versa, A is not implemented, but C is ($S_C$). (IV) Both requirements are implemented ($S_{AC}$). $B(S)$ is completely known, if it is known for all four systems. Potentially, the implementation degree of a requirement can also take intermediate values like 0.3 or 0.5, especially for non-functional requirements. Then, the Benefit Function depends non-linearly on the requirement’s implementation degree $x$ (see in the QUPER model [17]).

The form of $B(S)$ models all requirements dependencies completely. For instance, when A and B need each other, then $B(S_A)$ and $B(S_C)$ are not much higher than $B(S)$, but $B(S_{AC})$ is. When A and B could replace each other, then $B(S_A)$ and $B(S_C)$ are almost as high as $B(S_{AC})$.

The benefit of a single requirement A can be defined as $b_A(S) = B(S_A) - B(S)$, i.e. the benefit gain when adding requirement A to system S. This value depends on S; that is, it is different for different systems S. For instance, $B(S_A) - B(S)$ is not equal to $B(S_{AC}) - B(S_C)$. Also, the benefit is not additive, i.e. the benefit of a group of
requirements is not the sum of the benefits of the requirements. This ‘non-additivity’ means, that benefit estimation for a single requirement only makes sense relative to a clearly defined system S, which we call the reference system. In order to achieve benefit estimates which are comparable to each other, one usually estimates all requirement benefits relative to the same reference system. This reference system can be the status quo, the situation without software support, the mandatory requirements or the perfect system where all requirements are assumed to be implemented.

When implementing a requirement adds a certain benefit, then not implementing it can be expected to cause a dissatisfaction of the same value. However, several authors find that satisfaction and dissatisfaction are not equal [18], [20]. [10] explains how this results from the dependencies among requirements. This effect happens when benefit and dissatisfaction are not estimated with respect to the same reference system. For instance, when two requirements A and C need each other, the implementation of each of them adds only a low benefit, although it is high when implementing both. When using S_{AC} as a reference and estimating the dissatisfaction if one of them is not implemented, both requirements seem to be more important than with respect to the reference system S. In decision theory, this effect is known as the anchoring effect: Decision outcomes are compared with the reference system and this may affect the decision result.

The Benefit Function model can also explain the difference between an excitement requirement and a basic requirement, according to Kano’s terminology [11]. An excitement requirement when realized causes a high benefit, but when not realized, no-one will miss it. A basic requirement when being implemented is not perceived to add any benefit, but its absence will cause high dissatisfaction. We note that both types of requirements might be equally beneficial, however, the perceived difference between them is due to the fact that the requirements specialist tacitly assumes the state of the art or market to be the reference system for the prioritization process. In this reference system, the basic requirement is a default, the excitement factor is not. In turn, adding the excitement requirement to the reference system adds perceived benefit, while the basic requirement being part of the reference system, cannot add benefit, but only can cause dissatisfaction if left out.

When B(S) is completely known (i.e., for all possible S), all requirement benefits b_A(S) (for all systems S and requirements A) are defined and can be determined from B(S). Attributing one fixed benefit value to each requirement disregards dependencies. However, this is what all of the state-of-the-art requirements prioritization methods do [9]. They - only in an implicit and approximate fashion if at all - take into account that the benefits of requirements depend on each other. Only one recent work undertakes to consider requirements dependencies explicitly [14].
3 How prioritization methods reduce the complexity of requirements prioritization

Usually, $B(S)$ is unknown. The complete estimation of $B(S)$ is practically impossible. For estimating the Benefit Function for the complete space of possible systems $S$ built with $N$ requirements would mean to estimate the benefit for at least $2^N$ systems. This means that for only $N=10$ requirements, 1024 systems $S$ exist for which $B(S)$ must be estimated. If the estimation of one value demands only one minute, then 17 hours would be needed for estimating the complete Benefit Function.

Consequently, one cannot expect the estimators to determine the complete function $B(S)$. Prioritization methods organize the prioritization task in a way to reduce complexity. In [9], we developed a framework describing how requirements prioritization methods treat requirements dependencies and categorized well-known methods according to this framework. In this paper, we add a discussion of how each simplification reduces complexity. We distinguish six ways of treating dependencies:

1) Each requirement’s benefit (or priority, or cost) is assumed to be a fixed value: This approach disregards all dependencies among requirements and allows to treat each requirement individually. This is commonly done by state of the art requirements prioritization methods [9]. However, this is a strong oversimplification when requirements dependencies are important, and it only makes sense when the reference system is the current state of the system and only few new requirements are to be considered, like in agile development or software maintenance.

2) Grouping requirements: Requirements are grouped into bundles in a way that each group is relatively independent of the others. This grouping takes care of the most important dependencies and disregards all others. The groups can be built on different levels to form a hierarchy of requirements [13], which reduces the complexity of the estimation task by first prioritizing the groups relative to each other and then, if needed, the individual requirements within a group (as in [19]). What is more, the grouping reduces complexity by reducing the number of requirements to be considered.

3) Pair-wise comparison: Pair-wise comparisons reduce estimations to comparing only two requirements with each other, what is cognitively easier. However, pair-wise comparison methods assume that each requirement has a fixed benefit, which in turn means to disregard dependencies.

4) Modelling pair-wise requirements dependencies: The Analytic Network Process ANP [21] method represents pair-wise requirements dependencies in a “supermatrix” and includes them in the calculation of the requirement benefits from the results of pair-wise comparisons. Requirements dependencies might be more complex than pair-wise relationships, but the supermatrix allows to model the most important dependencies.

5) Using discrete values instead of a continuous scale: This means using a set of categories, e.g. a nominal scale like the values 1-2-3, or low/ medium/ high, or mandatory/ desirable/ inessential [12], [2]. Such decisions are easier to make and it is not necessary to compare each requirements with each other. These priority categories allow only coarse-grained decisions with respect to requirements.
6) Estimating benefit intervals: Some authors advocate that intervals be used, e.g. by estimating an optimistic, realistic and pessimistic value [5], [3]. These can make transparent uncertainties and the influence of information not yet available.

Treating a requirement’s benefit as a fixed value and doing pair-wise comparison are the worst of all solutions, because they neglect dependencies completely. Using discrete values and estimating intervals are second worst. These approaches accept that there are uncertainties. Intervals quantify their size individually per requirement, while using discrete values defines an approximate size of uncertainty for all requirements. However, different types of uncertainty are included, not only the influence of dependencies and this makes the estimation results very coarse-grained.

The best solutions are ‘grouping requirements’ and ‘modelling pair-wise requirements’ dependencies because they explicitly document and consider the most important dependencies and neglect only less important ones.

4 Summary

This paper discusses why and how requirements prioritization is a complex task. It seems evident that this complexity must be reduced in one way or another. We, then, present six ways that are commonly used in state-of-the-art requirements prioritization methods to reduce complexity. We also discuss the strength and weaknesses of how each one in reducing complexity.
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Abstract. Continuously winning new customers demands arousing customers’ enthusiasm. Therefore, it is necessary to deal with customers’ needs. In this context, a comprehensive requirements management which includes identifying, gathering and implementing requirements is essential. When developing complex products a multitude of divergent requirements of different stakeholders occurs and has to be gathered and managed. Moreover, the requirements are of different importance, different level of specification and often are not independent of each other. They rather interact or interfere. Hence, structuring of requirements is necessary. For this purpose, a 10 dimensional model has been developed within a German collaborative research centre. This model is presented in the paper.
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1 Introduction

Customer orientation has become an essential aspect for companies to maintain competitiveness. In this context, the focus of quality management has shifted from quality control to the early phases of the quality loop. Especially, dealing with the stakeholders’ needs and wishes is a task of paramount importance for an adequate planning and developing of products. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a systematic and holistic requirements management which comprises gathering, structuring and implementing requirements into product features. Thereby, a necessary premise is the identification of all stakeholders. Neglecting requirements or integrating them after the early phases of the product development might entail high costs or even is not possible. Hence, this should be avoided. In the case of industrial buying (B2B) this aspect is particularly important, especially when planning complex products like for example intra-logistical facilities or software. This results from the great amount of possible stakeholders with different and often divergent requirements. So there might be conflicting requirements. Moreover, there are often problems regarding the meaning and content of the requirements although the stakeholders exchange information. This is because the stakeholders have different professional and functional background and so for example use different terms but mean the same thing or have a divergent under-
standing of a special term. Beyond that, an adequate and systematic requirements management is difficult because of the multitude of requirements which have to be managed. Additionally, it has to be considered, that the requirements may be very different from each other or even conflictive due to the different aims of the stakeholders. In summary, the aspects lead to inconsistency and uncertainty in the planning process. Therefore, existing knowledge and experience from former projects are often the base for decisions instead of stakeholder requirements.

The established quality management method quality function deployment (QFD) can be applied for transforming requirements into product characteristics. Nevertheless, in general this method presumes a requirements’ structuring respectively grouping in advance to be able to handle the multitude of information. In addition, the often different level of specification and existing dependencies between requirements have to be considered to receive sensible results [1]. In this context, structuring models can be used for grouping the requirements. Nonetheless, a data processing is necessary to manage and provide the great amount of information [2].

Thus, an interdisciplinary cooperation of the domains or rather departments of quality management, marketing and information technology is required (c.f. figure 1).

Fig. 1. Cooperation of different disciplines for a comprehensive requirements management [3]
2 Importance of the Identification of Stakeholders and their Requirements

Stakeholders are groups which are essential for a company’s survival and which are related to or impacted by corporate activities [4]. They can be further divided into internal and external ones. The first group, the internal stakeholders, comprises the company’s staff, and can be further differentiated into the company’s departments, like for example, the purchasing department and the management which (might) have divergent requirements. External stakeholders are customer, but also residents, that live near the company, and the law making, for instance, regulations regarding noise disturbance. All of these stakeholders and their requirements have to be taken into account during the planning and developing process.

Thereby, the requirements are often not independent from each other, but rather are supporting or conflicting due to the divergent interests of the stakeholders. In addition, during the planning requirements dealing with all phases of the life cycle of a product, including disposal and reuse, have to be regarded. Especially, the topic sustainability and going along with it requirements dealing with eco-friendliness, low energy and material consumption and recycling have received greater interest in the last years. For buying decisions of the customers they have become essential [5]. Neglecting of stakeholders or their requirements may cause severe consequences, especially if the importance of the stakeholder is high or if a requirement is of high relevance for a stakeholder. To identify and consider all stakeholder and their requirements during the planning and developing process it is mandatory having an adequate structuring model which allows all requirements to be surveyed and displayed. Also, the model should help to receive an overview of a potential lack of information if for example stakeholders have been disregarded. This might be the case if for some categories or dimensions no requirements have been gathered.

3 Requirements’ Fulfilment - Base of an holistic Requirements Management

Literature offers a multitude of structuring methods [6,7,8]. Nevertheless, most of the methods only deal with the structuring of gathered requirements. They do not consider that the fulfillment of the requirements is essential for the customer satisfaction which again is important for winning over the customer. So, they do not offer a comprehensive view including feedback and customer satisfaction. The aspect that requirements’ fulfillment is important for customer satisfaction and thus for a long-term customer relationship is not regarded by the methods and hence during the planning process. Though, integrating stakeholders’ evaluations of requirements fulfillment into the planning process contributes to achieve customer-orientation.
However, the obvious quality of a product for a customer is essential and influences the customer satisfaction. Thereby, the customer satisfaction results from the difference between nominal condition, i.e. the requirements, and actual condition, i.e. the requirements’ fulfilment. Thereby, it has to be checked if and to which degree the requirements are fulfilled. In this context, the subjective and objective evaluation has to be differentiated because it is not possible to measure the fulfillment of every requirement objectively. There are requirements which can only evaluated by humans and not by measurement devices like for example “attractive design”.

For the subjective evaluation senses, feelings and the case history are important. For evaluating services additionally, the ServQual-approach has to be regarded. This approach evaluates based on the factors assurance, reliability, tangibles, empathy and responsiveness [9]. Hence a holistic requirements management should include these aspects. By this, the importance of regarding the whole quality loop instead of single phases becomes clearer.

Moreover, the importance of a requirement for a stakeholder, i.e. the requirement’s weighting, has to be considered, too, because not all requirements are equally important for the stakeholder. This also affects the customer satisfaction. When analyzing this relation, the KANO-model can be used. Thereby, the allocation of requirements to the different Kano categories is linked with the influence of individual product characteristics on the customer satisfaction.

Within the KANO-model the following requirement categories are differentiated: [10]:

1 must be or basic requirements (M): If a product feature of this category is not available or the performance of this product feature is low, customers’ dissatisfaction increases. However, high performance of basic requirements does not raise customer satisfaction above a neutral level.
2 one-dimensional or performance requirements (O): With this, a linear correlation between customer satisfaction and the performance of the corresponding product characteristic is assumed. Low customer satisfaction leads to low attribute performance and vice versa.
3 attractive (delight and surprise) requirements (A): Attractive requirements are not explicitly expressed or expected by the customer. Hence, fulfilling these requirements entails disproportionate satisfaction, but not fulfilling attractive requirements does not cause feelings of dissatisfaction.
4 indifferent requirements (I): The performance of the product features does not have an influence on customer satisfaction.

Nevertheless, it is necessary to modify this model for being able to consider the weighted requirements and the weighted level of satisfaction. For the stakeholders each requirement may have a different weighting, whereas within the Kano model only three or four groups of requirements are distinguished. Although, by integrating a weighting factor, an exact depicting of graphs of requirements is not possible, because the graphs may have a flatter or steeper progress.
4 10-Dimensional Structuring Model

This structuring model has been developed because considering only requirements and disregarding their fulfillment is insufficient. Moreover, one should regard not solely the “product core”, i.e. the product’s components or features for fulfilling the functions stakeholders’ needs [11], but also services and delivery, as they are of increasing importance for the customers and their buying decisions and a lot of stakeholder requirements deal with aspects going along with them [12]. Hence, the extended product should be the reference object to which the requirements refer instead of only the product core. Thereby, the reference object might be a product or a process. Actually, a holistic approach is essential. This approach should include the stakeholders’ evaluation of the requirements’ fulfillment as well as the customer satisfaction which results from it instead of only the regarded product respectively the requirements made on it. This enables to give a feedback between requirements and their fulfillment. Additionally, it enables to consider latent requirements, i.e. requirements the stakeholders have, but do not mention, which otherwise are often neglected (Figure 2). So, during the different stages of the planning process it can be assessed if and to which extent the product or process being developed meets the requirements. The received results then can be included in the further development process.

![Diagram of the 10-Dimensional Structuring Model](image)

**Fig. 2. Basic idea of the model.**

The ten dimensions of the model are: obligations, surroundings, information, economy, qualification, technical-functional requirements, product, weighted level of performance and customer satisfaction.

As they serve different purposes those dimensions differ from each other concerning their content and meaning. Whereas the first six mentioned dimensions, disregarding the dimension time, serve to structure the requirements, i.e. the nominal condition, the dimension weighted level of performance serves to measure the reaction of the stakeholders with respect to the fulfillment of their requirements by comparing nominal and actual condition. The satisfaction of the stakeholders resulting from their evaluation of the requirements’ fulfillment is shown in the dimension customer satisfaction.

Thus, the customers’ reaction to existing attributes of the (real) product or within the framework of tests, like for example three-dimensional simulations has to be surveyed. Comparing nominal and actual condition shows whether and to which extent the stakeholder requirements are fulfilled. As a result, the dimensions “weighted level of performance” and “customer satisfaction” capture the actual condition and are
temporally behind the other ones, whereby the customer satisfaction results from the requirements’ fulfillment and the importance of a requirement and hence its fulfillment for the customer. The dimension product serves to structure the reference object to which the requirements refer. Hence, it does not comprise requirements in their classical meaning.

**Table 1.** 10 dimensional model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structuring of requirements with regard to content</th>
<th>Structuring of the reference object</th>
<th>Evaluation of requirements’ fulfillment</th>
<th>Temporal structuring of requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Obligations</td>
<td>- Product or process (Reference object)</td>
<td>- Weighted level of performance</td>
<td>- Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Surroundings</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Customer satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Economy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Qualification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Technical-functional requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, time aspects have to be regarded. In this context, it has been considered that requirements are dynamical, that means they change over time regarding their meaning, their content and their level of specification, and that they are of different importance in different stages of life cycle. For example, stakeholders may not be able to articulate all of their requirements at the beginning of the planning process and may not be precise in their requirements [13]. Hence, the aspect of time has been considered as a separate dimension since this is essential for adequate product design and service over the whole life cycle. However, this dimension is not independent or comparable dimension to the others but it indicates which phase of the life cycle a requirement deals with and when it is mentioned.

To adequately structure and provide a topical classification of the requirements, the dimensions have to be further detailed into different categories. Initially, the model has been developed for the fields of intralogistics and with it the development of complex facilities. However, it is possible to apply and extend it to other fields as it is generic. This can be done by adapting the dimensions and their categories if necessary. Thereby, all dimensions serving to structure requirements can be separated into several categories and sub-categories. So, an adequate matching of the requirements which considers the requirements’ level of specification can be done. With it, laminations should be avoided so that a valid interpretation by comparing these categories is enabled. As a result, categories of different dimensions should not be too analogous [5]. However, it is inevitable that they deal with the same topic but from a different point of view and with different focus. For example, the aspect of environment is
treated within the dimensions obligations and surroundings. The dimension “obligations” thereby deals with requirements which regard environmental protection by observing laws and provisions concerning this matter. Whereas the dimension “surroundings” deals with aspects which are not necessarily dealt with by law like for instance stakeholder requirements concerning radiation and sonic going beyond legal requirements.

Furthermore, it should be taken into account, that requirements should be classified in the space which is spanned by the ten dimensions although the requirements should not necessarily have to be sorted into all dimensions. The dimensions allow to determine and to structure all requirements on intra-logistical facilities in the case at hand and complex products or processes in general. Therefore, a further detailing and categorizing of the dimensions is requisite to ensure a topical classification of the requirements taking into account their level of specification.

In the following, the dimensions which serve to structure the requirements the dimensions surroundings, information and technical-functional are exemplarily presented in more detail. Additionally, the dimensions weighted level of performance and customer satisfaction are described in more detail as they give feedback to the requirements gathered.

4.1 Structuring Requirements according to the Dimension “Surroundings”

One dimension for structuring requirements is the dimension surroundings. Not the reference object itself, like for instance an intra-logistical facility, belongs to this dimension, but requirements concerning the facility’s surroundings. This can be subdivided into the categories direct facility surroundings, resources, environment and safety.

The category surroundings comprises requirements concerning the direct surroundings of the facility. It includes for instance the facility’s area, collaboration with other facilities and the interference factors. The latter are devices or components whose operating or existence near the facility bear (negative) consequences for the intra-logistical facility.

Personnel as well as material resources which are needed for manufacturing and operating the facility belong to the category resources. The personnel resources may be of qualitative as well as of quantitative kind. That means that this category includes requirements which result from the number and the qualification of the personnel that is available. Requirements concerning material resources can be differentiated by the kind of resource into for instance power, gas and water.

The category environment can be divided into macro-environment and micro-environment, depending on whether the requirements are of global kind or just concerning the close facility-environment. The first category includes requirements of social, political or technological kind. Hence, it refers to factors which cannot be influenced by the company directly. Requirements concerning the micro-environment are focused at the direct facility-environment. They usually can be influenced by the company. Aspects like radiation, sonic and so on belong to this category.

The fourth category in this dimension includes requirements dealing with the facility’s security. Thereby, the aspect of occupational safety is very important. Re-
ments referring to this aim are workplace-design and the facility’s construction. For this, the facility’s dangerous spots are to be marked respectively to be secured to reduce or avoid the danger of an accident or an injury. The dimension “surroundings” is summarized and depicted in the following figure.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 3. Structuring Requirements according to the Dimension “Surroundings”**

### 4.2 Structuring Requirements according to the Dimension “Technical-functional Requirements”

Requirements can also be of a more general kind as they do not concern directly individual parts of the regarded product. In fact, they concern the whole product and/or its function capability and performance like for instance low fault liability and low energy consumption. Hence, for considering these requirements one dimension of the model for structuring requirements is the dimension “technical-functional requirements”. This dimension can be further differentiated into the categories “function-specific” and “supportive requirements”. Thereby, within the category, “function-specific requirements” a further differentiation into the sub-categories reliability, functionality, robustness, load capacity and flexibility can be made. In this context, the aspect of reliability is of high importance. Reliability is defined as the ability of a reference object to perform its functions during a period of time [14]. To reach a higher level of specification, it can be measured for instance by using “mean time to failure”, “mean time between failure” and “failure rate” [15].
The category “supportive requirements” includes requirements dealing with aspects which are not part of the core functions of the facility. It can be sub-divided into the sub-categories for “planability”, “producibility”, “installability”, “maintainability”, “operability”, “removability”, “recyclability” and “disposability”. “The parts of the facility should be removable easily.” Or “The product should be able to be disposed eco-friendly” for instance are requirements belonging into this category. Thereby, the first named requirement has to be sorted into the sub-category “removability” and the latter one into the category “disposability” (Figure 5).

Moreover, in this context the factor of maintainability has become of high importance for customers, especially for complex products having longevity. Hence, many requirements deal with this topic. Thereby, maintainability is defined as the condition of an entity concerning its appropriateness for maintenance. The requirement “The facility should feature a good maintainability.” could be mentioned as an example for a requirement on the maintainability. The maintenance includes measures to maintain or if necessary to return to the required functional status. Furthermore, maintenance can be further differentiated into the sub-groups “preventive maintainability”, “inspectability” and “reparability”. [16].

![Fig. 4. Structuring in line with the dimension “technical functional aspects”](image-url)
5 Advantages of the Model for Requirements Management

Requirements management is a crucial task to ensure customer-oriented product development. However, to cope with the variety of stakeholders and requirements a systematic and comprehensive requirements management is necessary. The system should assist in identifying all stakeholders and their requirements, structuring them adequately and preparing them for implementation by a QFD for example. For all this purposes the model presented can be applied. It allows surveying and structuring all requirements on the reference object and applying the QFD afterwards by structuring the requirements regarding their content and level of specification. For this, it is possible to consider, for instance, single groups of requirements which are single dimensions respectively categories of a dimension showing a same or similar level of specification.

The model also serves to check if all stakeholder requirements have been considered or if there are informational deficits. Dimensions or categories to which no requirements have been matched might give a hint that some stakeholders have not been considered.

6 Using the model within the Context of Quality Management

Within the framework of quality loop it has become clear that for customer orientation quality management has to include all phases of the life cycle [17]. Thus, gathering and structuring requirements is just the beginning. Nevertheless, this is crucial for the subsequent phases and has a systematic and integrative use of different methods of quality management. So, for reaching an optimization of its input as well as its output, one has to combine QFD and other methods (cf. Figure 5).

![Diagram](image-url)

**Fig. 5.** Integrative application of QFD and other quality management methods
For receiving the weightings of the requirements for the first one the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and the conjoint analysis can be applied [18]. The conjoint analysis is the quantitative method which is mostly used for the development of (new) products [19]. One great advantage of this method is that it can rebuild the decisions respectively trades being made when making buying decisions and that it does not overburden the stakeholders [20].

Moreover, one can achieve an optimization of the planning and development process by receiving stakeholders’ feedback to planned solutions instead of only requirements during the development process. Hence, the conjoint analysis might be useful as well. This allows connecting requirements and (possible) solution and by this focussing “the best” solution from the view of the stakeholders. In addition, this might contribute for stakeholders to being more precise in articulating requirements and also in even naming them. However, for this an IT-based support is necessary. Particularly, 3D-simulations offer the possibility for the stakeholders to see and consequently assess possible solutions respectively implementations of their requirements in early phases. Linking and advancing these methods is a major task for quality management in the future. Also in single branches some effort has been made in the last years, like for instance in the automotive industry. Nevertheless, the offered potential is not exploited yet.

Alternatively, the interfaces from QFD to the following stages in the product development have to be optimized. Bringing together the internal and external point of view is often difficult, i.e. the stakeholder requirements and their possible solutions with the construction department which is, among other things, responsible for defining tolerances. However, therefore stakeholder requirements have to be known and considered. Nevertheless, this stage of product development is often coined by the knowledge and expertise of the construction experts. Methods for optimizing the interfaces are necessary for linking these phases of product development and ensuring an adequate customer-orientation during the whole life cycle and consequently the quality loop. Receiving optimized products and processes by systematic requirements management and the following process control can only be allowed by a holistic consideration.
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Abstract. Context and motivation: Requirements of today’s industry specifications need to be categorized for multiple reasons, including analysis of certain requirement types, like non-functional requirements, identification of dependencies among requirements or of relevant requirements. This is a pre-requisite for effective communication and prioritization of requirements in industry-size specifications. Question/problem: Because of the size and complexity of these specifications, categorization tasks must be done with the help of automatic mechanisms to minimize manual efforts. Principal ideas/results: In this work, we present a preview of our research to realize a framework, which automatically suggests fitting categories for a new requirement during the writing process of a new specification. This framework learns from the manually selected choices and will propose an even better selection of categories for the next requirement. It is the goal of our approach, to maximize the accuracy of the suggested categories and at the same time minimize the manual efforts of the author. Contribution: The underlying concepts of this framework and their interactions are described in detail in this work. In addition, we describe our plans to evaluate this framework in an experiment in cooperation with Mercedes-Benz.
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1 Introduction

In current industry specifications it is essential to categorize requirements, partly because of their growing size and complexity, but for example according to Song and Hwong [7] also for a number of other reasons: Identification of requirements of different kinds (e.g. technical or non fun-functional requirements) is a necessity (1) for having specific guidelines for developing and analyzing these requirement types, (2) for architectural decisions, (3) for identifying equipment needed, its
quantity and permitted suppliers, and (4) for identifying dependencies among these requirements, especially to detect risks and for scheduling needs during the project. Related to this, Knauss et al. [4] report on the importance of classifying security-related requirements early in the project in order to prevent substantial security problems later. More recent, Ott [6] also reports the need to categorize requirements for inspection tasks to support reviewers with the detection of consistency or completeness defects over large document sets. Note that in this work, we use the term classification to refer to the algorithmic task of mapping requirements to topics and categorization to refer to more generally establishing a good mapping for a specific specification.

Efficient classification can enable focussed communication and prioritization of requirements. As the examples show, categorization of requirements allows filtering relevant requirements for a given important aspect. Considering large specifications, for example in the automotive domain (a single specification at Mercedes-Benz can consist of up to 50,000 requirements and headings [2]), it is necessary to minimize the manual efforts in categorization tasks.

Therefore, we present in this work a framework, which automatically suggests fitting categories for new requirements during the writing process of a new specification. In addition, our approach will learn and adjust its suggestions with each new requirement according to the user’s choices. It is the goal of our approach, to maximize the accuracy of the suggested categories and on the same time minimize the manual efforts of the author.

Reading these ideas of a new approach, one could ask, “Why not writing the full document and then automatically classify all requirement at once, using a text classification algorithm like Naive Bayes?”, like we have done in recent work with good results [6]. To answer this question, in the near future, we will conduct an experiment in cooperation with Mercedes-Benz. In the experiment, Mercedes-Benz developers will write and categorize functional requirements for different car systems. By observing their specific actions, we will investigate and compare the performance and manual efforts of the participants for categorizing requirements depending on the level of support: a) fully manual, b) fully automatic, or c) semi-automatic, as aimed for in our framework.

In Section 2 we describe related work, before we present our framework (the planned user interactions and classification mechanisms) in Section 3. Finally, we share the details of our planned experiment with Mercedes-Benz in Section 4.

2 Related Works

In this section, we discuss a spectrum of approaches for classification of requirements. On the one side of this spectrum are approaches that are based on purely manual classification, as supported by most state-of-the-art requirements management tools. Analysts specify the classification of requirements in a user-defined attribute. As one such example, Song and Hwong [7] report about their experiences with manual categorizations of requirements in a contract-based sys
tem integration project. The contract for this project contains over 4,000 clauses, which are mostly contract requirements.

On the other side of the spectrum are approaches that classify requirements only based on automatic classification. Examples include QuARS tool by Gnesi et al. [1], which automatically detects linguistic defects like ambiguities, using an initial parsing of the requirements. Thereby, QuARS creates a categorization of requirements to topics as a byproduct.

Especially when based on machine learning, such approaches face the problem to obtain large enough training sets in sufficient quality. Knauss et al. [4] evaluate to what extent security-relevant requirements can be automatically identified in specifications based on Naive Bayesian Classifiers. Accordingly, satisfactory results can be achieved, if both training and testing data was derived from the same specification. This is probably due to the fact that writing style and domain specific concepts have a strong impact on the classifier’s performance. Ott [6] reports similar results for automatic classification of requirements in multiple categories for supporting review activities. For this reason, Ko et al. [5] propose to automatically create the training data for topic classification. Based on a clustering algorithm they categorize requirements and use these to train Naive Bayesian classifiers. The evaluation results of this approach are promising, but only based on small English and Korean specifications (less than 200 sentences).

Hussain et al. [3] developed the tool LASR that offers an interactive modus for supporting groups in annotation tasks. By not relying on a fully automatic classification approach they mitigate the problem of insufficient training data. In contrast to our work, they try to support a group in collaboratively creating and agreeing on a categorization, whereas we focus on supporting single annotators with a special focus on cost and quality, as well as continuous improvement.

3 Framework for Learning

We define a topic as any crosscutting concern that demands for the ability to filter related requirements. Examples include qualitative requirements, such as performance or security-relevance, crosscutting design issues or constraints such as temperature, or regulatory concerns. A requirement can be assigned to a set of topics. Technically, this can be done by adding an attribute topic to the requirement and specify relevant topics as a comma separated list.

When requirements are categorized into topics, certain tasks (e.g. creating a security concept, reviewing, prioritizing) become much simpler. As shown by related work, automatic topic classification of natural language requirements is technically feasible but prone to writing style and domain specificity. The main reason for these problems is the lack of sufficient training data in high quality. For this reason, the integration of such algorithms in the requirements specification process needs to be considered carefully.

To get a good categorization, our framework needs to support four main use cases: The framework should support the author of a requirements document in choosing topics during the documentation of requirements, it should propose
relevant topics when the user chooses a topic for a given requirement, it should allow the user to add new topics to the framework, and it should support assigning topics to a set of requirements that are already documented.

A framework for requirements categorization needs to be able to learn, because otherwise it could not adjust to domain specific concepts or writing style. This learning can be observed on several levels. First, users learn a suitable system of topics during working with the requirements. Second, the classification framework itself should learn from previous classifications and gain more and more accuracy in proposing relevant topics. Finally, the framework needs to support learning new topics, i.e. let the user add new topics without breaking the quality of proposing existing topics.

The value of requirements categorization depends on its quality. For example, consider designing a security concept. In this case it is very important that all security relevant requirements are identified. Moreover, the value of the topic classification needs to be higher than the cost to create it.

Generally, a framework can offer different modi of operation. First of all, it could define a process and instructions for manual classification. We assume that this modus can generate a high quality categorization at high cost. Secondly, it could completely rely on automatic classification. By eliminating the need for human intervention, the cost to create the classification is minimal. Based on the lack of high quality training data, the quality of the topic classification in this modus might just be too low for many tasks. Thus, we are especially interested in a third modus, where the system recommends relevant topics and allows the user to interact by confirming or rejecting recommendations. This interaction can be used to train supervised learning algorithms such as Bayesian classifiers.

Figure 1 shows details to the individual processing steps of our proposed realization of this framework. The chosen pre-processing, post-processing and classification steps have many alternatives, but after a comparison, we got the best results in previous work [6] with the illustrated setting for German natural-language specifications from Mercedes-Benz. We reuse this setting in the current work, since the used specifications in the experiment (see Section 4) in the near future have the same characteristics. We assume that a requirement can be classified to multiple topics. Therefore, we train a binary classifier for each topic, which decides if a requirement is relevant or not for a certain topic.

For k-gram indexing, each word of each requirement is separated in each ongoing combination of k letters and the classifier is then trained with these k-grams instead of the whole words. Based on external training data (manually annotated requirements ), the svm then calculates for each topic a so
called maximum-margin hyperplane with the greatest separation between the training requirements belonging to the topic and the ones that do not. With this hyperplane the SVM can assign a new requirement to the topic or not. Finally, the post-processing step called “topic generalization” takes the structure of Mercedes-Benz specifications into account. All specifications at Mercedes-Benz are written using a template, which provides a generic structure and general requirements, and are later filled with system specific contents. Because of this structure, we assume that if a heading was assigned to a topic, then we can also assign each of the requirements and subheadings below it to this topic. This allows to relate requirements represented by tables or figures to the topics of their headings. Please refer to [6] for a more detailed description of these steps.

4 Planed Evaluation

The purpose of this experiment is to test in which way automatic classification helps to reduce effort and to increase quality of topic classifications in industrial requirements specifications. We are also interested in learning effects. For this reason, we plan to relate initial training and user/framework interaction to learning, i.e. changes of effort and quality over time.

Consequently, we define the following independent variables: Automatic classification support can be activated or deactivated. Initial training of the framework might provide better suggestions in the beginning, but take longer to adjust to a special problem domain. User confirms classification determines if the user confirms the classification and potentially overrides automatic classifications.

We will monitor the following dependent variables: effort to provide a requirements specification with topic classification and quality of the topic classification. Finally, we control for the quality of the requirements specification itself.

The independent and dependent variables lead to the following hypotheses:

H1: Automatic classification leads to higher quality than manual classification.
H2: Automatic classification leads to less effort than manual classification.
H3: Starting with an initially trained classifier leads to better classifications than starting with an untrained automatic classifier.
H4: An untrained classifier adjusts faster to the problem domain than an initially trained classifier.
H5: The combination of automatic classification and user confirmation leads to higher quality of classifications than automatic classification.
H6: The combination of automatic classification and user confirmation leads to less effort than manual classification.
H7: Users profit from the framework’s feedback by learning categorization.

We plan to evaluate our hypotheses in an experiment and semi-structured follow-up interviews with the participants (especially for covering hypothesis 7 and for determining a good ratio of effort and for practical use). For this experiment, we assign practitioners to four groups and provide all participants with an exemplary implementation of our framework (Table 1). Participants will interact in
Table 1: Experiment design: Groups of participants and independent variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Automatic classification support</th>
<th>Initial training</th>
<th>User confirms classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

four different ways with our framework to categorize requirements while writing a requirements specification. Group 1 writes and classifies all requirements parallel without any tool support. Group 2 focuses on writing the requirements and completely relies on the framework for classification. Group 3 writes the requirements and classifies them interactively with the framework. In this case, the framework is not initialized with any training data and needs to learn the classification from the user. Group 4 works similar to group 3 but in this case the framework is initialized with training data from old requirements specifications. Both, in group 3 and 4, the framework learns through interaction with the user.

We establish a ground truth based on expert classification and measure the group’s classification quality by comparing against it. To ensure sufficient quality of the ground truth, we let two experts classify the requirements iteratively and measure their agreement in their classification. If the agreement level is below a threshold (based on inter-rater agreement, e.g. Cohen’s kappa), the raters need to discuss situations where they disagree and improve for the next iteration.
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Abstract. In the area of information systems (IS), one major goal of many IS development projects is to support the business processes of an enterprise in order to optimize business performance. In this area, business-process-driven requirements engineering (BPRE) plays an important role, combining business process management activities and requirements engineering (RE) activities. Thereby, decisions have to be made in order to decide which business processes and derived requirements are the most valuable ones and therefore, where effort should reasonably be spent for elicitation and analysis activities. In order to focus on those requirements that promise the greatest value regarding certain criteria, typically prioritization techniques are used. However, most prioritization approaches are too generic to provide an appropriate solution for the BPRE context. Furthermore, they do not support the requirements engineer during elicitation in order to depict those requirements valuable for further analysis and refinement. To tackle this problem, the idea of applying different models during prioritization is applied. This is expected to reduce unnecessary (RE) activities by focusing on the most important requirements. In this paper, we introduce a prioritization method from our BPRE prioritization framework to cope with this problem.
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1 Introduction

In the area of information systems (IS), one important goal of many IS development projects is to support the business processes of an enterprise in order to optimize business performance. In these types of projects, business-process-driven requirements engineering (BPRE) plays a major role, combining business process management activities (e.g., business process design, optimization, reengineering) and requirements engineering activities (cf., e.g., [1], [2]). Thereby, the analysis and specification of business processes is a major task in order to derive fine grained software requirements from them. The requirements elicitation process therefore typically starts on the level of business processes and during further progress more detailed requirements on different levels of abstraction [2] (e.g., business activity descriptions, detailed system functions) are derived. Due to the large number of business processes (and derived requirements) even existent in small and medium-
In this paper we want to focus on the usage of the framework. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly describes related work in this area,
section 3 depicts the framework itself and describes its application in BPRE, and section 4 finally gives an outlook on our future work in this area.

2 Related Work

Many prioritization approaches have already been proposed in the literature (cf., e.g., [3]), which differ quite significantly in terms of complexity, procedures, and calculations. Often cited ones include for example the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [7] and the Cost-value Approach [8], which is based on the preceding, Hierarchical Cumulative Voting (HCV) [9], the Kano Model [10], Quality Function Deployment (QFD) [11], Quantitative WinWin [12] and Wieger’s Method [13]. To assess in detail the applicability and the shortcomings of existing prioritization approaches in BPRE, we evaluated about 30 prioritization approaches (including the ones mentioned before) from the literature against a set of basic requirements that an approach should fulfill in order to be applied in BPRE (see our survey in [4]). These requirements were derived from typical characteristics and challenges we found in related literature and experienced in our BPRE industry projects in the past. To summarize the results described in [4], none of the regarded approaches were able to fulfill all requirements completely. It turned out that most prioritization techniques are too generic to provide an appropriate solution for the BPRE context. This means, that for example the specificities of the different requirements types are not regarded, specific assessment criteria are not provided and information about stakeholders to be involved is missing. Also, it became apparent that most approaches are intended to be applied after the elicitation process has finished, instead of supporting prioritization already during elicitation. This means, that most approaches take as input for the prioritization an already specified (final) set of requirements instead of using prioritization to focus elicitation effort. Based on the results of this survey, the BPRE prioritization framework was developed [5].

3 Application of the BPRE Prioritization Framework

The BPRE prioritization framework [5] (Figure 2) is a set of utilities that enables requirements engineers to appropriately prioritize requirements that are elicited during BPRE on different abstraction levels (i.e., requirements emerging in the hierarchy of business processes). This means that during elicitation, the framework is applied to prioritize the requirements on each abstraction level in order to determine the most valuable requirements to be refined further. The framework consists of three models – the Prioritization Object Model (POM) (the POM is based on our work in [14]), the Value Model (VM), and the Stakeholder Model (SM) – and also encompasses a tool-supported Prioritization Method.
The models are reference models and formalize best practice information for prioritization. Thus, this information does not have to be created anew for each prioritization setting. The three models are the basis and input for the Prioritization Method. Figure 3 depicts the interplay between the elements of the different components of the framework in a meta-model.

3.1 General application of the framework

Figure 4 depicts an overview of the general application of the framework. In the Preparation Phase a first tailoring of the different models (POM, VM and SM) takes place based on the project or general goals of the business (e.g., determination of relevant requirements types and criteria and mapping of stakeholders). In the Requirements Elicitation Phase these tailored models are used to conduct a prioritization-aware elicitation of requirements, i.e. elicitation and prioritization are performed alternately. This means that after each elicitation step (meaning the elicitation of requirements on a certain level of abstraction as depicted in Figure 1), prioritization is used in order to determine which of the elicited requirements will be analyzed and refined in the next elicitation step.
Fig. 4. Overview of the application of the prioritization framework for BPRE.

Thereby, the elicited and prioritized requirements are stored in a requirements backlog. The requirements backlog therefore consists of requirements on different levels of abstraction, whereas the requirements on the lowest abstraction level will serve as input for the Realization Phase. The Realization Phase itself describes the activities in subsequent steps in the software development process, e.g. design and implementation activities, which will not be further elaborated here.

In order to illustrate the interplay between elicitation and prioritization in the Requirements Elicitation Phase better, Figure 5 shows an example for the two requirements types business process and business activity: (I) During elicitation activities, business processes are identified as black boxes at first. (II) These business processes are then prioritized and stored in the process backlog. (III) The high priority business processes are then analyzed in detail and (black box) business activities are successively derived from them. (IV) These business activities are then prioritized and stored in the activity backlog. (V) The high priority business activities are then analyzed in detail and (black box) system functions are successively derived from them. Thus, some elicitation effort is needed in order to do the prioritization. Typically this includes at least the identification of requirements without specifying them in more detail. For example, a business process is prioritized as black box without knowing the details of its workflow or a business activity is prioritized as black box without knowing the details of its sequence flow.
3.2 The Prioritization Method

In the following, we will focus on the usage of the BPRE prioritization framework in the Requirements Elicitation Phase and omit the details of the Preparation Phase in this paper. Therefore we describe the application of the Prioritization Method of the framework during requirements elicitation in a BPRE setting. We will also provide an example\(^1\), which makes use of content already provided by the different parts of the framework (see extracted content in Figure 6). As we abstract from the tailoring activities in the Preparation Phase in this paper, the prerequisite for the method is that on the basis of the POM, it has already been decided which requirements types are going to be elicited during the BPRE project. For this, the POM comprises requirements types (i.e., the prioritization objects) and their relationships typically addressed in the IS domain. Then, the prioritization method as described below is applied on each abstraction level of requirements.

\(^1\) The example was constructed out of a real case study where we applied parts of our method. However, as the method was not exactly applied in the case study as described here, we omit further details about this study in order to not confuse the reader.
Step 1: Determination of requirements types

**Input:** Requirements elicited on current level of abstraction

**Description:** The purpose of this step is to determine the requirements type which is going to be prioritized at the current level of abstraction of elicitation. This is necessary in order to determine the related assessment criteria and relevant stakeholders during the next steps of the method. The hierarchy of the requirements types is defined in the POM as described above.

**Output:** Requirements type to be prioritized

**Example:** As an example, suppose we are on the business requirements level during elicitation for an IS development project. The business processes are only identified as black boxes here. The object *business process* is an element in the POM and the current object for prioritization (Figure 6). At this early stage of the elicitation phase, the purpose of prioritization is to filter the business processes that should be further considered and analyzed in detail. Figure 7 shows an example of such a list of business processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Business Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bill payment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Application for business trip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Effort report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Application for compensatory time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Expense account</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Step 2: Determination of assessment criteria

**Input:** Requirements type to be prioritized

**Description:** The purpose of this step is to identify the assessment criteria that can be used to appropriately rate the requirements types identified in Step 1. These criteria are located in the VM and linked to the relevant prioritization objects in the POM, as shown in Figure 3. Criteria may be objectively measured or subjectively assessed by the stakeholders involved in the prioritization.

**Output:** Objective and subjective assessment criteria relevant for the requirements type of interest

**Example:** In our example, criteria that can be found in the VM for prioritizing business processes are, for example: (1) the type of process, (2) the number of executions per month, (3) the need for change and (4) the complexity of the process (Figure 6). (1) and (2) can be determined objectively, whereas (3) and (4) must be assessed subjectively by the stakeholders in this example. Information about these different criteria can be found in [1] and will not be provided in detail here.

Step 3: Determination of stakeholders

**Input:** Requirements type to be prioritized

**Description:** The purpose of this step is to identify the stakeholders who are needed to prioritize the determined requirements types according to the selected criteria. This should ensure that only stakeholders in a reasonable mixture rate the requirements as well as that even black box requirements are rated as reasonable as possible. Typical roles and stakeholders in BPRE are expressed in the SM. The elements of the SM are linked to the elements in the POM; thus, it can be determined which stakeholders are required for doing the prioritization.

**Output:** Stakeholders relevant for assessing the requirements type of interest

**Example:** In our example, suppose the relevant roles provided by the SM for prioritizing business processes are the BPM owner (i.e., the role responsible for the whole BPM project), the process owners (i.e., the role responsible for a process), and the process managers (i.e., the role responsible for the control of a process) (Figure 6). Of course, these roles have to be mapped to corresponding roles / persons in the respective organization beforehand in the Preparation Phase.

Step 4: Determination of the prioritization formula

**Input:** Requirements type to be prioritized

**Description:** To determine the ranking order of the requirements, a calculation formula is required, which will be determined in this step. For this, the VM provides calculation methods for combining the objective and subjective criteria. The calculation formulas are dependent on the prioritization objects because the number and type of the criteria vary for the different requirements types. Thus, the relevant formula for the actual elicitation stage has to be determined. Of course, the priorities of the more abstract requirements might influence the priorities of the more fine-grained ones. This is also represented in the calculation formulas.
Output: Prioritization formula for determining the priority value of the requirements type

Example: In our example, suppose the formula for calculating the ranking order of business processes provided as part of the VM is the QuickWin value (see Figure 6), which is calculated by:

\[
\text{QuickWin}_{\text{process}} = \frac{\text{Priority}_{\text{process}}}{\text{Complexity}_{\text{process}}}
\]

Thus, we have to calculate the priority value and juxtapose it to the complexity value for each process to get the QuickWin values. The priority of a business process is calculated by a combination of the two dimensions business value and need for change (see Figure 8). This is also provided by the VM. Information about this calculation can be found in [1] and will not be provided in detail here.

![Fig. 8. Prioritization matrix (based on [1]).](image)

**Step 5: Performance of the actual prioritization**

**Input:** Requirements and relevant assessment criteria, stakeholders and prioritization formula(s)

**Description:** Having identified all relevant information from the models that is needed for prioritizing the requirements, the purpose of this step is the actual prioritization, i.e., the assessment and calculation of the ranking order. For this purpose, objective criteria are measured and subjective criteria are rated by the determined stakeholders, with the values being rated on different scales, depending on the type of criterion. The assessment scheme is also a part of the VM. After the assessment, the ranking order is calculated according to the formulas determined before.

**Output:** Ranked order of prioritized requirements

**Example:** In our example, the type of all identified business processes must be determined, as well as the number of executions per month (#Exec/m). Furthermore, the identified stakeholders, i.e., the BPM owner, the process owners, and the process managers, are asked to rate the need for change (NfC) for each process from their point of view, as well as its complexity (Compl). After that, the QuickWin value for each process is calculated according to the formulas determined from the VM. Finally, a ranked order of the business processes is the result (see Figure 9).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business process</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>#Exec/m</th>
<th>BV</th>
<th>NfC</th>
<th>Prio</th>
<th>Compl</th>
<th>QuickWin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bill payment</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appl. for business trip</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort report</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appl. for comp. time</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Step 6: Decision on how to proceed next

Input: Ranked order of prioritized requirements

Description: After the ranking order has been calculated, the purpose of this step is to decide how to proceed next. As prioritization goes hand in hand with elicitation, it has to be decided which of the prioritized requirements will now be refined further to derive more fine-grained requirements. Furthermore, decisions about going one step back in the requirements hierarchy also have to be made. This means that if it is reasonable, new iterations of the top-down elicitation can be started based on the priorities calculated on the previous level of hierarchy (see Figure 10).

Output: Decision, on which requirements to refine further or if going back in the hierarchy is more valuable

Example: In our example the most valuable business process to analyze and refine would be the bill payment process because of the highest QuickWin value. Also it could be decided to analyze more than one process in parallel. This decision could be based on budget and time constraints or available resources. The analysis would lead to a set of more fine-grained requirements which will be prioritized again with the same procedure.
4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we described the application of the Prioritization Method of our BPRE prioritization framework which was introduced in [5]. The purpose of this method is to reduce unnecessary (RE) activities by focusing on the most important requirements by applying different models during prioritization. It assists the requirements engineer during iterative elicitation in deciding, which requirements are most valuable to be analyzed and refined further. There are still a couple of open research issues concerning the different elements of the framework.

First of all, we have to finalize and evaluate our reference models because they form the underlying foundation of the whole approach. Especially for the VM, we have to identify further criteria via literature research and expert surveys, iteratively enhancing the model in order to find relevant criteria for all requirements types defined by the POM. Concerning the SM, we plan to investigate in several controlled experiments which roles are really relevant for assessing certain requirement types, respectively what the differences in the prioritization result are if stakeholders in different mixtures prioritize the requirements in order to determine the optimal composition.

Second, the calculations in the VM have to be extended. Here, already existing approaches in the literature (e.g., approaches as assessed in [4]) could be adapted or combined to allow taking into account the specificities of the different (objective and subjective) value criteria of the VM.

Third, we have to formalize the Prioritization Method described in this paper in order to provide precise or even automatable guidance. This should be aligned with the development of a supporting prioritization tool.

Last but not least, validation of the application of the approach in BPRE is planned in controlled experiments and industrial case studies with regard to requirements engineering efficiency and prioritization effectiveness.
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Following previous years’ successes, we were given the opportunity to repeat the Empirical Track at REFSQ 2013 and issued a call for the following kinds of submissions:

- Alive Empirical Study: a controlled experiment, requiring no more than 90 minutes, that involves all REFSQ participants who want to participate,
- Online Questionnaire: an online questionnaire (survey), designed to require no more than 30 minutes, that is promoted at REFSQ and that can be filled out by all interested REFSQ participants, in their spare time during the conference, and
- Empirical Research Fair Proposal: a description of an empirical study that a researcher would like to conduct in an industrial setting or vice versa.

Overall we received eleven high quality submissions, of which we selected eight to be presented during the Empirical Track: one Alive Empirical Study, four Online Questionnaires and three posters in the Empirical Fair. In addition, the researchers conducting the Alive Empirical Study and one Online Questionnaire exhibited posters at the Empirical Fair.

1 Alive Empirical Study

REFSQ 2013 again issued a call that offers an opportunity to conduct an empirical study during the conference itself. The goals of this opportunity, besides that of permitting to conduct the experiment, are to raise awareness for the necessity and benefits of empirical studies and to show that participating in them is not dangerous to one’s health. Furthermore, we wanted to bring together the community of researchers and practitioners who are interested in empirical studies. Therefore, we selected the experiment titled A Quasi-Experiment for Studying the Effect of Experience on Elicitation Effectiveness, organized by Alejandrina M. Aranda, Oscar Dieste, and Natalia Juristo to be conducted at REFSQ 2013. The experiment evaluated the effect of experience on requirements elicitation. The authors played the role of the customer, and each volunteering participant played the role of an analyst.
2 Online Questionnaires:

At REFSQ an online questionnaire (survey) is supposed to be designed to be filled out by all interested REFSQ participants, in their spare time at the conference, during breaks, etc. It should require no more than 30 minutes in order to participate. The following online questionnaires were selected for REFSQ 2013:

- Using a Pattern Catalogue in Requirements Engineering Activities by Cristina Palomares, Xavier Franch, and Carme Quer
- A Survey on Lessons Learnt in Requirements Engineering by Ibtehal Noorwali and Nazim H. Madhavji
- Why Do You Install Apps? by Mariano Ceccato, Alessandro Marchetto, Anna Perini, and Angelo Susi
- Prioritization of Security Requirements for Cloud Computing by Georg Herzwurm, Norman Pelzl, Benedikt Krams, and Sixten Schockert

3 Empirical Research Fair:

It is clearly understood in the RE community that case studies of industry projects are critical for in-depth understanding of both: (a) the phenomena occurring in projects, processes, systems, and services and (b) the impact of RE methods on the quality, cost, and deliverability of systems. Therefore, in the Empirical Fair, practitioners were asked to propose studies that their organizations would like to have conducted, and researchers were asked to propose studies that they would like to conduct in industry. The Empirical Fair was a meeting point to match the demand and supply of empirical studies among researchers and practitioners. To encourage industry participation, the format of this session was a match-making session in which the authors of the accepted proposals present posters on their intended case studies and the audience viewed them and entered a good discussion on the studies goals, benefits, and procedure. The following five proposals were presented with the help of posters during the fair:

- Automation Supported Requirements Prioritization for Software Testing Purposes by Michael Felderer, Boban Celebic, Christian Haisjackl, and Ruth Breu
- Understanding Technical Debt for Better Requirements Prioritization by Maya Daneva
- Necessity of Electronic Requirements Negotiation by Georg Herzwurm, Mareike Schoop, Benedikt Krams, and Sixten Schockert
- Using a Pattern Catalogue in Requirements Engineering Activities by Cristina Palomares, Xavier Franch, and Carme Quer
- A Quasi-Experiment for Studying the Effect of Experience on Elicitation Effectiveness by Alejandrina M. Aranda, Oscar Dieste, and Natalia Juristo
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Abstract. We plan to perform a quasi experiment to evaluate the effect of experience on requirements elicitation. Researchers will play the role of customers, whereas participants will perform the role of analysts. Analysts will hold a 60 minute interview and will then be given 25 minutes to write up a report of their findings. Participant effectiveness will be compared with available data series on the effectiveness of novice analysts that we have collected previously.

Keywords. Elicitation, analyst effectiveness, experience, quasi experiment

1 Introduction

One critical success factor in requirements engineering (RE) is having a good analyst [10]. The influence of different analyst characteristics on elicitation effectiveness has been researched empirically [4]. The most commonly examined aspect is experience [1], [7], [8], [9].

Results are controversial, as they tend to contradict RE folklore. Marakas and Elam [7] found that experienced analysts are only marginally better than novices. Pitts and Browne [9] report that analyst experience does not influence the quantity, breadth or depth of the requirements. Niknafs and Berry [8] conclude that experience has a negative influence, that is, experienced subjects are slightly less effective than inexperienced subjects. Finally, Agarwal and Tanniru [1] find that experienced subjects were slightly (but not significantly) better than inexperienced subjects.

We have run several studies as part of this research line, described in Section 2. However, the students that have participated as experimental subjects tend to be rather inexperienced. The aim of the study designed in this proposal, described from Section 3 onwards, is to gather data on subjects, who, like REFSQ’13 participants, are highly experienced. This study will benefit the RE community, as it will help to improve our understanding of the experience/effectiveness relationship. Additionally, we believe that the low effectiveness of expert analysts observed to date is due to factors other than experience, such as problem knowledge or Einstellung effects [2]. The proposed study will also examine such possible relationships.


2 Our Previous Studies

We have run three quasi-experiments (which we will call Q07, Q09 and Q11, according to the years in which they were run) with the aim of studying the influence of experience on elicitation process effectiveness. Quasi-experiments are conducted when subjects cannot be randomly assigned to an experimental condition, like subject experience, for example.

We have collected data from a total of 31 Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (UPM) software engineering postgraduate students. In all cases, students acted as analysts, gathering information about a fictional software system. Students used the open interview as an elicitation technique, as this is a straightforward technique for analysts, which is also widely used in practice [11]. Analyst effectiveness was calculated as the percentage of correctly identified and reported problem elements (e.g. concepts, requirements, etc.). Correctness is defined as the correspondence between the elicited problem elements and a gold standard established previously.

![Fig. 1. Historical series of results about the experienced/effectiveness relationship](image)

The student population participating in Q07 was composed of subjects with different levels of experience (from 0 to 6 years in requirements activities). Again the relationship between experience and effectiveness, shown in Fig. 1, is contrary to RE folklore and resembles Niknafs et al.’s findings [8].

The experimental population used in Q07 is too small to be able to state for sure that experience has a negative impact. In order to gather more data, we ran replications Q09 and Q11. Unfortunately, the 2007 UPM postgraduate program targeted professionals, whereas students were recruited mostly from graduate courses as of 2008. On this ground, Q09 and Q11 students had hardly any requirements experience, and, consequently, it was not generally possible to compare novices and experts directly. However, we were able to build a data series from Q09 and Q11, which we can supplement with data from other sources. The data series is also illustrated in Fig. 1. REFSQ’13 provides a unique opportunity for gathering the data that we require.
3 Description of the Proposed Study

In line with existing literature, the working hypothesis is that there is no relationship between analyst experience and elicitation process effectiveness (i.e., novice and expert analysts are equally effective). In order to test this hypothesis, we propose to run a quasi-experiment similar to Q07/Q09/Q11, whose results could be combined with the existing data.

The study is composed of three tasks, as shown in Fig. 2. A researcher will play the role of customer, whereas participants will perform the role of analysts. Analysts will study the same software system used in the previous quasi-experiments. The system domain will not be announced until the start of the elicitation session to stop analysts from doing any preparation that might affect their effectiveness.

The quasi-experiment will conclude with a 5-minute questionnaire. This questionnaire will contain questions about participant qualifications and knowledge in order to identify any variables potentially modifying analyst experience and effectiveness.

![Fig. 2. Quasi experiment’s activities for REFSQ'13](image)

There are no restrictions regarding the participants’ experience type or level. In order to escalate the quasi-experiment to the large number of attendees to REFSQ’13, the interviews will not be carried out individually (1 role-played customer and 1 analyst), but many-to-one (1 role-played customer and all analysts together). While this elicitation procedure is different than the typical 1:1 interview, it provides valuable data about the analyst’s comprehension ability (as opposed to information extraction/capture), which is presumably one of the key factors affecting effectiveness. Furthermore, these data is directly comparable to the Q11 quasi-experiment, which applied a similar methodology.

No special equipment is required for running the quasi-experiment. Preliminary results will be available the day after the quasi-experiment. The data will be mapped out as a box-plot and added to the series illustrated in Fig. 1. No information by which specific participants can be identified will be published.
4 Threats to Validity

There are three main threats to the validity of the proposed study: (1) the customer participating in the interview sessions is fictional. Therefore, he will, to some (small or large) extent, be different from real customers; (2) the intended software system is not real; and, finally, (3) elicitation is conducted in a single session with a time limit.

The measures taken to mitigate these threats are: (1) we have carefully studied the target software system and played the role of customers in interview sessions in the context of laboratory experiments using the same system repeated times; (2) the system used during the experiment is based on an existing, real software system; and (3) most of the original system’s complexity has been removed to make it easy to understand completely in a short (maximum 1-hour) period.
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Abstract. This paper presents a proposal of online questionnaire whose main goals are: to know current requirements engineering practices related with essential aspects for the definition of requirement patterns and to analyze the current and potential use of patterns in industry. The target audience of the questionnaire is any practitioner or academic with different levels of experience on requirement engineering.

Keywords: Requirement engineering practices, Requirement engineering problems, Requirement reuse, Requirement Patterns.

1 Introduction. Research Questions

Background. Requirements reuse has been proposed as a key asset for requirement engineers to efficiently elicit, validate and document software requirements and as a consequence, obtain software requirement specifications (SRS) of better quality through more effective engineering processes [1].

Context. In the PABRE framework [2][3], the GESSI@UPC and SSI@TUDOR groups have adopted software requirement patterns (SRP) as approach to reuse [4], PABRE includes a catalogue composed of 29 Non-Functional SRP (NF-SRP) and 37 [5] Non-Technical SRP (NT-SRP) [6]. The purpose of the catalogue is to suit the needs of the requirements elicitation and documentation processes carried out by TUDOR and associated IT consultants. Although the experience so far has been satisfactory overall, we have not had the chance yet to conduct any survey due to lack of population. We consider this type of research essential at the current moment of investigation.

Goal. Using GQM, the goal of our online questionnaire can be defined as follows: to analyze (purpose) the benefits of the use of SRP (issue) in the requirements elicitation and documentation activities (object) from the perspective of requirements engineering researchers and practitioners (viewpoint). The survey will not focus specifically in the PABRE catalogue, to make the proposal more appealing to the community and results more generalizable.

Research Questions. We operationalize the goal into 3 research questions (RQ):

• RQ1: What type of non-functional and non-technical requirements (NFR, NTR respectively) are more critical in a requirements reuse context? Rationale: we have observed that NFR and NTR appearing in SRS produced by TUDOR and associ-
ated IT consultants are recurrent. We expect this situation to occur in other contexts and, under this hypothesis, we want to know which types are critical.

- **RQ2:** Is requirements reuse a usual practice in current RE processes? *Rationale:* we need to know how fundamental the problem of reuse is for the respondent, and which reuse strategies are currently in place. This knowledge will help to contextualize the rest of information gathered in the interview.

- **RQ3:** Could the existence of a catalogue of SRP help improving the effectiveness of requirement elicitation and documentation? *Rationale:* using the catalogue, requirements are usually not built from scratch; instead, the catalogue yields to a process that guides the engineer by giving recommendations suggesting information, etc. Likewise, a high-quality catalogue is expected to include SRP templates that have been designed by using a uniform style, a glossary, and determining properties like dependencies upon other SRP. We expect these characteristics to have a positive effect on the elicitation processes conducted and the SRS produced.

## 2 Questionnaire Design

In general, the questionnaire will offer multi-choice questions, using a 5-value Likert scale when qualitative answers are required, and will be composed of six parts (see Fig. 1). The first three parts will be used to know the context and experience of the respondents, and general aspects about requirements engineering practices and problems they came across. The other three parts are respectively related to the three research questions.

![Fig. 1. Survey Flow](image_url)

**Context and Work Experience.** The first one will include the usual questions about the context and experience of the respondent to filter and group participants during analysis. The questions to the participants will change depending on where his/her experience as requirements engineer comes from. Specifically, we will distinguish among (see Fig.2): Industry or academy with a significant experience in industry projects; Academy with some knowledge of industry practices; Academy without any exposure to industry.
Requirements Engineering Practices. The second part will characterise the general aspects and requirement engineering practices of projects in which the respondents have been involved in (including language used to express requirements).

Requirements Engineering Problems. The third part will try to state the commonality of different problems during elicitation and specification processes of projects where the respondents have been involved (contradictory needs, ambiguity, lack of traceability,…).

Observations on Requirements. The questions in this part will be the base for answering RQ1.
- How recurrent are NFR&NTR in the projects conducted by respondents?
- For a given classification schema based on the ISO 25010 quality model with some NTR categories added from our own catalogues, we will ask how often do they appear in their projects. The respondent will be allowed to add additional categories if s/he considers there is any missing.
- According to the classification schema, which are the 3 types of NFR&NTR that are more challenging to deal with? Which ones are the most prioritary?

Reuse during Requirements Engineering. For answering RQ2, we will ask a few general questions:
- How recurrent are requirements from one project to other?
- Is requirement reuse currently seen as a challenge in RE processes?
- How is requirements reuse implemented in the respondents’ projects?

Reuse through Patterns. In case of RQ3 we will ask about the benefits that requirements reuse through SRP could bring to companies and possible barriers to adoption. Some questions will be:
- Which of the problems observed in elicitation and specification could be ameliorated by the existence of an SRP catalogue?
- What would be necessary in order to provide such a benefit (e.g., tool support, training, well-defined method)?
- What would be the most important barriers to the successful adoption of such approach?
Before finishing the questionnaire, the respondents will be able to state any clarification or comment about his/her answers or the questionnaire, and also to ask the feedback about the questionnaire results analysis being sent to them.

3 Venues of Publicity and Intended Procedure

Availability. The online questionnaire will be available as a LimeSurvey. It will be installed in the GESSI@UPC server and accessible through the PABRE website [4]. It will be open for REFSQ’13, and remain accessible a few weeks after the conference to get late responses and allow some ripple effect from REFSQ’13 attendees.

Resources. Assuming there will be WiFi connection available, no extra resources are required. It would be nice to have some workstation in the coffee-break area available for attendees answering the different questionnaires that may be offered.

Publicity. Before the conference, in addition to REFSQ’13 publicity, we plan to make publicity using our local networks and selected (to avoid spam) distribution lists like re-online. We will intensively use our own resources (GESSI twitter, @gessi upc; GESSI LinkedIn group; GESSI and PABRE webpages). We will provide the organization with some publicity pack, both digital and on print (e.g., a bookmark). We will prepare a poster to announce the questionnaire at the coffee-break space if the organization allows so.

Data analysis. We will apply descriptive statistics and content analysis (for questions with results in free text). Other techniques we plan to apply are: correlation analysis; and cluster analysis. Analysis will be done by the full set of authors.

Results. We commit to offer an overview of the results during the conference at the slot requested by organizers. A detailed analysis will be published as technical report in GESSI@UPC and announced to the community using the same channels as for publicity. Complete results will be sent to the participants.

4 Participation Subjects and Benefits

Subjects. The questionnaire will be open to all participants in REFSQ’13, both researchers and practitioners. We assume that all of them have good knowledge about requirements elicitation and documentation. There is no maximum number of participants. For the minimum, we think that 40 participants in the conference (that may lead to over 30 valid results) would be admissible, since we plan to distribute the questionnaire in the community after REFSQ’13 to get more responses. It is important to know that the best paper award in REFSQ’12 went to a research paper based on observations made from a questionnaire with 39 responses, which points out that our target can be considered appropriate in the context.
**Benefits.** As far as we know, this will be the first survey centered in requirements reuse conducted in the RE community. For the REFSQ’13 community, a benefit is that the partial results will be drafted and presented at the end of the conference, and a research report will be published with a detailed analysis once the study finishes. Individual participants may benefit as part of this community. Also, we will license the detailed statistics of the individual questions to who may be interested under a Creative Commons Licence. Also, we will offer them the possibility of duplicating the LimeSurvey space for participants that want to replicate the study themselves.

5 **Threats to validity and mitigation actions**

We focus on the risk we consider more likely to occur.

**Varied profile of attendees.** REFSQ attendees may be practitioners or researchers. Having two profiles so radically different is a risk in the sense that questions may be inappropriate for one type. To mitigate this risk, we will refine the questions outline in Section 2 differently when it is required. As an opportunity, we may consider a fourth RQ meaning: are expectations that researchers have on SRP fulfilled in reality? Going further, the nature of companies, research centres and projects may be very different and jeopardise generalization of results. At the extreme, quantitative analysis may become difficult and may require accompanying qualitative reasoning.

**Willingness to participate.** REFSQ’13 attendees have usually lot of networking and activities to do and a threat is that they do not find the moment to fill the questionnaire. Mitigation actions are: networking ourselves; bringing hardcopies to allow attendees to answer outside the REFSQ’13 premises; asking REFSQ’13 organization for support to publicity (e.g., whiteboards to post questionnaire announcements).

**Questionnaire design.** As any online questionnaire, participants could misunderstand some of the questions or values suggested as answers, miss values as answers in multiple-answer questions or find the questionnaire too heavy to be answered. We will mitigate these threats by: accompanying the questions with a glossary of terms accessible through hyperlinks; adding whenever necessary text fields for clarification or adding missing values; exhaustively pilot the questionnaire to ensure it does not take more than 30 minutes so that respondents do not give up; order an English revision by a native speaker.

**External validity.** Since participants in our questionnaire are not selected randomly it is not possible to warrant that its results correspond with good confidence to the results that would be obtained conducting the same survey to the whole RE population. Mitigating this risk (inherent to any survey ran during REFSQ) needs some time in order to replicate the survey in other contexts and then check if it happens.
6 Past Empirical Studies Performed

The GESSI@UPC’s paper authors have well-proven abilities in conducting empirical research. Results have been published in different venues, including REFSQ. The topics and the research instruments are manifold, as can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Empirical research in which GESSI@UPC’s authors have been involved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>Collaboration with</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information quality in OTS selection</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>ICCBSS’08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenges in OSS industry</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>OSS’09</td>
<td>NTNU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSS selection practices</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>OSS’11, JSS</td>
<td>NTNU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements in OSS selection</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>REFSQ’12</td>
<td>NTNU, U. Lund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSS integration and communities</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>OSS’12</td>
<td>NTNU, U. Lund, U. København</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception on NFR types’ importance</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>REFSQ’10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How architects deal with NFRs</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>RE’12</td>
<td>INRIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1 Study Type

The proposed study is an online survey.

2 Survey Goals

– To elicit lessons learnt in RE from significant software intensive projects (not classroom projects) from participants attending the REFSQ13 conference.
– To synthesize a readily accessible body of knowledge of lessons learnt in RE elicited from the REFSQ13 community.

3 Background Context

– From an industry survey [7] we conducted on the use of RE lessons in software projects, over 70% of the respondents stated that they seldom use RE lessons in the RE process, though 85% of these would use such lessons if readily available.
– Our observation, however, is that, RE lessons are scattered, mainly implicitly, in the literature and practice, which, obviously, does not help the described situation.
– Approximately 90% of the survey participants stated that not utilising RE lessons has significant negative impact on product quality, productivity, project delays and cost overruns.
– The non-RE literature on lessons learnt can be roughly categorized into (i) discovering and sharing lessons learnt (e.g., [2,3]) and (ii) technologies to support lessons learnt (e.g., [1,8,9]).

Lesson Learnt: A successful experience that encourages the same/similar behaviour in a similar situation in the future to achieve the same/similar observed results; or, an unpleasant experience that requires different behaviour in a similar situation in the future to avoid the observed results.
In RE, little attention has been paid to lessons learnt; while some literature describes lessons learnt explicitly [4, 5], much of it describes lessons implicitly in the textual description [6]. This makes it difficult to utilise lessons in RE practice.

In order to ameliorate this situation, we propose to conduct a survey for the purpose of eliciting lessons learnt in RE.

4 Description of Procedure

The survey consists of four demographic questions and a template that consists of text areas for the information about the lesson learnt and an area for the lesson text.

This is an anonymous survey.

The web link to the online survey will be provided to the participants.

The online survey software surveygizmo.com (widely-used) will be used to conduct the survey and gather results.

Participants can take the survey at any time they find convenient.

The survey is not anticipated to exceed 30 minutes. To fill one template (one lesson) is anticipated to take only a few minutes (say, approximately 5 minutes). Participants can fill more than one template.

After the survey is closed, the submitted lessons will be analysed for completeness and relevance.

The synthesized set of lessons gathered will be publicized according to the REFSQ call for proposal requirements.

A link to the current version of the survey is:

5 Benefits of the Results to the RE Community

Eliciting lessons learnt from REFSQ attendees is anticipated to create a body of lessons, which can be readily available to the RE community.

Each lesson has a set of attributes (e.g., application domain, context of the lesson, related RE phase, source, project size, etc.). Thus, this body of lessons learnt can be analysed from specific viewpoints pertaining to the desired attributes.

The viewpoint-based analysis of the body of lessons would highlight the relatively scarcely and densely populated RE areas. This analysis is anticipated to promulgate research in the scarce areas and improve practices in the denser areas of RE.

A tool can then be built to support and operationalise viewpoint-based analyses. Example operations include: add, edit, delete, and search for lessons; clustering a set of related lessons for solving specific problems (e.g., hazard analysis of train brakes); sharing lessons among desired individuals; finding problem-specific lessons; etc. This tool is anticipated to facilitate the use of
lessons in projects, which in turn, would likely have a positive impact on
cost, quality, error avoidance, and time.

6 Benefits of the Participants

– Upon request, the participants will receive the results of the survey free of
charge.
– Participants will have a chance to (re)think about the RE lessons that they
may have learnt in the past, making it explicit for them.
– Participants will know that there are others in the RE community who are
concerned about RE lessons; that they are not alone. This could motivate
them to form and join special interest groups, organize workshops, etc., which
in turn, has RE community benefits.

7 Minimum and Maximum Number of Subjects

– There is no minimum and maximum number of subjects in this survey.

8 Profile of the Intended Subjects

– Anyone with practical RE experience in real-world (non-classroom) projects.
All areas of RE are acceptable.

9 Threats to Validity

– Construct validity: because this is an online survey, and not an interview,
a participant could interpret our definition differently from what we had
meant. Hence, the data gathered could have noise in it and could cause analy-
sis problems. This threat exists because we guarantee participant anonymity,
so we cannot get back to them for clarification.
– Conclusion validity: due to the threat to construct validity, there could be a
threat to conclusion validity.

10 Record of Past Empirical Studies

– Noorwali, I., Madhavji, N.H.: A Survey of Lessons Learnt in Requirements
Engineering. Technical Report No. 750, Dept. of Computer Science, Univer-
sity of Western Ontario (2012)
Requirements-Engineering
– Numerous other empirical studies performed by the second author and his
team.
11 Required Venues

- The survey will be publicized and distributed via emails, REFSQ13 conference website (if permitted), and hardcopies of the announcement.
- Participants need to have access to a smart phone, tablet, or computer, and the Internet in order to complete and submit the survey.
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Abstract. Smartphone users can easily install mobile apps on their mobile devices with just a single click on the “accept” button of the privacy conditions review page. Indeed, privacy is a key requirement of mobile apps. This motivates us to propose an empirical study aiming at investigating how users perceive and evaluate privacy in this context.

In this proposal for Empirical Studies at REFSQ (ESR), we intend use an on-line questionnaire to study how mobile-app’s users perceive privacy issues.

1 Problem definition

Nowadays mobile-apps can be easily installed on mobile devices (smartphones and tablets) by their end-users upon a simple click on the “accept” button, which comes at the end of a 1-screen description of main functionalities of the app, including requests of access to device’ components or user’s data. Possible privacy risks are sometimes made clearly explicit — e.g. “Malicious apps may use this to erase or modify your contact data” is used to describe the risk associated to enabling an app to access the user contact data —, sometime they are left implicit, — e.g. “An app with this permission, when a call is active, can determine the phone number, and serial number of the caller’s phone” that brings as consequence that phone state and caller identity can be detected—. That is, there can be strong implications between app’s features and user privacy. The current solution adopted by app providers seems to let the end-user decide whether to accept risks and potential privacy violations. However, it is questionable if users really understand (or even care about) privacy implications when installing new apps. Nonetheless the variety of apps is growing very rapidly (nowadays you can find an app for almost everything), as well as their diffusion, resembling virus spread out phenomenon.

This motivates us to investigate on what is the actual process that users adopt when deciding to install new apps, in-spite of, or according to, their attitude to privacy. One step in our research will consist in investigating if end-users care about privacy issues when selecting and installing apps on their mobile device, and how do they decide whether to install them.
2 The On-Line Questionnaire

2.1 Objective

Our study is driven by the two following main research questions:

RQ1 Do end-users care about privacy issues when selecting and installing apps on their mobile devices?

RQ2 How do end-users evaluate app features implications on their privacy, when selecting and installing apps on their mobile devices?

The questionnaire has an exploratory purpose [1]. Proper hypotheses and observations will be formulated according to the collected data, and support further investigation.

2.2 Procedure

The on-line questionnaire will recall concrete app-installation scenarios, with reference to popular app categories (e.g., car navigators or restaurant advisers) with the aim to motivate a subject to revisit her/his own experience as app-user. Then, open and closed questions will be formulated to ask participants to describe their concrete experiences when selecting and installing these apps, for instance if/why apps have been installed and if there were any potential generic drawback.

After collecting quantitative data with closed questions, free feedback will be solicited to collect additional qualitative data. Closed questions with reference to RQ1 will check, for example, whether users paid attention to privacy implications which could have emerged during the installation of an app.

With reference to RQ2, closed questions will concern how users considered possible requests of access to device’ components or user’s data, when installing an app. Quantitative feedback will be collected using ordinal scales.

The last part of the questionnaire will be devoted to profile the participant from the point of view of her/his skill, expertise, experience in ICT and apps, her/his attitude to privacy, e.g. her/his exposure to social networks.

Open answers will be subject to grounded theory [2], while quantitative data collected with closed questions will be analyzed using descriptive statistics [3].

2.3 Subjects

We expect at least 15 participants to fill the questionnaire. We do not set any maximum number. The participants should be apps users, who select, download and use apps on their mobile device for their personal or daily life activities.

REFSQ participants can be considered as representative of expert in ICT, and particularly in requirements engineering for ICT. To get a more complete view of the phenomenon, the same questionnaire will be proposed also to different categories of users, e.g. Humanities research scholars.
2.4 Benefits of the Study

The main benefit for the Requirements Engineering community will be to get insights into app-users' awareness and concern about privacy issues. In particular, considering different types of users and different kind of functionalities, the aim is that of identifying if there exists any relations between attitude to privacy and user characteristics. The scientific community seems to lack this type of studies with respect to mobile apps.

As part of the requirement engineering community, participant to the questionnaire will be able to access to the results of our study and possibly reuse them in their research or industrial initiatives.

2.5 Threats to Validity

Performing the questionnaire at REFSQ might originate a threat to the external validity of the study, limiting the generalization of our findings. To mitigate this threat, we plan to replicate the study with different categories of subjects, e.g. experts in software system security; and non expert in ICT engineering.

Moreover, a threat to construct validity can originate if subjects will try to guess our study hypotheses. In fact, participants might be biased by their professional interests and their answers may come from their knowledge in the field of apps engineering, rather than from their actual experience as apps users. In order to mitigate this threat, we carefully designed the questionnaire by recalling concrete usage experiences, avoiding to use words like “privacy” (so the title of our survey will be different w.r.t. the actual one used in this proposal).

We will mitigate the threat to the conclusion validity of our findings by using objective statistical tests.

3 Previous Studies

The submitters of this proposal have a long experience in empirical studies on many aspects of software engineering and social science.

Software Engineering. Among the most relevant experiments in this area are: empirical evaluation of requirements modelling with the TroposIAS framework [4]; controlled experiments to evaluate requirements model understanding, comparing Use Case vs. Tropos models [5]; evaluating tool-supported requirements prioritization: a controlled experiment comparing AHP and CBRank [6]; evaluating the effectiveness of using acceptance test to clarify change requirements [7] [8] [9]; evaluating the effectiveness of stereotypes to support the comprehension of UML diagrams [10] [11] [12] [13]; evaluating the improved understandability of new programming languages with respect to software maintenance [14]; evaluating how the different types of test cases affect debugging [15]; evaluating the level of protection offered by source code obfuscation against malicious code tampering [16].

Social Science. Quantitative empirical study techniques have been exploited to
investigate the relationship between Humanistic and Scientific research domains, as perceived by researchers in the two domains [17]. Social network analysis techniques and quantitative empirical study approaches have been adopted to investigate about social cohesion [18], and about the role of gender in the context of Humanistic and Scientific research [19], respectively.

4 Publicizing the Study

In the study, quality of answers and quantity of participants are two important factors. In the case of the experiment at REFSQ we will exploit the mailing lists of the authors, and conference attendants, to stimulate participation via appropriate mail messages. Other groups of participants will be involved exploiting ongoing national and international projects as well as other ongoing initiatives involving our research center and other local organizations (e.g. secondary schools, university campus).

5 Equipment

An Internet connection is required to fill the on-line questionnaire. No other special equipment is required.
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1 Goals of the study and hypotheses

Cloud Computing (CC) – as a paradigm shift where e.g. customers need no longer invest in hardware, software or services – is often mentioned as a way to reduce operational and maintenance costs [6]. Trade shows like CeBIT 2012, which had CC as the keynote trend, still suggest an increasing importance of this topic in practice [1,2], although security issues seem to be the biggest obstacle to the adoption of CC [9]. However, proponents of CC consider security issues to be a myth [8].

The online questionnaire asks respondents to prioritize a proposed set of security requirements for Cloud Computing (CC) in order to obtain information about the relative importance of those requirements. To find out if an absolute increase in the importance of CC security requirements has occurred, the absolute importance of those security requirements with respect to other requirements (functional and other non-functional requirements) of CC will be examined too. From this, implications for Requirements Engineering (RE) methodology adoption for CC application development can be derived: are security requirements for CC as important as they are claimed to be, and if so, is there a necessity for the adoption of RE methods?

The hypotheses therefore are: (1) Pairwise comparison of a dedicated set of security requirements leads to a prioritized set of security requirements and allows focusing on dedicated security requirements and proposed solutions within a CC project. (2) Absolute weighting of the increase of importance of a dedicated set of security requirements with respect to other functional and non-functional requirements does not demonstrate an increase in the importance of security requirements for CC.

2 Detailed description of the intended procedure

According to the “CIA triad”, confidentiality, integrity and availability are significant challenges for cloud computing [1]. But other security requirements, such as access control or attack harm detection, also exist [4]. A literature review of CC security
surveys led to the inclusion of the following security requirements for CC for evaluation in the questionnaire.

- Confidentiality
- Integrity
- Availability
- Authentication
- Control
- Audit
- Benefit [1,3,4,6,9,10,12]

Prioritization of the proposed set of security requirements will be done by pairwise comparison because of this method’s applicability to measuring subjective criteria, as is done in the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) [11]. Through the pairwise comparison, security requirements will be identified, allowing us to draw a conclusion about which security requirements for CC should be focused on. The Information Systems literature only provides some weak hints about which security requirements for CC should be implemented first; it is usually stated that all security requirements for CC are (equally) important [9]. This proposal does not take more requirements into consideration because of the curve progression which would lead to a huge increase in pairwise comparisons with each additional security requirement to evaluate:

\[ N_n = N_{n-1} + (n - 1) \]

In our proposed questionnaire the overall number of pairwise comparisons for \( n = 7 \) security requirements would be \( N_7 = 21 \).

We will use the “academic online research network” unipark software from Globalpark AG, which allows us to conduct several analyses of polar questions automatically as well as to analyze open-ended questions with comparatively little effort. The pairwise comparison will be polled within the tool with sliders like the ones illustrated below.

![Fig. 1. Pairwise comparison with sliders in unipark](image)

Using sliders and a 1, 3, 9 scale makes the pairwise comparison more comfortable for the participants. For example, using a matrix confronting all security requirements line by line and column by column would make the task more confusing, which might lead to some people aborting the questionnaire. Additionally, the software allows adding explanations for each security requirement if the cursor is moved over a requirement (“mouse-over functionality”).
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To gain information about the absolute increase in the importance of CC security requirements, a five-point Likert scale will be used for weighting (1–much less important; 2–less important; 3–equally important; 4–more important; 5–much more important). The precise question would be: “Please conduct the weighting for the following CC security requirements by using the given scale”. To examine the potential consequences for RE research, in the sense of necessary adoptions of RE methodology in CC application development, an open-ended question will also be given.

3 Benefits of the study

Besides the important benefit to academia of the insights this study would generate, we believe that industry might also profit by getting a clearer picture of which CC security requirements to focus on in the development of Cloud Computing applications. A prioritization of security requirements for CC might help to find better solutions to overcome the security issues mentioned above.

4 Profile of intended participants

The participants will be drawn from academia and industry. A prerequisite for participation is that they should be knowledgeable about Cloud Computing as well as have practical experience in using one or more cloud computing service models (SaaS, PaaS and IaaS) and/or deployment models (public, private, hybrid and community cloud). As the participants will be REFSQ attendees, we assume that a high rate of participants will use CC for business purposes.

5 Discussion of the threats to validity

By using a structured online questionnaire, pairwise comparison and a Likert scale, we aim at achieving reliable results. Nonetheless, the questionnaire will not be answered with a common understanding: each candidate will have a different background and individual level of knowledge. Furthermore, the level of expertise of those answering the open-ended question concerning future RE research will lead to subjective answers which can only serve to poll estimations and expectations. Additional threats to validity might emerge if a critical mass of valid questionnaires is not reached. We will tackle this problem by keeping the questionnaire available online and continuing to promote it after the conference. This way we will reach more potential responders and obtain a higher number of valid answers. A draft analysis will be presented at the conference.
6 Record of empirical studies performed by the submitters


7 Venues for publicizing the study and required infrastructure

As the authors of this paper will organize the fourth RePriCo workshop at REFSQ2013, this will naturally be the first venue for publicizing the questionnaire, as some attendees might only visit workshops but not the conference itself. We further encourage REFSQ2013 chairs to continue to promote the empirical track during the conference as they did in previous years. Flyers might help to remind some attendees about the online questionnaire, so a little space will be required for these throughout the conference. A poster will be made to promote the survey, and will require a partition wall.

The questionnaire will also be promoted outside REFSQ through the mailing lists of the authors. We also plan to use the mailing list of the special interest group Requirements Engineering within the German Informatics Society (Gesellschaft für Informatik e. V. – GI).
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Automation Supported Requirements Prioritization for Software Testing Purposes
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Problem Statement. Prioritization of requirements is a key element for decision support in all phases of requirements testing, i.e. test planning, design, execution and evaluation. The use of prioritized requirements to drive testing is a source of software cost savings. In current practice, prioritization is mainly performed by human experts based on aspects like importance or implementation cost applying various techniques like ranking or analytical hierarchy process. Therefore the process of requirements prioritization is often time-consuming and contains non-determinism. But especially for requirements prioritization in the context of testing also technical aspects like complexity of components or severity of identified failures are relevant. These technical aspects are based on artifacts like component design, source code or failure data and can therefore be measured automatically which is deterministic and time-saving. Thus, we develop an approach to requirements prioritization for the purpose of testing supported by automatically measured metrics of technical artifacts like the coupling or cohesion of Java classes and empirically evaluate its impact on the effectiveness and efficiency of requirements testing. As the automatic measurement of technical metrics is based on technical artifacts like source code or failure data, our automation supported prioritization approach can only be applied if artifacts like prototypes, similar software, or previous component versions are available. Especially for testing purposes this is often the case and makes our approach widely applicable.

Additionally, in the context of testing, there is a demand for automated reprioritization based on technical artifacts in later test cycles. There are several empirical research challenges that we want to address by case studies in an industrial context. On the one hand we want to investigate the general conditions in terms of the types of technical metrics and the integration with classical requirements prioritization techniques under which the approach is beneficial. On the other hand we want to investigate the test effectiveness and efficiency of the approach. Test effectiveness addresses the degree of test goal achievement, and test efficiency addresses the resources consumption in order to achieve specific test goals.

Wanted from Industry. The requirements testing process implemented in the wanted industrial organization fulfills the following two prerequisites. (1) Requirements are prioritized based on an arbitrary classical requirements prioritization technique like ranking. (2) When prioritizing requirements, technical artifacts like prototypes, old components, similar software or previous versions of an existing or currently developed system are available and traceable to the requirements. It is not required that technical metrics are already measured automatically or that traceability links exist. We can automate the measurement and apply existing automated means to mine traceability links. Depending on the preference of the industrial organization, our approach can be directly integrated into the established testing process or be applied offline if the necessary artifacts are provided. For our approach we prefer software systems implemented based on the Java platform but are in principle not restricted to a specific technology or domain. The main benefit for the involved organization is a possible improvement of the requirements test process based on our empirical results.
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1 Goals and hypotheses

The goal of the proposed study is to investigate the impact of electronic support for requirements negotiations (RN) in the context of distributed software (SW) development. Collaborative support for RN becomes more and more important due to often asynchronous work of dislocated development teams. Stakeholders need to achieve a common understanding and need to agree on requirements ([6], p. 47) as conflict is at the bottom of each requirements engineering (RE) process. RN tools can provide dedicated support to these communication and decision finding processes.

Looking at software engineering research for the support of RE processes, several tools have been developed and are categorised in the so called SWEBOK ([1], p. 10-1); but none of the tools is dedicated to RN nor reflects the importance of communication as one way to avoid conflict and to reach consensus. Furthermore, basic office products are widely used in practice and more complex collaboration systems such as Microsoft SharePoint are adapted for RN, leading to lacks in usability, scalability, etc. due to missing methodological support of these tools.

Looking at negotiation research, electronic negotiations are not mere translations of traditional negotiations into the digital realm [7]. Rather, they provide additional value. Ströbel and Weinhardt define e-negotiation as being “(…) restricted by at least one rule that affects the decision-making or communication process, if this rule is enforced by the electronic medium supporting the negotiation, and if this support covers the execution of at least one decision-making or communication task.” ([9], p. 147). Additionally, electronic negotiations should support document management [7]. Negotiation Support Systems (NSS) have been treated in the research area of RE but only focus on the negotiation of requirements itself or are not adopted onto the subject matter of RE properly.¹ Considering ‘original’ RN methods and tools it is noticeable that RN tools as EasyWinWin [1] have been further developed (ARENA, ARENA II, ARENA-M; [8]) but hardly reached market maturity. Likewise, the RN method DisIRE was implemented into a prototype but has not been mentioned since ([2], p. 206).

¹ Cf. [3], p. 154; example NSS are Inspire [4], SmartSettle [3], Negoisst [7].
We want to find answers to the question whether RN tools are useful in the context of distributed SW development which we strongly believe. Based on experiences with negotiations, we hypothesise that (1) dedicated support through electronic RN enhances the quality of a RN process in distributed SW development; (2) dedicated support through electronic RN enhances the quality of the outcome of RN in distributed SW development.

2 Description of the intended procedure and participants

To achieve valid answers to the above questions, an experiment will be conducted with expert participants who deal with distributed SW development in their profession. Ideally, the participants would have strong domain knowledge in RE and experiences in negotiation. Additionally, experiences in distributed SW development project(s) as well as practical knowledge in using SW engineering/RE tools would be helpful.

In our experiment we will focus on one case scenario: As part of the work of a distributed SW development team, elicitation of customers’ requirements as well as the elicitation of product/quality functions have been performed. When it comes to the realization of product and quality functions, these need to get prioritized jointly by customers and developers depending on the function’s ability to fulfill customers’ requirements.

This is one point where conflicts typically arise and negotiations become necessary. Customers want all their high prioritized requirements to be realized, developers might only realize what is easily feasible within their product development strategy. Therefore, a conflict setting will be the starting point within the scenario for a test and a control group in the experiment. The test group will have electronic negotiation support and will use the electronic negotiation support system Negoisst [7] to solve the given negotiation task. The control group will not have electronic negotiation support and will be only allowed to use e-mail to communicate and to make offers or counter-offers to negotiate. Performance and quality of the RN process will be compared.

3 Benefits of the study and of performing the study

We believe that industry will benefit in these ways: As far as our investigations got so far, none of the ‘big players’ in RE tool business (e.g. IBM, Telelogic, Borland) offers a negotiation module within their SW up to now; only e.g. communication support for ‘requirements discussions’ are supported. Against the background of the importance of distributed SW development, we think that our study might generate insights for the necessity of specific RN support in RE tools. Concerning the common reproach that RE tools are only worth for big companies due to their complexity [5], we believe that RN can lead to a monetary benefit for tool vendors as well as for SMEs in the long run. Furthermore, participants from industry have the possibility to reflect on

---

their own approaches to distributed SW development by asking whether dedicated electronic support of RN might improve their SW development projects.
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Conceiving and planning research is far from straightforward, but doing it is of utmost importance for all researchers whatever their area of interest. Researchers should not only identify open and relevant problems, they should also plan and conduct the research with rigour. Moreover, they must be able to communicate effectively so as to disseminate their findings.

Junior researchers should achieve such competences early in their careers, for which practice and constructive feedback are of great help. It is important that doctoral students expose themselves to the opinion of senior researchers and peers, even if it requires overcoming personal fears. That is the aim of a doctoral symposium. The REFSQ Doctoral Symposium offers the chance to PhD students in the area of requirements engineering to learn from expert researchers, report their research plans and results so far and receive feedback, share their experiences and expand their professional network.

In response to the call for papers, eight submissions were received, each including (i) a doctoral paper describing the context of their research, the problems observed and the goal of their PhD, the research questions refining the goal, the research methodology intended to address the questions, an outline of the proposed solution and a summary of the work performed so far; and (ii) a recommendation letter by one of their advisors advocating the relevance of the student’s research for the requirements engineering community and overviewing the progress of the research project. Each submission was reviewed by one of the PC chairs and two PC members of the Doctoral Symposium and recommended for acceptance or rejection. Based on these evaluations, the chairs chose five doctoral papers to be presented in the symposium.

This year we run the third edition in Duisburg Essen. On the 8th of April, 2013, Roel Wieringa opened the REFSQ 2013 Doctoral Symposium welcoming all participants and outlining the programme. Then Sergio España conducted some warming-up exercises to help the students relax and, at the same time, energise all participants. Roel Wieringa introduced design science methodology to students, which provided a framework for discussion for the rest of the day.

Then each of the five students presented their research projects. Each presenter had a time slot of 50 minutes, with 20 minutes for presentation and 30 for discussion.
During their presentations, the PhD students in the room assessed the talk using anonymous evaluation forms. These were handed without further comments to the PhD students at the end of the day. During the discussion, one of the students in the audience recorded the minutes.

At the end of the day, there was a plenary discussion to reiterate lessons learned and discussion items that had come up during the day. Dan Berry offered his famous and hilarious talk on finishing a PhD on time. Bursts of laughter could be heard all over the venue but, more importantly, he provided useful guidelines and gave confidence to the students.

After the symposium, the presenters were invited to improve their doctoral papers, taking into consideration the advice and suggestions received. The reader can find these extended abstracts in the following pages.

We want to congratulate the students for their effort to deliver interesting presentations. We thank all the attendees for their participation in the discussions. Also, we acknowledge the REFSQ Doctoral Symposium Program Committee for their useful reviews. Finally we are grateful to the local organisers for their full support.
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Abstract. User participation and involvement in software development are considered to be essential for a successful software system. In large-scale IT projects with traditional development methods the end user is mostly involved in the beginning of development (i.e. in the specification phase) and at the end of development (i.e. in the verification and validation phase). But there are also user-relevant important decisions in the phases in between (i.e. design and implementation). Thus, I argue that it is important to study how large-scale IT projects can enhance user-developer communication in order to increase system success. I investigated what evidence exists on effects of user participation and involvement on system success and explored which methods are available in literature and in practice through an interview series. In addition, the thesis will propose a method that supports large-scale IT projects in enhancing user-developer communication. As a first step I developed a descriptive classification containing user-relevant decisions and therefore trigger points to start user-developer communication. Furthermore a tool analysis and extension of one tool will ensure the feasibility of the method in real life large IT projects. Finally the feasibility and effects of the method will be evaluated in a case study.

1 Introduction

The complexity and scale of business software (SW) systems, such as enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, has dramatically increased over the last decades [1]. Large-scale IT projects involve many stakeholders, whose different goals often lead to conflicting opinions and requirements. The resulting software system is supposed to be consistent with the desires of all stakeholders; therefore a need to involve stakeholder and in particular end users exists. In regard to user participation and involvement (UPI), there are three clear advantages of these large scale business system implementations. First, in comparison to new or evolutionery development of systems for a mass market, the prospective users are available within the company as are the developers who work long term on such systems. Second, a clear business
trend towards customized off-the-shell systems (COTS) over individual development of bespoke systems exists. As these standard systems already have best practices functionality built in, this leads to a defocus on actual functionality and a focus on customization. Thus, the technical challenges get less important, but the need to involve end users increases, due to their specific context knowledge. Third, in enterprises implementing these large-scale systems in comparison to mass market software, both end users and IT developer have an interest in achieving system success. The end users’ work is dependent on the resulting system and IT personnel often have a hard position within large enterprises as their work is only perceived as support of the main business, thus they have an interest to improve their perception in the business domains.

So far most research on UPI focuses either on early or on late development phases [2], [3]. I believe that the step in software development when user requirements are refined (and thus interpreted) by developers into a technical specification (i.e. system requirements, architecture and models) is a critical one for UPI and specifically for user-developer communication. In this step a lot of implicit decisions are taken, some of which should be communicated to the end users. Thus, within the thesis, I plan to create a method that extends existing requirement engineering, software development and project management practice in order to enhance user-developer communication. Therefore, I identified trigger points (decisions that are made during software development) that initiate communication with the end users, developed a classification of user relevant decisions to define the granularity level on which to communicate with the end users, derived adequate means of communication based on the media richness theory, and will propose a setup enabling large-scale IT projects to enhance user-developer communication. To create the method I first did a synthesis of current research regarding studies of correlations between UPI and their effect on system success. Secondly, an analysis of existing methods for UPI in software development and IT project management helps to identify gaps to be closed with the new method. Third, an interview series has been conducted to validate a classification of user-relevant decisions in the design and implementation phases. Fours, the method will be detailed based on the interviews and validated in a case study to show the effects on system success.

2 Problems and Research Questions

Most large-scale IT projects are still using traditional project management and SW development methods like the waterfall model [4], [5]. Their advantages are high stability and clear agreements on price, timeline and scope [6]. However, the drawbacks are long periods of waiting for the business side [6]. Within these long development cycles requirements transform, as the translation from user to system requirements leads to a lot of interpretation and misunderstanding accompanied by a low level of user-developer communication. There are two effects: On one hand, end users do not feel integrated in the project. On the other hand, end users do not recognize their requirements in the acceptance phase [7]. Both effects lead to a low
acceptance of the system and a low motivation to participate in large-scale IT projects. In addition, a lot of frustration and inefficiency exists due to communication gaps between the project participants, in particular between the business users and the IT personnel (developers, designers and architects) [8]. Especially the backwards communication of decisions and their rationales after the requirement elicitation does mainly not exists in those projects [9]. A method that enables IT projects to enhance user-developer communication regarding rationale of decisions will help end-users to feel more integrated in the project and thus motivate them to support the project with their knowledge. This will not only lead to a higher system quality, but also a higher acceptance rate and usage of the resulting system.

Thus I want to answer the following questions in the thesis:

- **RQ1** - Does increased UPI lead to increased system success in large-scale IT project?
- **RQ2** - What are the characteristics of existing methods in literature aiming to increase user participation and involvement in software development?
- **RQ3** – How can a large scale IT project support user-developer communication (with a focus on the decisions and their rationale that are made in design and implementation phase) in order to increase system success?
- **RQ4** – What effects has the method that supports large-scale IT projects in user-developer communication?

## 3 Proposed Solutions

### 3.1 Solution to RQ1 - Evidence that increased UPI increases system success

I conducted a systematic mapping study (submitted in December 2012 to the Journal for Empirical Software Engineering [10]), in which I identified empirical evidence in surveys and meta studies. I developed an overview of structural equation models that demonstrates that most papers showed positive correlations between aspects of development processes (incl. user participation), human aspects (incl. user involvement) and system success. Within the systematic mapping study, I extracted the researched aspects, correlation and number of participants for validation from 90 studies that were the result of our literature review. In order to analyze the aspects, I developed a classification with the main categories: development process, human aspects, system attributes, organizational factors and system success. The analysis revealed that user participation and involvement is an important research topic, as it has been researched in a broad manner by various research areas. The vast majority of the derived correlations showed a positive effect, thus I can conclude that aspects of the development process and human aspects have a positive effect on system success. Another indicator for the wide range of this research area is the number of participants that were employed to validate the effects on a subcategory level. The analysis showed that user participation and their involvement’s positive effect on user satisfaction was validated by a more than 4000 participants involved in the surveys. Users, who feel involved, do use the system more frequently. Lastly, I looked into the
15 studies with negative correlations. Most of them show only a few negative correlations, but do not question the main correlations between aspects of UPI and system success. In addition, I found out that most studies with negative correlations were published a long time ago.

3.2 Solution to RQ2 - Characteristics of methods increasing UPI

I looked into 27 methods papers within the systematic mapping study [10] and analyzed their targeted issue, their validation context and their proposed solution. I found out that all software development activities (planning & project management, SW specification & requirement engineering, SW design & implementation, SW verification & validation, and SW evolution) are influenced by methods, but not many methods focus on the design and implementation activity. The comparison between aspects researched by the surveys and meta studies and the targeted aspects from the methods reveals that methods for user participation and involvement target similar categories as the surveys and meta studies. But they do have a higher focus on the user-developer communication and the user’s motivation. In addition, they target mostly the success factor system quality, which differs from the survey papers that mostly research user satisfaction. The analysis of the validation context revealed that most methods were validated in a public environment. The structured overview of practice with method examples shows that practices derived from the solutions are distributed over all software activities. In addition, I identified a focus on communication structures in the methods.

3.3 Solution to RQ3 – Support of user-developer communication

I will propose a method to support large-scale IT projects in enhancing user-developer communication with the four components: setup of communication structure based on stakeholder analysis, train developers on capturing decisions/changes, setup traceability of decisions, and define means of communication based on media richness theory. An interview series with twelve experts in large scale IT projects has been done. The results will be used to identify whether there is communication between end users and developers in large scale IT projects and if yes in what setup and phases it takes place. Furthermore, issues and consequences that are caused by communication gaps will be identified. I collected 81 examples of trigger points and thereof developed a descriptive classification for user-relevant decisions. The idea for a method has also been validated and will be improved and detailed..

3.4 Solution to RQ4 – Effects of method for user-developer communication

To assess the feasibility and effects of our method I will use the results of the interview series as well as the case study. I want to rate the usefulness of our method structure and hope to be able to measure improvements in user satisfaction when
testing the feasibility of the method within the case study. In addition, I will look into
effects, such as is there an increase of direct user-developer communication and
general communication interactions in the design and implementation phase after
implementing the method?

3.5 Expected Benefits

Overall, the meta analysis showed a positive effect of UPI and in particular of user-
developer communication on system success. Thus, a theoretical base of our method
is available. The results give insights specifically for the community of human aspects
in software engineering into the existing research on UPI. The overview of existing
methods is useful for other researchers as they can see what method covers which
targeted issues in which context and what the proposed solution is. In addition, it aids
to understand the landscape of software development and IT project management
methods in regard to UPI and indicates which parts of existing methods could be
reused and combined in the new method. The descriptive classification of user-
relevant decisions supports the method by helping developers and end users to
understand important decisions and their implications. Through the interview series, I
validated the classification and enhanced it with examples. The examples of decisions
will help to explain, users, developers and researcher to understand when to start
communication with the end users. The method will help to close communication
gaps especially for the area of large-scale IT projects in a business context. There is a
large bandwidth of existing methods, but a low usage rate within practice. Thus, it
seems to be very hard to find the right balance between the developers’ and end users’
division of work and close alignment between these parties with a high level of
communication. The method will describe in what situations it is useful to start
communication with the end user (trigger points), how to structure that
communication (when to inform whom on what granularity level) and how to
represent these decisions and the rationale to help the end user to understand them.
The validation of the method within a case study will also point to open issue and
refinement needs within the method and rate the benefits.

4 Research Methods

The literature review is conducted as a systematic mapping study [11]. A search
string has been used in twelve different sources from the domains (IT, Business and
Communication). Overall 3136 hits have been identified, the initial selection based on
publication title and abstract lead to a 232 downloaded publications. This selection
has then been reviewed with clear exclusion criteria. The classification for end-user-
relevant decisions is developed based on analysis of existing methods and then
targeted for the context of large scale IT projects (RQ 3). The interview series was
conducted with semi-structured interviews of twelve experts in large-scale IT
projects. The evaluation of the method depends on the company for the case study. At
least one very large case study comprising a questionnaire of current situation and usage of user-developer communication, application of our method in (one or more) IT projects and analysis of implications on project success from the applied method will be done. Ideally this case study will be conducted by accompanying a real life IT implementation over a longer time period.

5 Related work

So far the topic of user participation in IT projects has mainly been researched in the information system field. This research mostly focused on the work-place context and looked for dependencies of UPI and system success. A broader approach has been taken by the research area of human-computer-interface. This area focuses on the design of interactive systems and their usability mostly known under the words of ‘user-centered’ or ‘user-centered design’ [2]. User-centered design utilizes methods such as task analysis, prototyping and usability evaluations [12]. Other forms are participatory design - focusing on democratic participation through workshops -, ethnography – emphasizing social aspects though observation-, and contextual design – looking into the context of work through contextual inquiry prototyping [13].

Within software engineering the topic has been of much interest, as neither user participation not user involvement is mentioned in the SWEBOK [2]. Despite this amount of existing research there are still gaps within the different methods and it is still an open question how user involvement should be integrated into SW development [14], [15]. Other methods such as participatory design based on the Scandinavian school, user-centered design defined in the ISO standard or joint-application-design [16] fail to point out how exactly (i.e. in which phases, which content, etc) the user involvement should take place [2]. So far most research focus on UPI either in the early development phases, e.g. requirement elicitation, or at the end of the development project within user acceptance tests [2], [3]. An interesting study has been done by Bjarnason et al. (2011) [8]. They study communication gaps in terms of their (root) causes and effects (e.g. customer expectations that are not met, low motivation to contribute to the requirements work, software unit control of the implementation without alignment with the requirement team, unclear requirement coverage, quality issues and wasted effort from rework). Given those effects I believe that the step in development process when the user requirements are translated by the developer into the more technical specification of the system is a critical one. Even though most agile approaches implicitly use that sort of communication as they claim very close cooperation (mostly even physically together in one team room), the focus is more on a successful way to quickly develop working software. Besides that, these methods are hard to implement in large-scale IT projects. It is still an open question how the current high-ceremony methods can be extended by agile methods [5], as in most of the long term implementation projects the end users from business side cannot be a full time team member (as they need to perform their daily work).
Progress

I started the work on the PhD in September 2011. In the autumn of 2011, I have conducted the literature review and got familiar with the topic of user-developer communication. In 2012, I developed the first structure of the method based on TORE and the Media Richness Theory. Furthermore, I used the results of the systematic mapping study in order to answer RQ1 and RQ2. In addition, I conducted an interview series with twelve experts on large-scale IT projects. In 2013, I will analyze the results of the interview series and will detail the method. I will also include a tool analysis. Finally I want to conduct the case study for validation. I expect to finish the thesis by December 2013.
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Abstract. Often during the requirements engineering (RE) process, the value of a requirement is assessed, e.g., in requirement prioritisation, release planning, and trade off analysis. In order to support these activities, this research evaluates Goal Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) methods for the description of a requirement’s value. Specifically, we investigate the goal to goal contribution relationship for its ability to demonstrate the value of a requirement, and propose that it is enriched with concepts such as correlation, confidence, and utility.
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1 Problem Statement

There is often a “field-of-dreams” assumption that once software is built to the specified requirements, benefit will come [1]. The fact that there is little correlation between a company’s level of IT investment and its profitability or market value, leading to the so-called “information paradox” [2], highlights the dangers of this assumption. Therefore, stakeholders responsible for a software project’s funding need to be able to demonstrate that the software will be beneficial. Furthermore, practitioners performing RE processes where the benefit of a requirement is assessed (e.g., in prioritisation) need to know how benefit is defined by the stakeholders, and then how the requirements will contribute to it. With this in mind, this research aims to explore, improve, and evaluate methodologies for analysing the assumed benefits of requirements, and thereby, the alignment of those requirements to business strategy. Through evaluation of such methods in industrial projects, we aim to optimise the cost to benefit ratio of their application through methodology improvements, guidelines, and tool support.

The following research questions were formulated in response to problems faced by our industry partners, with the overall goal to improve decision-making in the RE process via better communication and analysis of assumed benefit:

RQ1. What evidence exists to show that implemented requirements (i.e., software features and qualities) are not always beneficial?
RQ2. What is an appropriate approach for modelling the assumed benefits of software requirements?
RQ3. What aspects of the resulting benefit model are important for analysing the strategic alignment of software requirements?
RQ4. What are the quality characteristics of such models, and what challenges preclude them?
RQ5. How can a supporting tool address the challenges elicited from RQ4?
2 Motivation

The oft-cited, but ageing CHAOS report [3] suggests that two thirds of functional requirements which are specified before implementation are never or rarely used after their implementation. Such claims are supported by independent surveys, for example [4], which found that only 27% of the functionality in word processing software is ever used. Since stakeholders are often “motivated to brainstorm requirements which they think that they just might need at some point” [5], it should be no surprise that some requirements lack pertinence, and as a result, deplete development resources.

Pertinence also affects the quality of non-functional requirements (NFR’s). For example, a reliability requirement stipulating a certain level of service uptime should be the result of a trade-off made between two or more conflicting stakeholder goals, e.g., “maximize service availability” and “minimize infrastructure costs”. Such trade-offs aim to maximise the utility of the software by optimising the associated cost-benefit ratios and acceptable risk levels [6]. Unfortunately, it has been found that stakeholders are rarely the source of NFR’s, since “architects consider themselves to be the real experts when it comes to defining efficiency, reliability, and other similar aspects” [7]. On the contrary, the RE activity is primarily concerned with the description of the application domain [8] - the stakeholder’s specialism, rather than the machine, which is the architect’s specialism. In order to perform a successful trade-off, the rationale behind each goal is required, and without stakeholder involvement, over/under specification of NFR’s will likely occur as a result of developer assumptions, ultimately leading to increased costs, delays, or in extreme cases, project failure [9]. Thus, for such consequences to be avoided, developers and stakeholders need to be able to comprehend the effects of a requirement’s implementation on each other’s goals, since the quality of any decision is underpinned by the information available to support it [10].

Numerous surveys blame the majority of software project failures, including poor return on investment (ROI), on inadequate RE [3, 11] - or more specifically, on poor stakeholder communication and incorrect assumptions [12]. Framing the problem in the context of these failure factors, we wish to minimise assumptions made about the benefits that stakeholders expect, by communicating those expectations to developers. Regardless of the cause, as a result of IT’s poor ROI, IT-business strategy alignment has been the top ranking concern of business executives for the last two decades [13].

3 Related Work

The value based software engineering (VBSE) agenda [14] is motivated by the observation that most software projects fail because they don’t deliver stakeholder value, yet, much software engineering practice is done in a value-neutral setting (e.g., where project cost and schedule is tracked rather than stakeholder value). Value-based requirements engineering (VBRE) takes the economic value of IT products into perspective through stakeholder identification, business case analysis, requirements prioritisation, and negotiation [15]. The primary VBRE methods are Business Case Analysis (BCA) and Benefits Realization Analysis (BRA) [16]. We consider other VBRE processes (e.g., prioritisation) as secondary, since they depend on benefit estimation.

In its simplest form, BCA involves calculating a system’s ROI (financial benefits versus costs, in present value). An advancement from BCA, eV's value modelling seeks to understand the economic value of a system by mapping value exchanges between actors, ultimately leading to financial analysis such as discounted cash flow [17]. Howev-
er, such approaches are complex in their application, since the validity of any concise
financial figure depends on assumptions holding true, e.g., that independent variables
remain within expected ranges. Estimating benefit involves further intricacies such as
uncertainty, and the translation of qualitative variables (e.g., software user happiness) to
quantitative benefits (e.g., sales revenue) - none of which are made explicit by BCA.

BRA’s fundamental concept is the Results Chain [18], which visually demonstrates
traceability between an initiative (i.e., a software system) and its outcomes (i.e., bene-
fits) using a directed graph, where nodes represent initiatives, outcomes, and assump-
tions, and edges represent contribution links. BRA’s contribution links allow one initia-
tive to spawn multiple outcomes, but the links are not quantitative, e.g., outcome: “re-
duced time to deliver product” can contribute to outcome: “increased sales” if assump-
tion: “delivery time is an important buying criterion” holds true – but the quantitative
relationship between “product delivery time” and “sales increase” is not explored. This
poses a problem when outcomes are business objectives, since the satisfaction of an
objective depends on the extent that it is contributed to, e.g., in the case of a cost reduc-
tion objective, the extent is the amount of reduction that will be contributed [19].

Goal Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) methods are capable of demon-
strating alignment between software requirements and goals with AND/OR goal graphs
[20]. Goal graphs ensure the pertinence of software requirements [20], since require-
ments must trace to a more abstract goal to explain the rationale for the requirement’s
implementation. Additionally, goal graphs improve communication between stake-
holders since requirements are restated at various levels of abstraction (through goals),
thereby bridging the gap between technically minded developers and application-
domain focused stakeholders. Quantified goal graphs are used in [20] to model how far
one goal contributes to its parent goals. However, the approach does not translate con-
tribution scores toward various levels of goal abstraction, and therefore does not place
the benefit contributed by a requirement into context, e.g., that a large saving may only
be derived from a small cost [19]. A probabilistic layer for quantified goal graphs is
proposed in [21] to reason about the probability that a goal’s more abstract parent goals
will be satisfied. However, this approach is time consuming, has limited applications,
and does not capture stakeholder “attitude, preference and likings” [22].

Singh and Woo review the IT-business alignment literature within the RE field
[23], and conclude that the majority of frameworks do not address business strategy or
value analysis. The Strategic Alignment Model [24] is proposed as a theoretical
framework for conceptualising IT-business alignment, but it is not taken beyond the
conceptual level, and thus does not consider traceability to system requirements [25].
The OMG’s standardised Business Motivation Model (BMM) [26] states that a set of
quantified business objectives forms a business strategy, and that satisfaction of the
objectives satisfies the strategy. Several methodologies have used the BMM to show
the strategic alignment of software requirements. For example, in [27], OMG’s SysML
requirements metamodel is extended to establish traceability to the “tactic” concept
from the BMM. Similarly, in [25], the BMM is used to decompose business strategy
down to software requirements (i.e., from vision statements to tasks) which will satis-
fice the strategy. However, much like the BRA, neither approach takes a quantitative
approach to demonstrating strategic alignment, yet strategic alignment depends on the
extent of an objective’s satisfaction, which is measured quantitatively.
4 Proposed Solution

The foundations for our approach to answering RQ2 are introduced in [19]. A brief summary is that the benefits of software requirements are stated at various levels of abstraction using goal graphs (where a benefit is the advantage gained by treating a problem and where goals are inverted problems). Goal graphs are used because they are well suited for visualising abstraction and refinement (hierarchies between parent/child goals), and can also visualise dependencies and cause-effect relationships [28].

A more detailed summary is that GRL goal graphs [29] are used to relate software requirements (represented by GRL task elements) to business objectives (represented by GRL hard goal elements) through GRL contribution links. Software requirements are represented by GRL tasks, in that it is the task of implementing the requirement that should satisfy some business objective. Business objectives are specified using the GQM+Strategies template [30], such that objectives can be considered as GRL hard goals (i.e., the objective’s required magnitude is set). The proposed approach is: a) prescriptive in that some amount of business objective satisfaction is prescribed, b) descriptive in that the problem to be solved by the objectives is contextualised by various levels of goal abstraction, and c) predictive in that the contributions made by requirements or objectives to higher-level business objectives are quantitatively estimated.

In order to illustrate the approach’s application, we refer to a software project that the authors were involved with. The software manages and schedules media files for digital signage (advertising). Fig. 1 shows an excerpt of a goal graph in the context of this project (in accordance with [19]), which explores some assumed benefits of a proposed functional requirement. A reader unfamiliar with GRL can find guidance in [29].

When it comes to answering RQ3, we are most interested in the contribution links between software requirements and business objectives, since they represent the alignment. Specifically, we are interested in describing GoalX to GoalY contribution.
such that various levels of satisfaction of GoalX are mapped to various levels of satisfaction of GoalY. We are most interested in causal relationships between GoalX and GoalY, but in reality correlation and causation are difficult to distinguish in sociotechnical systems [31]. We also take into account the effects of the system’s various usage profiles on goal contribution, as shown in Fig. 2 by the y-axis grouping (the “Promo” group represents a promotional period, such as a seasonal holiday).

For functional requirements, the contribution data is discrete, since there are only two states to capture - when the requirement is, or is not implemented. Thus, in Fig. 2, we refer to [T2] as the As-Is state to represent when the requirement is not implemented, and [T1] as the To-Be state to represent when the requirement is implemented. For non-functional requirements, the contribution data is continuous, since when properly specified, their values are numerical (e.g., an uptime requirement will have various possible states of satisfaction: 99.99%, 99.98%, etc.). Thus, if [T1] were non-functional, e.g., “the maximum time an expired media item should be displayed for is 5 minutes”, then Fig. 2 would be an XY graph rather than a bar graph, with x-axis values specified in minutes and y-axis values derived from the goal that it contributes to. Note that soft goals are not used, since business objectives are defined quantitatively according to the BMM, and thus, qualitative contribution to quantitative goals is ambiguous.

Once the first contribution link has been described, we move up the goal graph to describe the next contribution link, as in Fig. 3, to provide context to the benefits (in Fig. 3, we show that the menial work is only partly comprised of old media removal). Enriching the contribution links with this information will allow “what-if?” analysis through interpolation and contribution propagation. Additional benefits include better elicitation of goal tolerance levels and improved clarification of the goal’s criticality, i.e., the extent to which a goal’s satisfaction criteria can be stretched (e.g., relaxing a non-functional requirement) without causing failure of the goals it that it contributes to.

To enrich the contribution link further, we make confidence explicit, that is, when a practitioner describes the correlation between two goals, their confidence in their descriptions will vary depending on their expertise and previous experience. Thus, capturing confidence (e.g., between 0 and 1) for each data point in a contribution link will allow decisions to be made in consideration of the assigner’s uncertainty (lack of knowledge), previous accuracy in their confidence assignments, and their risk preference. Alternative approaches to representing confidence will be evaluated (e.g., enumerated estimate points {worst-case, likely and best-case}, intervals, and probability distributions).

Finally, root goals (those which do not contribute to other goals) are mapped to utility [10], where various levels of goal satisfaction result in various levels of “goodness”. For example, referring to the root goal [G4] in Fig. 1, the various levels of staff motivation (e.g., measured on a likert scale between 0 and 5) would map to utility values (e.g., between 0 and 1). This will allow non-linear relationships between motivation and the utility of that motivation to be represented (e.g., that the difference between 0 and 1 on the motivation scale is bigger than 4 and 5). The concept of utility is both subjective and specific to the utility assigner. However, capturing it will explain the criticality of a root goal’s satisfaction criteria, and any differences in utility assignment between stakeholders will be made apparent before the requirement is implemented. Thus, for this to be useful, the stakeholder’s utility preferences must be communicated to each other for conflict resolution. Then, the stakeholder’s utility functions can be aggregated in order to improve their integrity, as in the “wisdom of the crowd” theory [32].

RQ4 examines the qualities of a model used for the analysis of strategic alignment. The elicited qualities are much like the “completeness” quality of a requirements doc-
ument in that they are aspirational (their complete satisfaction is not expected). So far, we have elicited three core qualities from the application of our approach:

- **Determinism** – a goal graph produced by one practitioner relating a requirement to an organisation’s goals should be similar to one produced by another. This can be supported by defining goals with metrics formalisation templates.

- **Transparency** – a goal graph should be self-explanatory rather than reliant on assumed widespread knowledge of what a goal means or why it matters. This can be achieved with goal abstraction to place goals into context.

- **Reusability** – the applicability of goal definitions (and their associated contribution links) to future projects should be as wide as possible. An example of poor reusability would be describing a contribution link relatively (such as “10% user task time reduction leads to 20% task cost reduction”) without providing the absolute figures (e.g., $x$ dollars were saved by reducing $y$ hours).

The primary challenge to the first two qualities is that objective data is far rarer than subjective data. Decisions makers have found favour with inferior processes (e.g., qualitative goal contribution scoring) because they do not force you to think very hard [10]. For example, most managers will have the opinion that reducing menial work will improve employee motivation. Thus, assigning a “+” to that contribution link is easy, but understanding the extent to which menial work affects motivation requires a survey, since it might be the case that employees are unaffected by, or even enjoy menial work. Future work will attempt to understand which goal contribution links are in most need of analysis, since it is recognised that practitioner time is finite.

RQ5 looks at how far a tool can support the application of the proposed approach. A tool is currently under development\(^1\), whose current features were derived from inefficiencies encountered whilst implementing the approach. For example, automatic goal graph drawing resulted from the observation that drawing large goal graphs is time consuming due to the number of edge collisions that occur. We plan to extend the tool’s functionality with features such as goal similarity analysis (duplicate detection) in order to support the reuse of data from previous projects (e.g., benefits of a feature).

5 **Research Method, Progress & Novelty**

This PhD project is in collaboration with two industrial partners (LSC Group and Rolls-Royce)\(^2\). One industrial partner will provide case studies for software developed for their own organisation, while the other will provide case studies for software developed for an external organisation. The research approach adopted for this thesis is based on the experimental software engineering paradigm [33]. Firstly, a problem was identified with the help of our industrial partners. Structured interviews and questionnaires were then used to investigate the problem, which complements the motivation identified from the literature (briefly discussed in Section 2). Then, the scientific problem was defined in the format of research questions. After that, a solution idea was formed following a systematic literature review. A prototype tool was then developed to make the required data’s capture, representation, and analysis possible so that the solution can be improved through feedback. The solution idea will then be validated against the scientific and the practical problem using case studies for evaluation.

---

\(^1\) The prototype tool is available to download at http://www.goalviz.info/REFSQ DS/

\(^2\) The author wishes to thank Dr. Tim King and Dr. Badr Haque for their support as industrial supervisors, and Dr. Russell Lock and Prof. Ray Dawson as academic supervisors.
This PhD project is half way through its three year duration, and an initial solution has been outlined. The remainder of the project will focus on case study research to evaluate the effectiveness of the approach compared to the current state of the art. Initial feedback from the tool’s evaluation with practitioners is promising. Stakeholders, especially business managers, are attracted to the ability to understand technical software requirements in terms of the business objectives that they are familiar with. Feedback from developers has been more critical, since they are evaluated on the quality and timeliness of their programming, rather than on the value aspects of the software. Additionally, the numerical aspect of the approach has been off-putting to some.

As for novelty, we are not aware of an approach that considers the benefits of a software requirement as a chain of quantified goal abstractions. In particular, we are not aware of an approach that attempts to forecast the effect of a goal’s satisfaction on its parent goal(s) at:

a) varying levels of goal satisfaction extent (explaining the effects of partial/full requirement satisfaction on multiple levels of goal abstraction);
b) varying levels of software usage (explaining the different profiles of software usage that can affect a requirement’s contribution to goals);
c) varying levels of stakeholder confidence (explaining the extent to which a requirement’s satisfaction may not contribute to a goal as specified);
d) varying levels of stakeholder utility (explaining the non-linear relationships between the extent of a goal’s satisfaction and the utility gained);
e) varying levels of stakeholder agreement (explaining the variance between the stakeholder’s estimates about the benefits that will be realised).
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Abstract. Requirements engineering (RE) has been enormously intensified by the need for simple method, easy to learn, and the desire to communicate with stakeholders holding different backgrounds. This paper introduces the icon based language intended to describe constructs for expressing situations that take part during the requirements process. Icon based language utilizes features of visual notations standard in RE domain incorporating with icon representations. Icon based language is designed by combining meta modeling concepts and notations for functional and non functional requirements. The main application area includes RE contexts such as elicitation, analysis, validation and traceability. The primary contribution is aimed at providing the stakeholders with an intuitive and convenient communication environment by using icon based language for describing wide range of applications from business goals and requirements narratives to high level system analysis and design.
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1 Background and Motivation

Requirements engineering (RE) has exponentially become an essential part of software development process [1]. Several software development problems arise from shortcomings in terms that stakeholders elicit, document, agree and amend the software’s requirements [1], [2]. To date, many mechanisms such as goal-oriented, UML and scenario devised to allow the development teams and other stakeholders to discover, specify and review requirements [3]. Unfortunately, one considerable deficiency is the fact that they require knowledge and skill to achieve the tasks. Resolving this fence will accelerate interaction and communication of all stakeholders. For that reason, the advantages of visualization [4], [5], [6] drive the research to make greatly improve and eliminate the host barriers of technical-rich methods such as misinterpretation, misunderstanding and misconception.

The aim of the current research is to introduce an uncomplicated visual modelling method which is based primarily on iconic counterparts. Visual representation is one of the main ways that human beings communicate: it is social practice [7], [8] varying...
upon situations e.g. the sign language [8], diagrams [9], and comic illustrations [10]. The use of icons, symbols or signs in auxiliary communication makes visual representations different from natural language techniques that constructs on the basis of linear orderings of words [11]. Icons’ meaning can be perceived straightly and they also encourage communication across international frontiers. Astonishingly, icons have been accepted successfully in human-computer interface, but seldom in RE visual notations [12], [13].

In this paper, we propose an icon-based language as a communication means for different stakeholders in RE. The study is focused to the construction of feasible visual sentences. The visual sentence is the composition of visual vocabulary, syntax, and semantics. Each construction is understood as a representation of a concept, an object, an action, or a relation.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next section starts with the related work. Then, the research questions and methodology is presented. The following section presents the proposed solution of icon-based language in RE process. After that, up-to-date progress is explained. And final section is reserved for conclusion.

2 State of the Art

Moody [13] indicates that icons and visuals represent important benefit for communication research, especially to communicate about topics in which sound difficult for novices. Research attempts have been made to develop computer-intensive iconic communication systems, which primary aimed at fostering people to communicate with each other. Some systems are dedicated as a communication tool for the people who have speech disorders [8], [14]. Several proposals are rudimentary on linguistic theories such as the conceptual dependency theory introducing the concepts that the units of meaning correspond to the grammatical units of clause and words (e.g. [11], [15]). A profound research has been completed on designing the system that facilitates the reviewers to mutually communicate without sharing common language [15]. In the field of crisis management, Fitrianie et al. [11] announced a comprehensive icon-based interface that exploits graphic symbols to represent concepts or ideas.

In the RE community, wide variety of researches has highlighted on diagram for improving requirements engineering activities [16], [17], [18]. Extended features of use case diagram have been devised by Yang-Turner et al. [16] to support the tasks of stakeholders in elicitation activity. In similar manner, Helming et al. [18] approached an incremental UML as a communication means for delivering collaborative environment whereas, Cardei et al. [17] adapted the UML methodology into specification and validation phases to alleviate the gaps of requirements ambiguities and misinterpretations. Most diagrams make very diminutive use of semantic transparency and are abstract shapes whose meaning are articulately conventional and must be learnt. Visual notation in software engineering has been studies extensively by Moody [13] to define a series of principles for designing cognitively effective visual notation. He also advised to use pictorial icons that their meaning can be conceived directly and easily learnt to enhance cognitive effectiveness in all stages of RE process.
3 Research Questions

The premise research questions (RQ) of this paper are as the following:

- RQ 1: What are the difficulties users currently experienced in performing RE?
  - RQ 1-1: What are the existing problems still left to be solved?
- RQ 2: How can we support the tasks of software developers and other stakeholders in RE process with icon-based language, especially in multi-cultural environments?
  - RQ 2-1: What are the tasks of RE that can be supported by icons, for instance, requirements attributes and RE process etc.?
  - RQ 2-2: How can the concept be designed to take into account of the different cultures and behaviors in effective RE?
  - RQ 2-3: Who are the key stakeholders to be benefited from a proposed solution?
- RQ 3: How to validate if a proposed solution supports RE stakeholders and is easy to learn and understand?

In order to answer those questions, we use the design science research for icon-based language development as depicted in Fig. 1:

![Diagram of design science research methodology](image)

**Fig. 1.** Design science research methodology for icon based language

We first identify the problem of the whole RE context to understand real interests of stakeholders. According to literature review, we arrived at three problem identification in performing RE [19], [20]. Firstly, there is the ability challenge of system stakeholders to express their needs concisely and concretely. In broad spectrum, requirements are heavily hard to discover in situations where there is a communication gap between technical and non-technical users that appear to speak different languages and apply different approaches for desired outcomes. Secondly, requirements complexity happens when stakeholders encounter the difficulty to understand, specify and communicate requirements. Finally, requirements volatility signifies to the stability of requirements that easily change as a result of environmental dynamic or individual learning. We then define concrete objectives to inform the necessities of a possible solution to the aforementioned problems. Our main objective is to find a solution that provisions the RE stakeholders who have been influenced by multicult-
tural backgrounds to specify requirements, analyze and prioritize requirements, resolve conflicts and make negotiation, and examine requirements change, requirements life cycle and traceability of requirements. At the design stage (see number 3 in Fig. 1), we will develop RE context and icon artifacts including the integration of those two worlds by means of Re process which begins with patterning the scope and vision, use case scenario and ends up with requirements specification. Following the theoretical evaluation, we empirically assess the utility and usability [21] of icon-based language whether it is simple enough to comprehend by RE stakeholders.

4 Proposed Solution: Icon-based Language

Icon-based language is proposed to provide RE stakeholders with technique that does not require advance knowledge, the development of more lightweight and intuitive interaction. In RE context, it is important to take into consideration the life cycle of the requirements as well as the attributes of the requirements. Icon-based language is defined rooted on the visual vocabularies visual grammars (syntax) and semantics [13], [15], [22].

- **Visual vocabularies or graphic symbols**: visual vocabulary is set of icons that annotate the visual sentence schemed on one-dimensional, two-dimensional and three-dimensional space and possibly associated through special relationships (see an example in Fig. 2). The iconic symbols consist of four actor types, three node types, five priority types, five status states, three dependency relationships, two parent-child relationships, two link types and one measurement bar for number of changes. Overall, actor represents stakeholders and systems that have the purpose and actions to achieve goals. Node symbolizes the various types of RE activities such as requirements taxonomy or elicitation tasks that we categorize to be individually exemplified by icon(s). For example, “goal” represents business requirements. Rationale signifies the scenario of activity that will be presented by icon(s). Typically, rationale dynamically describes the requirements’ behavior under various conditions such as a group “priority” and a series of “status” states.

![Fig. 2. Icon vocabularies for icon based language corresponding to a semantic structure](image-url)
Visual grammatical rules/Syntaxes: A set of icon elements and visual grammatical rules are altogether compounded to visual syntax. Currently, visual syntax is designed by applying the “Physics of Notation” theory [13]. We classify the visual vocabularies into three categories: actor, node and rationale as shown in Fig 2. Stick figures would be used to represent actors because they are universally interpreted for the representation of people. Variations of stick figures could help reader to distinguish the different types of actors. For example a stick wearing hat can be representative of manager. Node elements bear a resemblance to concrete icons together with geometrical shapes that are, however, globally accepted. For the remainder, we use abstract objects that are easily recognized such as the mathematical signs emotional faces, different line connectors of arrows and logical signs. In addition, color is used to improve cognitive effectiveness such as green, red and yellow colors which are the standard color for traffic sign.

Visual semantics: The semantics of an icon-based language is represented in the meta-model form. Each syntactic creature is arranged to some semantic construct. As an example of parent-child relationship described in Fig. 3, the announcement of two banking transactions for account inquiry and money transfer involves several relevant requirements. Some of them, for instance, are:

- FunReq 001: The system shall provide customer two transaction types, account inquiry and money transfer.
- FunReq 001 1: Customer is able to inquiry only accounts that have been added into the online system.
- FunReq 001 2: There are three categories of money transfer, (1) 1st party fund transfer: transferring within the same bank, different account but same owner name, (2) 3rd party fund transfer: transferring within the same bank and different owner account, and (3), other bank fund transfer: transferring over different bank account.
- FunReq 001 3: List of accounts shall be displayed in alphabet order.

The meaning of an example in Fig. 3 can be inferred as to justify a parent requirement (FunReq 001), it requires two children requirements of FunReq 001 1 and FunReq 001 2 to be justified, too whereas a parent requirement (FunReq 001) can be either fulfilled or not fulfilled by a child requirement (FunReq 001 3).
4.1 Icon-based Language Meta-model

The icon-based language meta-model (ILModelElement) demonstrated in Fig. 4 has been defined on the industry standard conventions (e.g. [23], [24]). In order to model general characteristics, the core meta-model includes entities such as Actor, Relationship, and Requirements. This meta-model can describe and communicate requirements as well as structure the reasoning about them. Actor definitions are frequently used to represent stakeholders or systems. Requirement elements are a linkable element to give an account of and the reasons for the proposed require goals and desires. A Requirement is characteristics of requirements artifacts that have a unique identifier (ID property), a name, a description, a priority (priority type), and a status (status type). A model may contain additional requirements (AdditonalReq) which is customizable. Requirement can have relation with each other by three dependency types: Refine, Require and Conflict. A number of changes is enclosed to a corresponding requirement to provide extra information about the requirements volatility.

Fig. 4. Meta model for icon based language

Icon-based language-Icon (ILIcon) is a container for all actor reference, requirement reference, and link reference. An actor reference (ActorRef) refers to an actor definition and show its boundary. A link reference (LinkRef) is a direct link that bonds a source element to a different target element. A requirement reference (RequirementRef) shows a requirement element. Its representation associates with the type of the requirement element definition it refers to. The syntax such as color shape, orientation or symbol of an actor, relationship and requirement definition are defined in concrete style (Style) and are therefore shared by all the actors, requirements and relationship types. Ultimately, the concept of core meta-class of icon-based language is flexible for further customization.
5 Research Progress

As part of development phase of the research project, an initial attempt to produce an icon-based language, using RE contexts as a theme is skeletonized on the conclusion of interdisciplinary literature review (phase 1). Key attributes of icon-based language have been implied: - that RE world are identified, - that icon artifacts are designed to support the defined RE world and - that every construct in the language is represented visually by iconic symbols.

In the near future, the empirical evolution needs to be set up for testing the icons. It includes the formulation of questionnaire and test case scenarios. Different kinds of questions will be asked when testing icons: open ended (e.g. having icons available and ask what fitness describes the meaning of those icons?), image meaning (i.e. giving permission to the subject to match icons and meanings from two lists: one of icons and another one of meanings), and icon category (e.g. arranging a specific set of icons and asks the subject which category does those icons belong to?). Data is collected using a combination of methods. Key components are the user test and the user satisfaction questionnaire.

During empirical evaluation, we conduct two iterations: one with multicultural students in the RE course of the Department of Mathematical Information Technology at the University of Jyväskylä, and another with software companies both in Thailand and Finland. The best way to reach the heterogeneous participants is web-based icon test. By having the survey dispatched on the Internet, it can possibly grasp any person in any location that has access to the Internet. We will form an electronic survey and put it on the web. The result of these two iterations will be used to measure if the icon-based language is easy learnt and inform improvement possibility.

6 Conclusion

RE has been widely adapted by various communities while it remains a huge challenge in the context of interoperability between stakeholders. This research intends to propose an important framework encompassed with icon protocol towards breaking down communication obstacle between development teams and business stakeholders. We define a number of RE contexts that are needed to express requirements and to be represented by icons. The main expectation constitutes to human-oriented perspective that icon-based language is flexible and simple enough to allow stakeholders to apprehend. Icon-based language is designed rooted on the concept of visual notation and iconic communication that goes beyond the traditional natural languages. Throughout the research, it will contribute significantly to some possible ways for solving the problems caused by language and technical impediments when delivering requirements in software development life cycle. Furthermore, a simple restricted grammar and self-explanatory icons would make the icon-based language more appealing. The icons used for icon-based language should be commonly recognized across cultures. Otherwise, the icons might be designed for localization special icons for each of target cultures.
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1 Motivation and Problem

Requirements elicitation is a relevant research area in Requirements Engineering (RE) since elicitation is a key task that must be performed in any project [12]. Elicitation usually involves different types of stakeholders (e.g. analysts, managers, users, etc.) who provide information that may turn into requirements. Over time, several elicitation techniques have been proposed to gather requirements. But how and when end-users express their expectations about a software is an issue that has been mainly explored within the user experience research community [7], and it is only recently that RE is looking at it [22]. User feedback is recognised as a source for changes in a system [6] (i.e. changes in requirements, new ones, etc.).

We define end-user feedback as meaningful information provided by end-users of widely used software applications with the purpose of suggesting improvements to such applications (i.e. new needs, modifications, or strategic behaviours). End-user feedback in discussion forums seems to be helpful for developers in evolving applications. Specifically, the continuous management of fansites (e.g. blogs, discussion forums, etc.) of an online game (i.e. Habbo Hotel1) let developers discover the emerging needs of end-users in a participatory design approach, as remarked in [11]. The perspective about feedback proposed by Jo et al. [13] is from the viewpoint of reporting software defects. The open bug reporting of the Mozilla project is the case study of this research. They investigate how users (e.g. core developers, power users, etc.) contribute in reporting problems. The results show that the open bug reporting experience is not fully successful in obtaining valuable feedback but in recruiting talented developers.

Therefore, we have identified the following main problems when managing end-user feedback: i) the heterogeneity of abstraction levels in which it is written, ii) the huge amount of it, and iii) the mismatching of its purpose, which is wrongly classified as a bug. Based on this, we believe that a more structured end-user feedback could be a promising support towards an effective management and analysis in RE, thus obtaining meaningful information. The establishment of such a structure, hence, can be useful for analysts in discovering requirements

1 http://www.habbo.com
knowledge. Nevertheless, users might not feel fully stimulated in providing feedback whether they are asked to follow a certain structure. An attempt to address this issue is presented in [3], for instance, this work provides a document structure for organising requirements and reports on wikis easy to learn and useful for stakeholder collaboration.

As example of the current practice in gathering feedback there are commercial applications (e.g. IdeaScale [9], UserVoice [10]) that help enterprises in obtaining feedback from customers or stakeholders. But their focus is mainly based on a voting mechanism and feedback is likely to contain redundant ideas. Other works have proposed the acquisition of requirements through the use of mobile technology. Seyff et al. [23] have developed a mobile requirements engineering tool, iRequire, that allows users to report needs. The work in [22] presents the ConTexter tool that supports the collection of spontaneous feedback. The gathering of feedback is guided by a list of entities that are sensed by using GPS or Bluetooth. Our proposal differs from these works since we want to apply a structured discussion and we do not limit collecting feedback only through mobile devices.

The work by Qureshi et al. [21] proposes the Continuous Adaptive Requirements Engineering framework that continuously captures changes of end-users’ requirements. The ultimate goal is the development of a tool for an online RE method with the aim of enabling system self-adaptation, but it is not explained how the needs must be identified or requested. Unlike them, our proposal intends to identify and characterise end-user feedback as a source of new needs, modifications, etc., as a preliminary step towards defining techniques for an effective gathering.

On the other hand, a research work that applies human computer interaction (HCI) principles and methods in an RE process is the work by Sutcliffe et al. [24]. They highlight the fact that HCI and RE share the problem of interaction with users to get their requirements. One of the objectives of their work is the exploration of HCI techniques in an RE process. Some of the techniques they use are: paper prototypes and user feedback to evaluate it, however, we think that user feedback is not fully exploited in their approach.

Based on the previous observations we formulate our research objective (RO) in terms of the following design problem: Define a systematic approach for acquiring end-user feedback and deriving requirements knowledge from it. Concrete research questions (RQ) are presented below following a design science approach [25], i.e. knowledge question (KQ) and practical problem (PP):

**RQ1 (KQ)** What are the current interpretations of end-user feedback, found in the literature, that can serve to its conceptualisation for the purpose of improving its management in RE?

**RQ1.1 (KQ)** What are the concepts that compose end-user feedback?

**RQ1.2 (KQ)** What are the relationships among these concepts?

It is important to define what are the conceptual entities of feedback that will help analysts in classifying and identifying new system behaviours (i.e. functions and qualities), thus motivating the system evolution.
RQ2 (PP) Which are the promising candidate elicitation techniques to collect explicit\(^2\), direct and indirect, end-user feedback?

RQ2.1 (KQ) What are the current problems when collecting end-user feedback, according to the literature?

RQ2.2 (PP) Which techniques can improve the collection of direct feedback?

RQ2.3 (PP) Which techniques can improve the collection of indirect feedback?

These questions are addressed along with the support of other research areas such as user engagement and social computing. By taking advantage of ideas and techniques of these areas for engaging users to provide feedback.

RQ3 (PP) How can analysts derive requirements knowledge from the collected end-user feedback?

RQ3.1 (PP) What are the terms contained in this feedback that might be extracted?

RQ3.2 (PP) What are the characteristics of the terms that must be considered for mapping these terms to existing requirements specifications?

These questions refer to the discovery of candidate requirements or identified changes in existing specifications.

RQ4 (PP) What are the validations that must be elaborated to assess if the proposed approach improves the management of end-user feedback, for deriving requirements knowledge?

RQ4.1 (PP) Do the concepts composing end-user feedback interpret what we intend to study?

RQ4.2 (PP) Do the concepts define what is observed in real feedback?

RQ4.3 (PP) Is the conceptualisation of end-user feedback useful for supporting the analysis of feedback expressed in natural language?

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 is described the approach we propose to address the previous questions. The research methodology, plan and validation are presented in Section 3 and the progress is given in Section 4.

2 Proposed Approach

We aim to adopt a multidisciplinary perspective to address the formulated questions. In Figure 1 we present the elements exploited by our proposed approach. In the rectangular shapes candidate techniques are highlighted indicating their research area (first line) and a number, which correspond to the framework component we intend to exploit for. For instance, we want to take advantages of RE techniques for the elicitation of feedback, number 1, by structuring the gathering of it based on a topic formulated on key terms expressed in the system’s behaviour. In this example the behaviour is represented as a goal-oriented modelling. Another example, rectangle number 3 refers to the exploitation of some natural language (NL) techniques that might support the extraction of such key

\(^2\) Explained in Section 2.1
terms from end-user feedback. However, to achieve an analysis of feedback, we first need to understand and clarify the concepts composing feedback, as stated in our RQ1. In the following subsections we briefly present preliminary ideas of the approach according to the stated research questions.

2.1 Conceptualisation of End-User Feedback

Next, we explain a characterisation of feedback based on what we have found in the literature. The acquisition of feedback can be explicit or active and implicit or passive. The former is obtained through a direct indication in providing it. While, implicit feedback is collected on monitoring behaviour in an unobtrusive manner [1, 14]. The communication of feedback between actors can be direct when a user communicates a concrete need to analysts team or she/he sends a log of information to them, and indirect, when the feedback is shared and discussed within a community of users [8]. According to the purpose, the reason for which feedback is created, can be corrective or negative, encouraging or positive, to promote a strategic behaviour, and to provide additional clarification. In [2] the negative feedback is a type of feedback in nature that tries to neutralise a perturbation. On the other hand, corrective feedback provides information about how well a task is being performed [8]. The opposite types are encouraging or positive. The former is defined as a motivating manner for indicating the directions that a student could pursue. The latter reinforces a perturbation in systems in nature and leads to an amplification of that perturbation [2]. The strategic behaviour helps in giving several options for achieving a certain process [20]. The feedback can be a clarification when it contains extra information, such as critical details, that makes goals clearer [20]. An excerpt of such a characterisation, showing the purpose, is presented in Table 1. The first column refers to the dimensions of our characterisation (label Dimension), the second to the different types of classification of feedback we identified for each dimension (label Classification), and the third column reports an example for a given dimension-classification value.
Table 1. Excerpt of the characterisation of types of feedback.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>-Corrective (Negative)</td>
<td>When the human body experiences a high concentration of blood sugar, it releases insulin, resulting in glucose absorption, and bringing the blood sugar back to the normal concentration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Encouraging (Positive)</td>
<td>Ants lay down a pheromone that attracts other ants. When an ant travels down a path and finds food, the pheromone attracts other ants to the path.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Strategic behaviour</td>
<td>A peer can give another strategy for achieving a specific activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Clarification</td>
<td>A book can provide information to clarify ideas.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Collecting End-User Feedback

As previously mentioned, we will take advantage of other research areas to boost the proposed elicitation technique to collect feedback. From HCI we intend to borrow techniques for engaging users\(^3\), see number 2 in Figure 1, because users feel more motivated in providing feedback when they perceive their ideas are being truly considered [4]. From social computing we are considering to exploit an online discussion platform to enable gathering structured feedback. Since the gathered feedback will be used for improving a software system, this means that end-users must discuss about the improvements suggested and somehow validate the diverse opinions. To perform such a discussion we believe that an argumentation-based approach will be appropriate to guide a structured discussion, number 4 in Figure 1. We are considering to adapt the work in [12], which describes the framework ACE (Acceptability Evaluation) that focuses on discussions with the purpose of concluding the validity of an RE artefact. On the other side, for the engagement in collecting end-user feedback we are considering to look at state-of-the-art works that present results in the use of emotion, colours and words. Emotions and feelings are not only limited to human-interaction and are also present while interacting with software systems. A benefit of using colours can be to convey a message quickly and in an easily understandable manner [16].

2.3 Discovering Requirements Knowledge

This part of our research is focused on techniques to help analysts in discovering requirements knowledge, i.e. high-level expressions containing functional requirements, preferences, constraints. Number 3 in Figure 1 highlights the need

\(^{3}\) Use of images (e.g. expressing needs) and colours (e.g. red for complaining) for expressing some concepts.
of NL techniques that could be of usefulness and implemented in the framework, since these techniques might support the extraction of key terms from end-user feedback that will turn into hints to analysts and infer requirements knowledge. Then discovering candidate requirements to be changed or added. In this way, the candidate requirements will lead to the evolution of the existing specification of a software system. The acquired requirements knowledge can then be elaborated as goal-oriented models or BPMN specifications, to mention some options for representing it.

3 Research Methodology and Plan

Here below we present the methodology and high-level plan for two years PhD research. The methodology starts with the motivation of the research that is elaborated according to the reading of the state of the art and observation of the problem in managing end-user feedback. An overview of the main activities of the research plan is presented in Figure 2. In order to build a framework that contains the foundational concepts about end-user feedback, i.e. to answer RQ1, it is required to define the object of study, i.e. end-user feedback. To address RQ2 the methodology also considers: i) the identification of current problems that one can encounter when collecting feedback (reported on the literature); and ii) the specification of candidate techniques that give solutions to such problems. The analysis of current end-user feedback and discussion to discover requirements knowledge concerns RQ3, along with the design of experiments for analysing feedback and therefore validation of them, i.e. RQ4. A relevant step in our research plan is the selection of a case of study for applying our preliminary findings, another step is to continue with a further investigation of the current feedback as expressed by end-users. We are currently investigating sampled data from Apache OpenOffice\textsuperscript{4} bugzilla platform to explore and identify the existing dimensions in which feedback is expressed and compare those dimensions with the literature considered so far. Since we want to engage end-users and stimulate the acquisition of feedback, we have to investigate different types of feedback processes. We are considering, hence, to explore the use of open-source software (e.g. Liquidfeedback\textsuperscript{5}) that could apply a specific type of feedback process (e.g. argumentation), then adapting such proposal to fit in our framework. Another activity is concentrated in studying and evaluating the

\textsuperscript{4} https://issues.apache.org/ooo/

\textsuperscript{5} http://liquidfeedback.com/#Software
usefulness of the identification of written speech acts to discover important information in feedback. To evaluate our approach we are considering to perform survey research to know how is the perception of end-user feedback vs. our proposed conceptualisation. Besides this, the design and execution of a controlled experiment is being considered for assessing the engagement of users in providing feedback through an argumentation-based approach.

4 Progress

So far we have performed empirical studies over existing documentation of an already finished project, ACube, in the domain of health care [18, 17]. In this project the analysts carried out the requirements elicitation process by using HCI and RE techniques. The outcome of both investigations has given us clear indications that a multidisciplinary approach to elicit requirements is fruitful in terms of discovering and refining requirements knowledge, from several sources of information. One of such sources is a goal-oriented model which along with HCI techniques were applied in a collaborative and interdisciplinary requirements elicitation framework, thus presenting evidences of usefulness in identifying “criticalities” (i.e. relevant requirements). Nevertheless, the use of both HCI and RE techniques and methods were applied in face-to-face meetings with the involved stakeholders. On the other hand, a meta-model has been devised according to the characterisation in Section 2.1 (see [19] for a preliminary proposal), which is progressively consolidated. From our point of view, end-user feedback may have one or more purposes. Purpose is a conceptual entity that is specialised into clarification, correction, improvement, and strategic behaviour. Improvement is introduced to indicate what should be improved in the software application, i.e. a functionality, a quality improvement or the execution of a certain task.
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Abstract. Systems need to evolve to be adapted with changes in their contexts. There are several motivations to promote investment and scientific effort for specifying systems by means of conceptual models and supporting its evolution. As an example, the software engineering community is addressing solutions for supporting model traceability, continuous improvement of business process, organisational reengineering, information system maintenance, etc. Model driven techniques have been developed in order to analyse systems raising the abstraction level of its specification. However, a support for conceptual model evolution by means of model driven techniques is still needed. In this thesis we propose a method that involves model driven capabilities for designing and providing guidelines, techniques, and tools to support conceptual model evolution. We plan to apply our method to guide the evolution of a business process management suite. This way, we also provide mechanism to facilitate industrial adoption.
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1 Motivation

Since we are living in a changing world, systems are in continual revitalisation and evolution as a response of requirements and needs of their context. For instance, in organisational context, companies need to rethink business processes, infrastructures, technologies, resources, etc. according to new demands from their environment or changes in their organisational objectives. Business processes should also be transformed to support the new processes and tasks that result from the involvement of new objectives or goals in the organisation. Then, constant organisational change and its influence in processes and products must be considered as a fundamental rule of competitive strategy for continuous improvement [1]. Similarly, information technologies are part of the organisation’s evolution. Both, software and hardware systems should be part of the improvement processes. Hardware systems are impacted by technological changes. For software systems, the high pressure of a very short time-to-market often forces developers to implement the code of the application directly, without using a disciplined development process, which may have disastrous effects
on the quality and documentation of the delivered software application [2]. These practices have been the motivation for opening new research lines in order to support post-delivery life-cycle activities. Besides, with regard to the keynote of the ERCIM News 88 magazine\(^1\), some of external drivers for changing software are innovation, cost reduction and regulation; factors that need to be supported by techniques, tools and methods.

Furthermore, reengineering is a concept that has been widely used in software maintenance and information system evolution [4]. Reengineering is the process of reverse engineering to get higher level specifications, evolution of these specifications, and forward engineering to develop a new version of the software application [5]. Several MDD proposals and tools are currently aiming at supporting reengineering process and software maintenance for general scenarios. Also, the Object Management Group (OMG) is working on promote an industrial consensus on modernisation of existing applications by means of an initiative named Architecture-Driven Modernisation (ADM) [6]. This initiative is based on the MDD paradigm and it is implemented in an Eclipse-based tool named MoDisco [7]. However, full support by means of methods and tools for the evolution process is still an open challenge.

By reintroducing conceptual model evolution, the main goal of my PhD thesis is to design a method that involves model driven capabilities in order to support conceptual model evolution. This way, we\(^2\) design techniques, guidelines, and tools to evolve a current system to a desired system. The method provides conceptual model evolution with extensions for supporting business process evolution, goal-driven model evolution and a migration module that have into account reengineering scenarios. These extensions exemplify how to address conceptual model evolution in contexts as innovation, regulation, cost reduction (indicators), etc. As a result, the method is modular and can be used for different conceptual model evolution scenarios. Concretely we propose four modules: 1) an evolution module that integrates traceability support and reports of evolution process (this module is the foundation for the following modules); 2) a business module for supporting business process model evolution; 3) an intentional module for supporting goal-driven evolution (this module refers the introduction of indicators); and 4) a migration module for reengineering data systems.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the problem statement that is confronted in this thesis. Section 3 describes a set of research questions. Section 4 presents our proposal: a model-driven method to support system evolution. Section 5 sketches the research methodology. Section 6 discusses the progress of the thesis, results, and future work.

---

1 The ERCIM News 88 special theme was “Evolving Software” [3]. The magazine put together a set of papers to give an overview of both traditional and emerging software engineering techniques, tools and approaches used by software evolution experts.

2 This doctoral paper is about my PhD thesis. I am going to use the first plural person to acknowledge to my supervisors Sergio España and Óscar Pastor.
2 Problem statement

Traditionally in software system development, the evolution process and information system maintenance have been faced by means of the reengineering process [8]. For these reason, we explore current solutions in these fields in order to find related research that confronts conceptual model evolution.

The reengineering process is commonly defined and widely used by the scientific community by means of the metaphor of the “horseshoe” model, which purpose is to present the reengineering process in a figure (the horseshoe is basically a left-hand side, a right-hand side and a bridge between the sides). In general terms, the left-hand side of the horseshoe model consists of an extraction from an existing system to get the system specification, the right-hand side consist of conventional software development activities, and the bridge between the sides consists of a set of transformations from the old system to the new one [8]. Both, the left-hand side and right-hand side represent different levels of abstraction of the system. Nowadays, the Object Management Group (OMG) is working on promote an industrial consensus on modernisation of existing application by means of the initiative named Architecture-Driven Modernisation (ADM) [6]. This initiative is based on the MDD paradigm to automate the horseshoe model. Due to there are several modernisation projects, ADM establishes a general scenario for modernisation. This scenario analyses three major architectural perspectives (business architecture, application and data architecture, and technical architecture) and two domains (business and IT domain). However, full support for the evolution process (the bridge between the sides) is still missing.

The authors of [9] aimed to automate the horseshoe model, although it is not severely applied. The idea addresses the transformations between the both sides of the horseshoe model in a low level of abstraction. These transformations are parameterised with information from models of higher level of abstraction. The objective is to avoid losing information in the abstraction processes in both sides of the horseshoe model. Nevertheless, full support by means of methods and tools for the evolution process is still an open research challenge.

Due to we are looking for supporting the evolution of a business process management suit (BPMS) and this evolution process does not involve the complete reengineering scenario, we focus on the evolution process and we find that it is necessary to provide a support by means of a method that cover guidelines, techniques and tools to facilitate the evolution process. This is the open challenge that we face in this thesis. Although we have into account modules to support evolution in several cases as we explained in the Section 1.

3 Research questions

We follow design science to classify our research questions in knowledge problems (KP) and practical problems (PP) [10]. This way, we are looking for highlighting our research results by means of producing useful artefacts. This thesis is focused on con-
ceptual model evolution. To achieve the main goal, we conceive the following re-
search questions:

- **RQ1** (KP). What elements are common in conceptual model evolution? The an-
swer to this question should clarify terminology, stakeholders, and helps to estab-
lish a conceptual framework to facilitate reasoning about conceptual model evolu-
tion.

- **RQ2** (KP). Which are the current conceptual model evolution methods? The an-
swer to this question should establish the state of the art about current conceptual
model evolution support.
  - o **RQ2.1** (KP). Which of these methods are model-driven oriented?

- **RQ3** (PP). How can be supported a conceptual model evolution method? The an-
swer to this question refers to the main goal of this thesis.
  - o **RQ3.1** (PP). What guidelines are needed in order to evolve conceptual mod-
els?
  - o **RQ3.2** (PP). What techniques are needed in order to facilitate the use of the
method?
  - o **RQ3.3** (PP). What tools are needed in order to support the use of guidelines
and techniques?

- **RQ4** (PP). How can possible scenarios be integrated in the conceptual model evo-
lution method? The answer to this question refers the modules to support business
process evolution, goal-driven evolution, and reengineering.

- **RQ5** (KP). How can the model-driven method to support conceptual model evolu-
tion be validated? The answer to this question should establish a validation frame-
work to measure feasibility, trade-off and sensitivity.

4 Solutions and contributions

We face the design of the method by two main motivations: 1) Market pull or demand
pull and 2) Technology push [11]. The first one refers our motivation to evolve the
BPMS (a real case and we have into account the user needs). We call it market-driven
solution. The second one refers our motivation to provide an invention without proper
consideration of whether or not it satisfies a set of specific user needs. We call it tech-
nology push-driven solution.

To face conceptual model evolution, we have been inspired by the metaphor of a
“horseshoe” of Kazman et. al. [8]. Carrying the horseshoe metaphor to the MDD
field, an interesting evolution method can be provided for different scenarios. As a
result, models are the main artefact and the analysis of them is in a high level of ab-
straction.

With regards to the main motivations for designing the method, we conceive the
method with extensions (modules) for supporting the market-driven solution and the
technology push-driven solution. As a result, the method is modular and can be used
for different conceptual model evolution scenarios. Concretely we propose four mod-
ules: 1) a data system evolution module that integrates traceability support and reports
of evolution process (this module is the foundation for the following modules); 2) a business module for supporting business process model evolution; 3) an intentional module for supporting goal-driven evolution (this module refers the introduction of indicators); and 4) a migration module for reengineering systems. The modules 1) and 4) are addressing to fulfil the motivations of the market-driven solution. This solution refers the evolution of a BPMS. The modules 2) and 3) are a research effort in order to provide extensions that we consider interesting to be involved in possible real cases.

Fig. 1 presents an overview of the artefacts that are having into account in the conceptual model evolution method. Briefly, we present four modules together. The module of reengineering consists of three processes and four artefacts. The first process is the reverse engineering process; whose input is the first artefact, the As-Is system (previously referred as old system). The result of the reverse engineering process is the second artefact, the As-Is models (that represent the As-Is system in an abstract way). The second process is the evolution process; whose inputs are the As-Is models. As a result, the output of the evolution process is the third artefact, the To-Be models (evolved models). The third process is the forward engineering process; whose input is the To-Be models and the output is the fourth artefact, the To-Be system (system that results from the reengineering process and fulfils the new goals and needs of the organisation).

With regards to the module of support for business process evolution, we found several works addressing he derivation of information systems from/to business processes (reverse engineering/forward engineering) [12-14]. We conceive business process models as important artefacts for representing organisational behaviour, our work focus on developing specific artefacts for evolving them. To support business process model evolution, we guide this evolution by means of pattern-driven and model-driven solution. This way, we propose a pattern definition metamodel to specify common behaviour. These patterns are stored in a repository for their use.
Concerning the conceptual model evolution support, we propose an evolution metamodel with several purposes: 1) to relate patterns with the models that are being evolved; 2) to relate the evolution process with the organisational goal that motivate the evolution process; and finally, 3) to establish traceability information in order to generate logs or reports about model evolution.

Concerning the goal-driven module, a goal metamodel and the process metamodel are artefacts to analyse information systems from different levels of abstraction, we propose to carry out an alignment between these perspectives to relate the process perspective with the intentional/goal perspective.

5 Research methodology

This PhD project follows the design science framework to design a new artefact: a model-driven method to support conceptual model evolution. The research methodology is explained by means of regulative cycles that were conceived in order to answer the research questions. Fig. 2 presents the research methodology.

Since our proposal focus on the development of a new artefact, the main cycle of the research methodology is an engineering cycle (EC1. Design a model driven method to support conceptual model evolution). Concretely, this cycle is formed by 5 main tasks: T1) problem investigation; T2) solution design; T3) solution validation; T4) solution implementation; and T5) implementation validation.

A SME needs evolve it business process management suit (BPMS). Since the BPMS is specified by means of models, we investigate current research to support conceptual model evolution. We identify the stakeholders or possible users of the method. To define the problem and define the method, we provide a conceptual framework to avoid terminology incoherence. In addition, we establish the criteria to
judge the solution success when we finish the engineering cycle. These activities are related to T1.

In T2 we explore available solutions by reviewing state of the art. We design a new solution; i.e. our method. To do that, we design the guidelines of use; we provide techniques to facilitate the use of the method; and we develop tools (prototypes built in the laboratory) to support guidelines and techniques. Also, we design the support for the modules of business process evolution, goal-driven evolution and reengineering frameworks.

The method is validated in T3. We demonstrate the feasibility by means of lab-demo. We establish a comparative with the results of the lab-demo with the criteria defined in T1.3. Also, we evaluate trade-off and sensitivity of the solution.

In T4 we implement the method using Eclipse based tools, design an action research protocol to transfer the solution to the SME in order to evolve the BPMS. Finally, in T5 we assess the operability of the tool, stakeholder’s satisfaction and criteria of success by means the results of the action research protocol carried out in T4.

6 Progress of the thesis

In 2012, we studied organisational reengineering framework, focusing on RQ1 and RQ2. Furthermore, we explored the alignment between the process and the goal perspectives. As a proof of concept, we have aligned the i* framework with the Communication Analysis modelling techniques. This proof of concept refers the RQ4. Also, we implemented the alignment of this modelling languages in an Eclipse-based tool (this implementation refers RQ3.). And we analysed the benefits and the limitations of aligning process and goal perspectives. We started a first version of the definition of the artefacts to support model evolution (Traceability support).

In 2013, we plan to build the conceptual framework for the method. We are going to establish a pattern model repository (RQ4). In addition, we are looking for implementing pattern definition metamodel and evolution metamodel in an Eclipse plug-in (RQ3). We plan to implement a support for model evolution and specification of reports and documentation about system evolution. In addition, we are going to explore the support for system interoperability and reengineering (RQ4).

In 2014-2015 we plan to establish the guidelines of use. We plan to validate the method and the prototype by means of laboratory demos. Afterward, we plan to carry out action research to guide the evolution of a business process management suit (BPMS). The idea is to estimate scalability, trade-off and sensitivity of our method. This validation refers RQ5.

We plan to finalize the implementation and the implementation validation of the method in 2015.
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It is widely acknowledged that there exists no “one-fits-all” Requirements Engineering (RE) process. Thus, at the beginning of a project, decisions have to be made regarding the following four dimensions: artifacts to produce, practices to follow, stakeholder groups to involve, and requirement types to be covered.

We have observed in several industry projects that practitioners often face challenges when making such decisions. The reasons are:

- Practitioners typically lack an overview of these four dimensions, and they often focus on concrete practices rather than taking into consideration the relevance of artifacts, stakeholders, and different requirement types.
- Knowledge about the interdependencies between the four dimensions, which is crucial for a proper decision making, is still implicit knowledge of RE experts and not sufficiently described in literature yet. However, this knowledge is indispensable to elaborate a precisely tailored RE process for the given project context.

As a first step towards addressing these challenges, we have defined a set of conceptual models, which are organized in a so-called "Requirements Engineering House". These models describe the concepts to be mastered when defining a RE process for a specific project and also show how those concepts are related. The idea of the RE house was taken from the ARIS house [1], in which different aspects of a business process are clearly separated into four dimensions: organizational units which are responsible for conducting a process, data to be processed in a process, activities to be performed in a process, and results / products to be produced by a process.

Similarly, the RE house acts as a framework for concrete models in several dimensions (see Figure 1).

**Stakeholders and Roles:** This model is intended to clarify which stakeholders should be involved in requirements elicitation activities in order to assure that all relevant requirements will be included. Furthermore, this model also captures important engineering roles in downstream activities and their respective tasks. Those tasks will later “consume” the specified requirements and thus have great influence on the requirements artifacts to be produced.

**Reference Objects:** This model is intended to explain for which conceptual elements (e.g., business processes, human-system-interactions, system functions, data) concrete requirements have to be elicited in a project. Furthermore, this model defines assessment criteria for these conceptual elements in order to make requirements prioritization more objective. For example, business processes can be prioritized based on their value for the overall organization.
Practices and Techniques: This model is intended to describe requirements engineering best practices, e.g., according to the good practice guide [2] or ReqMan [3], and concrete techniques to implement these practices.

Artifacts: This model is intended to capture how elicited requirements concerning a certain reference object should be specified (e.g., a human-system-interaction should be described in the form of a use case description). Furthermore, this model provides concrete notations that can be used to specify each artifact.

RE Processes: This model is intended to define different “templates” for requirements processes implementing certain strategies such as waterfall-like RE, iterative RE, or agile RE.

Finally, our purpose is to use the aforementioned models to support (semi-)automated derivation of RE processes. Therefore, after completely defining the RE house’s models, we will start defining transformation rules and tailoring tools.
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One of the salient problems of model based systems engineering is to bridge the gap between customer features and technical features. "Features" being the central concept of PL engineering notations, we need to specify both kinds of features, as well as the dependencies between them. The main difficulty lies in the conceptual mismatch between the features coming from different types of sources.

While on the other hand, systems features in the user or customer view (we call it marketing view) lie in terms of their goals, tasks, use cases, or high level user visible functions and components. The engineering view is more concerned about technical components, most often invisible to the customer, their structure, and how they deliver functions that comply with interfaces or internal requirements.

The second difficulty is related to the configuration process: how to specify all systems features in a way that lets users and engineers configure independently. Two kinds of variability emerge: systems variability, and variability in the way to make configuration decisions. These need to be specified in separation to avoid mix of concern issues.

As is the case for many companies that produce large complex systems, our purpose is to integrate variability management with model based systems engineering (MBSE). Consistently with other domains, some features need to be visible on the organization level, and thus the expression of these features requires compatibility with other views (such as supply chain and manufacturing) and needs to make abstraction of specific aspects of MBSE models (for example SysML). We believe that in order to handle this issue, two questions need to be addressed: (i) how to represent complex constraints, and (ii) how to separate among various kinds of variability.

Our approach follows the work of Pohl et al. [5], proposing an extension to modeling variability orthogonally (OVM), by adopting concepts that further detail the way variability is documented for systems and components, and at the
same time supports our methodological framework, by introducing: sources for variability, views, types of variability, impact on the system architecture, selection criteria based on product properties. Furthermore, we focus on constraints, where some variability modeling techniques have limited expressivity and often require introducing auxiliary elements, either to create complex constraint expressions, or to structure the model. We aim to represent constraints in the user (marketing) view, the technical (architecture) views, and in the relation (binding) between features and system elements, but also provide enough flexibility to surface a minimum amount of information from low level, technical constraints to the customer visible variability constraints. Meanwhile, we rely on the modeling technique defined by Tessier et al. [6] as an intermediate layer of abstraction for constraints embedded in UML/SysML models, and on the work of Mazo et al. [4] for variability constraints validation and improvements in configuration interactivity through constraint-based recommendation.

In general, variability modeling in UML/SysML models relies on one of these three techniques: (i) exploitation of the semantics of the base model, (ii) using an external model for the management of variability of the base model (for example using a third party software to manage SysML models) and (ii) adding new semantics and concepts to the base model, which is also the approach we have taken.

Integration of variability management in MBSE, was a first step to bridge the gap between customer oriented features and the diversity of components, thorough systems engineering. We intend to focus future work on improving the configuration process through constraint based recommendation (faster response times, ensure validity, reduce number of configuration steps etc.) and multi-objective system optimization [2].
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1 Research Content

It is widely known that requirements specifications play a crucial role in software engineering as these specifications serve as a source of information for a variety of roles involved in a development project. Therefore specifications have to address and satisfy different information and communication needs [3] [4]. We claim that addressing such needs by providing the right information, at the right level of detail, at the right point in time is a very challenging task – especially in iterative software development projects where development activities are highly interlaced.

Since its introduction in 1986, iterative software engineering (SE) has been established and introduced in many companies. There are indeed several practitioners and SE companies who successfully follow iterative SE approaches. However, our experiences and observations indicate that there are still a significant number of practitioners for whom performing RE in iterative projects successfully is still a challenge as often requirements artifacts are documented and communicated in a rather “monolithic” and waterfall-like approach.

Today, several prominent process models and guidelines have been established that support companies in introducing and following iterative SE, such as the “Spiral Model” [1] or the “Rational Unified Process” (RUP) [2] [6], etc. These guidelines also highlight the continuous communication of defined artifacts between different development disciplines such as software architecture, testing, etc. Moreover, for each discipline, they also explicitly specify the required input artifacts as well as the output artifacts, such as business use case models, business object models, and stakeholder requests.

However, an initial literature review indicates that current guidelines do not explicitly consider different project settings and resulting information needs. It is unclear at what level of detail an artifact needs to be communicated at a certain time and for whom it is relevant. The criticality of this communication becomes even more obvious in approaches discussing the important interrelation between requirements artifacts and early decisions towards possible solution variants made on software and system architecture levels, as discussed, for instance, in the “Twin Peaks Model” [5].
Initial studies indicate that the information needs within a particular project are strongly dependent on various factors such as the role, particular task and expertise of systems and/or development engineers, the project scope, and the domain [3] [4]. This variety might be one reason why it is challenging for practitioners to perform RE in iterative projects. Also, people’s personal preferences might have an influence on what kind of information should be available when.

As part of our ongoing research we aim at investigating in more detail which RE artifacts need to be communicated when in order to satisfy the information needs of “requirements consumers” in iterative projects.

For this purpose, we are currently conducting a case study with more than 130 students who are enrolled in a practical SE course. Within this course, the students are divided into development teams of about 7 students each with predefined roles (i.e., requirements engineers, UI designers, testers, etc.). Each team is running a SE project motivated by a problem given by a real customer from industry. Altogether, there are 19 SE projects running in parallel, with each project following an iterative SE process. By means of interviews, questionnaires, discussions, observations, and retrospective analysis of activities and RE artifacts within the particular student project teams, we aim to elaborate an “artifact landscape” reflecting the communication flows between the different roles (i.e., which requirements artifacts are required for which role at what level of detail for which task).

Moreover, in the future we also aim to get insights into existing problems, reasons and their consequences related to RE in iterative projects by means of studies conducted in industry that will finally be used to suggest evaluation and assessment strategies for iterative software projects.
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1. Introduction

“Requirements at Runtime” is a novel area of requirements engineering [1]. It has a large research potential but many problems are not solved yet. Usually, a dynamically self-adaptive system does not have all information about its context. Because of this lack it has to change its behavior during runtime. There are many research approaches aiming at a better understanding of the own requirements of the system and thus provide a better handling of new events.

Usually, a user does not get any information about the adaption, but is just faced with the changed behavior. Additionally, a requirements engineer does not get feedback about adaptations in the field. There is an information gap between the orthodox requirements engineering and the dynamic requirements model.

We want to bridge this gap with a new runtime component, which traces the adaptations to their original requirements. With this component the user and the requirements engineer can get a better feedback about their requirements and how they change during the runtime.

In this poster we explain the problem in detail and the benefits from our solution. If the requirement engineer receives a feedback about requirements and how they change during the runtime, she can find for example incorrectly elicited requirements and better understand the true requirements. The user develops more trust in the system.

2. Poster

Figure 1 shows the principle steps which happen during the development of system (following [1] we call it orthodox requirements engineering) and what happen during the runtime. At first the requirements are developed in orthodox requirements engineering (left side of the figure). These requirements must be transformed into a runtime representation of the requirements model. This model is often represented in $i^*$, KAOS, or a modified version of these techniques (e.g., [2],[3]). With the help of this model a monitor (e.g., based on Fuzzy logic) is configured. During runtime, the monitor collects information about the environment or feedback form the users.
Changes in the context of the system can thus be detected. Now the system must consider the potential impacts that these changes will bring, that is which requirements are involved. If a change of the model takes place the system must be changed as well. This can be an adaption or a new configuration to handle the change in the context.

**Fig. 1.** Establishing the Link between Orthodox RE and Requirements at Runtime

At this point a new component is needed to collect the changes of the model and connect these to the original requirements found in the orthodox requirements engineering. This information can be used for feedbacks to the requirements engineers and the users of the system. With this feedback the users get a better understanding of the system and the requirements engineers get a better understanding of the context in which the system run. Our work is in line with Berry et al. [4] who defines four Levels of Requirements Engineering for and in Dynamic Adaptive System.

**References**

Abstract

[Context and Motivation] Use cases and scenarios (UCaSs) are used in Requirements Engineering (RE) to illustrate a system’s interactions with its users’ roles to achieve the users’ functional goals. UCaSs help achieve completeness in the specification of the system’s requirements, to achieve an alignment between the needs of the system’s client and the ultimate implemented system.

[Question/Problem] Are UCaSs and other RE techniques applicable to the requirements analysis for building construction?

[Principal Ideas/Results] This paper describes an experience in applying use UCaSs to help determine the requirements for a synagogue kitchen. The authors conducted a use-case-and-scenario-driven requirements analysis based on the original kitchen plan produced by a professional architect. From the difficulties in the plan exposed by the UCaSs, it became apparent that, as in the second author’s earlier experiences remodeling one house and building another house, the professional architect’s elicitation of functional requirements for the kitchen was inadequate.

Application of UCaSs to and a flow analysis of the original plan allowed the authors to produce an improved plan for the kitchen and to demonstrate to the synagogue kitchen’s client why the improved plan is better for the kitchen’s functional requirements.

Nevertheless, for reasons, probably emotional, that are not entirely clear, the client declined to use the new plan created by the not-professional-architects authors. He said that he would be sticking with the architect’s original plan.

[Contribution] Lessons learned from the case study are:

- Techniques that work for RE for computer-based systems seem to work also for in the Architecture, Engineering, and Construction (AEC) domain.
- The AEC trade can learn about requirements analysis, what it calls “programming”, from the RE field.
- The Software Engineering trade can learn about charging its clients additional fees in response client-initiated requirements creep.
- Even in a case in which functional requirements should clearly dominate a client’s decisions, emotional issues may be entering into these decisions.
- The education of the typical AEC architect seems to be lacking a course in programming (i.e., RE), programming techniques such as UCaSs, and interacting with clients.
Keywords: Building construction, Building layout, Floor plans, Requirements specification, Scenarios, Use cases

The full paper is available at se.uwaterloo.ca/~dberry/FTP_SITE/tech.reports/MaugerBerryKitchen2013.pdf
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Requirements Engineering (RE) requires a deep understanding on how different requirement artifacts can be used together. At REFSQ 2010 Ian Alexander emphasized that in this “Requirements Jigsaw-Puzzle” “requirements [e.g. different requirement artifact types, templates, etc.] are still not being put together well. Something is going wrong” [1]. RE practitioners are confronted with questions like: How could I go on with my specification? What aspects of the problem do I still need to understand? How can I describe this and how what else do I need to relate to this?

We know that short feedback loops are an important aspect in learning. They confront the learner with the consequences of his/her own activities. However, feedback loops are a challenge in RE since the period between specification and implementation is long. Short feedback loops based on the implementation of the requirements are therefore difficult to achieve. In order to improve the feedback situation for RE other means are necessary. A common industrial praxis is to provide feedback by means of reviews and coaching activities which shorten the feedback period. The feedback cycle could be shortened even more by assisting during the specification activities. Our current and future work to provide immediate feedback is to integrate different types of corresponding mechanisms in requirement management tools.

The proposed poster shows a) the current status of the Redmine RE Plugin³, b) the support by our RE Assistant [2], c) preliminary evaluations of the RE Assistant and d) future work we would like to discuss. The preliminary evaluation with two groups of eight and ten master students has shown that the assistant can help understanding how to play the requirements jigsaw as well as speed up the process of creating the software requirement specification (SRS). Rule-based techniques allow us to specify differently formed pieces of the puzzle whereas the assistant helps the user to solve this puzzle (see Figure 1). Emphasizing on the aspect that our approach is not intended to provide any formal verification, the hints and best practices are based on traces between different RE artifacts and the data entered in the RE artifact templates. It therefore extends existing heuristic approaches like HeRA [3]. However, so far our approach does not give any orientation on abstraction levels and the question What else do I need to understand?

Existing requirement management tools (the Redmine RE Plugin included) focus on displaying a document oriented view, simply because this is the way

³ http://korem.de/redmine-re-plugin.html
specifications have always been written and perceived. The focus is therefore
on completing the document and/or templates and not necessarily on problem
comprehension. However, using a computer as the medium of interaction with
the SRS, things can change.

Our idea is to integrate the rule based assistant with different abstraction and
understanding orientated perspectives on the SRS. Although the idea of using
different perspectives (or viewpoints) on the RE problem is not new (e.g., [4]) it
has not been used to support users understanding the way we are experimenting.

We think that an abstraction and problem/requirement/solution based workflow
can help to understand requirements and their implied solution decisions on
different abstraction levels better (cf. Figure 2).

Fig. 1. RE Assistant Checking a SRS for Traces

Fig. 2. Different Perspectives on a SRS
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Abstract

[Context] Creativity is often needed in requirements elicitation, e.g., in generating ideas for requirements. Techniques to enhance creativity are believed to be useful. In our research, we have been investigating a family of techniques based on the EPMcreate (Elementary Pragmatic Model Creative Requirements Engineering [A] TEachnique), which systematically exercises all sixteen combinations of the viewpoints of a pair of stakeholders (Fig. 1 & 2) \cite{1,2}.

[Question] “How does the effectiveness of individuals in RE activities compare with that of groups?” is a general question in RE. We focused on how the size of a group affects the effectiveness of the group and the effectiveness of the group’s members in generating requirement ideas using the full 16-step EPMcreate and using the optimized, 4-step POEPMcreate (Fig. 3).

[Method] We carried out a number of experiments in which individuals and groups of size two and four used EPMcreaere and POEPMcreate to generate ideas for requirements for enhancing a Web site. Later, for triangulation, we conducted a survey to determine software development practitioners’ attitudes on the comparison of the effectiveness of individuals and groups in requirements elicitation for real projects.

[Results] The data of the experiments indicate that the size of a group using EPMcreate and POEPMcreate does affect the number of raw and new requirement ideas generated by the group and by each member of the group. The larger a group is, the more raw and new requirement ideas it generates (Fig. 4). However, the smaller a group is, the more raw and new requirement ideas the average of its members generates (Fig. 5). The survey results indicate that experienced software development practitioners have observed the same and seem to act accordingly (Fig. 6) \cite{3}.
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Fig. 1. Table of the 16 Combinations of Two Viewpoints:
"Vn" means “Stakeholder n’s Viewpoint” and
"Fi" means “boolean function i”

Fig. 2. Venn Diagram of Two Stakeholders’ Viewpoints

Fig. 3. The Four Steps of the Optimization and the Four Regions of the Venn Diagram

Fig. 4. Number of Raw and New Requirements Ideas Generated by Entire Groups

Fig. 5. Number of Raw and New Requirements Ideas Generated by Each Member of Groups

Fig. 6. Sizes of Ideal Groups of Business or Requirements Analysts
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Security is the discipline concerned with protecting systems from a wide range of threats (malice, error or mischief) that break the system by exploiting a vulnerability, i.e. a property of the system or its environment that, when faced with particular threats, can lead to failure[5]. Security is a multi-faceted problem; it is as much about understanding the domain in which systems operate as it is about the systems themselves. While developing security facilities such as encryption, identity control, or specific architectures is important, our attention should be drawn at looking into the sociotechnical context in which target systems will operate and threats that may arise and their potential harm, so as to uncover security requirements. Recent research has argued about the importance of considering security at the early stages of the information systems development process, and especially the need to consider security during RE.

An ontology, in the field of knowledge representation, is most often defined as “a representation of a conceptualization”[1]. It should represent a shared conceptualization in order to have any useful purpose [2]. Ontologies are useful for representing and interrelating many types of knowledge. Several security ontologies have been proposed [3]. Domain ontologies are formal descriptions of classes of concepts and relationships between these concepts that describe a given domain.

Our previous experience with RITA [4] a requirements elicitation method that exploits a just one threat ontology, was that “being generic, the threats in the RITA ontology are not specific to the target [bank] industry” (the case study was in the banking sector). Experts involved in the evaluation complained about “the lack of specificity of the types of threats to the industry sector and the problem domain at hand”. The problem that remains open is therefore that we need to exploit both security knowledge and domain knowledge to guide the elicitation of domain-specific security requirements. Our research question is “how to combine the use of security ontologies and domain ontologies to guide requirements elicitation efficiently?”

This paper presents an ongoing research project that aims to develop a method that explores the use of security and domain ontologies for SRE. The approach is generic in the sense that different security ontologies and different domain ontologies can be used with it. However it is domain specific when it is applied in the sense that during its application only one domain ontology is used.
Our method guides the discovery of security requirements for a specific domain. This process handled by a series of heuristic production rules that, starting from high level security requirements, produce a security requirements specification. Figure 1 shows an overview of our method. There are two sub-sets of rules. The first set of rules handles domain-specific analysis. The second set of rules performs a security specific analysis. Each set of rules exploits different ontologies: respectively domain ontologies and security ontologies. In order to be able to handle different security and domain ontologies, the rules were specified with so-called “upper ontologies”, that handle concepts that are (a) common to most ontologies, (b) sufficiently high level to abstract many other concepts in the specific ontologies, and (c) more importantly that represent an important subject of interest for the method.

The requirements definition process starts with the elicitation step, where stakeholders express their needs about security in non-formal sentences. Then an analysis stage is carried out to discover more requirements and express these needs in a semi-formal requirement.

During the elicitation step, an initial I* requirements model is first constructed from the stakeholders' needs and concerns expressed about security at the beginning of the project. At this stage, the analyst defines initial actors, resources, and especially security goals (integrity, confidentiality, traceability...) During the security requirements analysis stage, the production rules will exploit the security-specific ontology to discover threats, vulnerabilities, countermeasures, and resources, and thus enrich the requirements model by adding new elements (malicious tasks, vulnerability points...). During the domain specific security requirements analysis stage, another set of rules explores the domain ontology to improve the requirements model with resources, actors and other concepts that are more specific to the domain at hand; for instance: thieves in the banking domain, hijackers in the aeronautic domain, pirates in the maritime domain, etc.

The originality of the method lies: (a) in the fact that the combination of security and domain ontologies is not achieved a priori, but at runtime, while the method is applied, and (b) in the genericity of the method, in the sense that it is designed to be used with any pair of security and domain ontologies, as long as they embed some expected knowledge.

Our preliminary evaluation conducted through a small, but real, case study and through critical analysis by three experts (domain, security, requirements engineering, respectively). The evaluation shows that the method provides a good balance between the genericity with respect to the ontologies (which do not need to be selected in advance), and the specificity of the elicited requirements with respect to the domain at hand.
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In Product Line Engineering (PLE), product configuration describes the process of developing a product according to user requirements, by reuse from a Product Line model (PLM). The problem is that there are so many products in a PL that it is impossible to specify all of them explicitly. Then, when a user makes a decision (e.g. require or reject a reusable artifact), this can be contradictory with former decisions. Thus, the user will be confused and she/he will eventually abandon the configuration process. Consequently, it’s crucial to guide the user by combining recommendation and configuration in the PL configuration process.

Recommendation helps users to identify relevant products according to their requirements which are elicited by observing purchase habits, features of products formerly acquired, etc. Several recommendation techniques already exist [1]. Many of these techniques are made for simple products and are not adapted to complex systems such as product lines or configurable software.

Our research goal is to help user to make his choice in a dynamic way by combining recommendation and configuration. This aim to inform the user in real time about possible/unattainable features according to her/his choices, and to suggest decision by reasoning with known configurations.

Thus, the main objective of our research goal is to answer the following research question:
How to combine the recommendation and the configuration in a product line?

In addition, another problem arises: at which configuration process level the recommendation should be applied?

In order to achieve our research goal, we are led to study and experiment the different recommendation techniques by exploring the limits and interests of each one. This study allows adapting these techniques to the PL configuration process.

The idea of our approach is to recommend only partial configurations that are valid with respect to the PL constraints, and satisfy the requirements that the user has already specified.

Our approach consists in intertwining recommendation and configuration activities in an iterative way. At each iteration (i) a series of decisions is offered to the user, (ii) the user makes choices, (iii) testing the user partial configuration, (iv) recommendation (v) configuration and constraint propagation, (vi) final decision.
At the beginning of our research, our work was started with an “a priori configuration approach” by focusing on a pack of features. This is called a “partial configuration”. After checking that the partial configuration is correct and if the number of candidate products is too high for manual selection, then recommendation can be used to help the user make decisions for the next pack of features. The recommendation for the next pack of features is done under the form of a list of partial configurations ordered from the most recommended to the least recommended. Then, the user selects from the list according to her/his requirements. Next, the process is repeated at each cycle until the user decides to stop.

There are several recommendation techniques that can be applied. Among these techniques, we have started our research work by handling the content based recommendation method [5] which is based on textual data and it treats the recommendation problem as a search for related items [1]. Content based recommendation technique uses the definition of existing products, which are defined as a combination of features, to support recommendation.

In the literature, there are several recommendation techniques. We distinguish techniques that are used for simple product catalogs. The “content based” filtering [5] makes recommendations from products that the user has chosen, while the “collaborative” filtering [3] makes recommendations from products that were purchased from other users.

On the other hand, there is recommendation techniques used for complex products like the “constraint based” recommendation [2]. It is defined as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) [4]. This recommendation technique provides a solution which is consistent with the PL constraints and satisfying the user requirements. Constraint based recommenders provide explanations for inconsistent requirements [2] such that the calculation of recommendation becomes possible.

The major goal for future work is to experiment the different recommendation techniques and adapt them to our problem. In addition, we intend to extend our approach by defining the level of recommendation. Indeed, the recommendation should be applied, first, on the order of features among which the user selects a partial configuration. Secondly, the recommendation should be applied on the features selection as has been shown in our approach.
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